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1 
Introd uction 

In this thesis we are concerned with the layout and operations manage
ment of distribution centers for perishables. Perishables from agricultural 
origin such as fresh foodstuffs form a major and still increasing part of 
the consumer goods. Perishables need special attention during physical 
distribution because of their perishable nature. 

Distribution centers for perishables have received little attention in the 
inventory and distribution management literature despite their economie 
importance. The focus of this thesis is the layout and operations manage
ment of a distribution center for perishables of agricultural origin. The 
characteristics of perishables make the layout and operations management 
of a distribution center for perishables more complex than that of a typical 
distri bution center. The turnover ra te of products that are handled in such 
a distribution center is usually very high. The average retention time of a 
product is slightly more than one day. The types of packaging differ a lot 
because of a lack in standardization in the distribution chain. The supply 
and demand of perishables are seasonal, and they fluctuate strongly from 
day to day. Most perishables need special starage conditions and careful 
handling to minimize keeping quality loss. Product interactions such as 
hormone or odor transmission have to be avoided for the same reason. 
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2 Introduetion 

This research tries to integrate the specific properties of perishables in the 
models and algorithms that deal with layout and operations management 
problems of distribution centers. We have developed a decision support 
system that incorporates the developed models and algorithms. With the 
decision support system, the management can handle the specific problems 
of a distribution center for perishables. 

1.1 Physical distribution of perishables 

Physical distribution includes all activities associated with the shipment of 
products from the manufacturer to the consumer. The chain of activities 
between the production and the market is called the distribution chain. 
Physical distribution is a fundamental aspect of the logistic management 
of distribution chains. Well organized physical distribution is seen nowa
days by authors such as Porter [1985] and Coyle, Bardi & Langley [1996] 
as a way of staying competitive in markets that are dominated by buy
ers. To support physical distribution a wide range of methods, techniques 
and tools have been developed. An introduetion is given by Tompkins & 
Harmelink [1994]. The efficiency of a distribution center plays a crucial 
role in the distribution chain. 

A distribution center is a building with two main functions: warehous
ing and distribution. Warehousing includes all activities concerned with 
storage and retrieval of products. The starage accommodation is the part 
of the distribution center where products can be stored. The starage 
equipment such as rack and shelving systems creates in the storage ac
commodation locations and starage space where products can be stored. 
We denote the combination of a fixed location with an allocated storage 
space as a slot. A warehouse is a building specific for the warehousing 
function. 

The distribution function in a distribution center concentrates on the ac
tivities groupage and skipment of customer orders . A customer order is 
a request of a specific customer for a specific quantity of a specific prod
uct at a specific time with an agreed delivery time. Groupage combines 
one or more customer orders in a single consignment. With handZing we 
denote alllabour related activities such as putaway, replenishing, and or
der picking. HandZing equipment such as carts, forklift trucks, conveyors, 
and sorters handles the products. A starage policy determines where a 
product can be stored. A retrieval policy determines from which slot the 
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retrieval should take place. Starage and retrieval polides are examples 
of operating policies. According to Van den Berg [1996], the combination 
of starage equipment, handling equipment and operating polides is called 
a warehousing system. A distribution center may use a set of different 
warehousing systems. The layout defines the size and the location of the 
different warehousing systems in the starage accommodation. 

Activities associated with value added logistics such as repackaging and 
grading of the products are frequently carried out in a distribution center 
but are considered by us as additional services compared to warehousing 
and distribution, and are therefore not included in our research. 

For the layout and operations management of distribution centers in gen
eral a large number of methods is now available. The book of Francis, 
McGinnis & White [1992] gives an introduetion to the available models 
and methods for the more general facility layout problem. Kusiak & Her
agu [1987] present a survey of various formulations of the facility layout 
problem and the algorithms to solve this problem. Ashayeri & Gelders 
[1985] and Tompkins, White, Bozer, Frazelle, Tanchono & Trevino [1996] 
review design methods for warehouses. Models for the throughput ca
pacity and the starage capacity in relation to the layout and operations 
management are reviewed by Cormier & Gunn [1992]. Young [1990] and 
Adams, Brown, Firth & Misenheimer [1996] describe the implementation 
of information technology in warehousing. For exhaustive literature re
views we refer to Choe [1990] and Van den Berg [1996]. 

Perishables of agricultural origin are products that are susceptible to keep
ing quality loss such as aging and breakdown. Vegetables, fruits , meat 
and dairy products are examples. The distribution of perishables usually 
starts after the harvest and includes activities such as transportation, han
dling in and out of starage and conditioning. An artiele or stock keeping 
unit (SKU) is one of the appearances of a product. Variation in cultivar, 
quality class, country of origin, and packaging define different articles of 
the same product. The assortment of a distribution center is a list of 
the articles that are handled or in stock during a spedfic period of time. 
A year can be divided in one or more planning periods. The supply of 
many perishables depends on the seasons. The mismatch between the 
long, seasonal production pattem and the short, day-to-day fluctuating 
consumption pattem makes the stock levels in a distribution center un
predictable. The numerous changes in the assortment during the year 
make the activities in a distribution center non-repetitive. 
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In this thesis we assume that a distribution center for perishables mainly 
stores and handles perishables. An important warehousing activity in a 
distribution center for perishables is the conditioning of products. A star
age room or cold store is a separate part of the starage accommodation 
with specific starage conditions such as relative humidity and temper
ature. An air-conditioned starage accommodation and several starage 
rooms with insulation distinguish the layout of a distribution center for 
perishables from a standard distribution center according to Sims [1994]. 
The specific layout and operations management of a distribution center 
for perishables infiuence the amount of keeping quality loss and the effi
ciency of the operations. According to Hoogerwerf, Reinders, Oosterloo 
& Kanis [1990], the share of distribution cast in the consumer price of 
perishables is nearly twice as high as the share of distribution cost in the 
consumer price of non-perishables. This difference is due to two compli
cating factors, i.e., fast handling and special starage conditions. Chung & 
Norback [1991] notice that perishables are distributed in a relatively short 
time to minimize the keeping quality loss. Adequate starage conditions, 
minimal handling and avoidanee of product interactions such as odor and 
hormone transmission can reduce keeping quality loss as is illustrated in 
Ryall & Lipton [1979] and Petropakis [1989]. Meffert [1990] describes the 
trade-off between conditioning and fast handling, and remarks that it is 
difficult to imprave the current speed of handling because it is already 
high. The importance of a distribution center in a distribution chain is 
explained further in Chapter 2. 

1.2 Problem formulation 

The management of a distribution center for perishables has to deal with 
questions concerning layout and operations management. The following 
list mentions some of the important issues without pretending to be com
plete. 

- What kind of starage and handling equipment is needed? 

- What kind of starage polides should be applied? 

- How much starage space is required for the different warehousing 
systems? 

- Where should the warehousing systems be located in the layout of 
the distribution center? 

- What kind of starage conditions are needed to reduce the keeping 
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quality loss of the artieles? 

- Where must the articles be placed in the distribution center and 
does the location depend on the time of year? 

- How much persounel is required? 

The problem associated with answering these questions can be modeled 
in a quantitative way in terms of the decision quantities, the objectives, 
and the constraints. An instanee of the problem can be defined by a 
dataset that describes the building, the available equipment, the expected 
customer orders, and the properties of the articles in the assortment. The 
customer orders determine the flow of articles through the distribution 
center. The minimal required information about the expected customer 
orders should inelude the expected customer order sizes and customer 
order frequencies for each individual artiele in each planning period. This 
information can be obtained by analyzing the historica! transaction data 
of the distribution center. 

Decision quantities. Decisions about the following issues must be made. 
The list ranges from strategie or long-term decisions to tactical decisions. 

- Selection of starage equipment, handling equipment, and starage 
policies. 

- Physical layout of the storage accommodation with the size and 
location of the warehousing systems. 

- Assignment of starage conditions to the different partsof the starage 
accommodation such as starage rooms. 

- Number of planning periods per year. 

- Determination for each artiele of the required storage space for each 
warehousing system and for each planning period. 

- Allocation of starage space for each slot for each warehousing system 
and for each planning period. 

- Assignment of articles to slots for each warehousing system and for 
each planning period. 

Constraints. The following constraints must be met when the manage
ment makes decisions by assigning values to the decision quantities. 

- The layout should not violate the dimensions of the building. 

- The combined starage space of the slots should not vialate the total 
available starage space of the starage accommodation. 
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- The allocated starage space for each artiele must be greater or equal 
to the minimum stock level of that article. 

- The keeping quality loss of the articles may nat exceed more than a 
predefined level agreed in the distribution chain. 

- The time needed for handling of a customer order must nat vialate 
the agreed delivery time of the customer order. 

Objectives. Given an instanee of the problem, find values for the de
scribed decision quantities such that the sum of the keeping quality loss 
cost, the investment cast and the handling cost is minimal, and that the 
constraints are met. 

The layout decisions determine the overall starage capacity of the distri
bution center. The choice of starage equipment infiuences the degree of 
starage space utilization and the expected total handling time. An assign
ment of articles to slots for each planning period is called a slot plan . The 
different starage conditions in the starage accommodation play a signifi
cant role in the assignment of the articles to slots because of the effect on 
keeping quality. Assigning articles to the same slots during the year re
duces the training and search time for the personnel. The handling time is 
an indicator for the total handling cost because persounel cast outweighs 
equipment cast in warehouses with low levels of mechanization. 

1.3 Towards solving the problem 

There is a need for support of the management that deals with the pre
sented problem. We state that this problem is relatively unstructured, 
based on two characteristics described by Savelsbergh [1988]. First, solv
ing the problem is complex because the numerous objectives and con
straints are difficult to quantify. In such a case, it is practically impossible 
to formulate a model that exactly mirrors the real-life situation. Secondly, 
the process required to find a feasible salution that is acceptable to the 
management cannot be completely specified in advance. We decided to 
facilitate the problem solving task of the management of the distri bution 
center by introducing a decision support system. 

1.3.1 Decision support system 

According to the definition given by Sprague & Watson [1986], a decision 
support system is an interactive computer-based system, which helps de
cision makers utilize data and models to solve unstructured problems. We 
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consider the manager that deals with layout and operations management 
in the distribution center as the user of the decision support system. We 
assumed that this user is a trained professional, knowledgeable about the 
problem but not necessarily familiar with the techniques of operations re
search and information technology. The solutions to problems based on 
roodels alone cannot be used directly for decision making because roodels 
are never a perfect representation of reality. The decision support system 
should profit from the expertise of the user and the power and precision 
of the operations research roodels and methods. A decision support sys
tem can act as an assistant and as an advisor to the user. Models that 
are focused on evaluating decisions can assist the user and roodels that 
generate decisions can advise the user. 

The decision support system that we developed tried to achieve the follow
ing three design goals, defined by Savelsbergh [1988] for decision support 
systems. 

- Combination of operations research roodels and methods with data 
access and retrieval. The roodels will help the user to generate and 
evaluate alternative decisions. The quantitative methods depend on 
data of the problem instance. 

- Flexibility and adaptability. The system must be able to accommo
date changes in the problem situation and the salution process. 

- Ease of U se. To achieve interaction between the system and the user, 
the system must be 'user friendly', so that the user can concentra te 
on the problem. A difficult to use system will probably remain 
unused, despite of the potential value. 

The developed decision support system is called ADEPT. The acronym 
ADEPT stands for ATO-DLO Distribution Expert for Perishables in Transit. 
The system can complement existing standard warehouse management 
systems (WMS). 

1.3.2 Hierarchical planning 

We propose a hierarchical structure for the different, functionally related 
decisions that must be made to solve the problem. The structure divides 
the decisions into nested or hierarchical levels. The user can iterate be
tween the different decision levels. The main advantage of such a salution 
approach is a reduction of the decision space on the separate levels. We 
can find several salution strategies based on hierarchical planning for t he 
design of warehouses in the literature. 
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Park & Webster [1989] developed a detailed nine step procedure to de
sign a three dimensional warehouse system. By varying the input data, 
the procedure generates alternative designs with analytica! models. The 
alternatives are evaluated on investment and operations cast. The three 
stage hierarchical structure of Yoon & Sharp [1995] for the design of an 
order piek system follows basically the same procedure as Park & Web
ster [1989] but focuses on satisfying the requirements. Johnson & Lofgren 
[1994] evaluate the design alternatives for the order piek process with sim
ulation models. The order piek process is decomposed in four subsystems 
w hich can be stuclied separately. 

The design procedure of Rosenblatt & Roll [1984] tries to minimize opera
tions cast and the rejection of shipments to the warehouse using simulation 
studies. On three different levels the user has to select the starage capac
ity, the starage policy and the type of layout. Larson, March & Kusiak 
[1997]let the user make these three decisions inthereverse order. Finally, 
Gray, Karmarkar & Seidmann [1992] developed a hierarchical planning 
procedure for an order consolidating warehouse that consists of the de
cision levels facility design and equipment selection, item allocation, and 
operating policy. 

The overview demonstrates that there are several ways to decompose the 
problem, but none of the described procedures take into account the in
fiuence of the layout and operations management on the keeping quality 
loss of perishables. Starage conditions have an effect on the keeping qual
ity loss and therefore restriet the possible assignments of articles to slots. 
The seasonality of supply and demand of perishables changes the stock 
levels of the articles during the year and therefore the starage space re
quirements. To our knowledge, the effect of seasonality on the expected 
handling time and the starage capacity utilization has not been stuclied 
yet. The general objective of our research is to develop models and so
lution strategies that support the decisions about layout and operations 
management for distribution centers for perishables. With these models 
and salution strategies the user can generate assignments of articles to lo
cations and allocations of starage space, and evaluate the keeping quality 
loss, the expected handling time, and the starage capacity utilization of 
the proposed solutions. 

For our salution strategy, we have chosen for a hierarchical decomposition 
into three decision levels that resembles the structure of Gray, Karmarkar 
& Seidmann [1992]. The decisions at the three levels are not very tightly 
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Figure 1.1: Decomposition of the layout and operations management problem 
for a distribution center for perishables into three decision levels. 

coupled. The relations between the levels are shown in Figure 1.1. 

Equipment and layout. At the first level the user determines the re
quired starage space for all the articles in the assortment in each planning 
period. The user also chooses the starage and handling equipment in the 
distribution center, and allocates starage capacity to starage rooms and 
warehousing systems. The majority of the decision at this level are strate
gie or long-term decisions. Even in an existing building, the number of 
choices at this level is enormous. The user has to find a balance between 
investment cost and starage capacity. High levels of starage capacity uti
lization often increase the expected handling time. 

Slot planning. The main goal at the second level is to reduce the keeping 
quality loss due to inadequate starage conditions. Articles which require 
similar starage conditions are assigned to slots in the same starage room 
because with large assortments it is impractical to give each artiele its own 
starage room or each slot its own starage conditions. The tactical decisions 
at this level depend on the selected number of planning periods. More 
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planning periods reduce the effects of assortment changes and fiuctuating 
stock levels on the starage space utilization. The slot plan also determines 
the expected handling time or work laad. 

Operations management. Operational decisions about the organiza
tion of the day-to-day work in the distribution center are made at the 
third level. The policies on how to act when a stocklevel of an artiele 
exceeds the starage space of an assigned slot are implemented as decision 
rules. With simulation models that incorporate these decision rules the 
behavior of the proposed salution can be studied. 

The problems associated with the decision level 'slot planning' have sev
erallinks with the decision levels 'equipment and layout' and 'operations 
management'. The available starage capacity and the handling times are 
infiuenced by the layout and the equipment. The decisions about the 
number and the size of the storage rooms and warehousing systems have 
to be determined at the decision level 'equipment and layout '. 

1.3.3 lmplementation of ADEPT 

The three decision levels of the proposed hierarchical planning approach 
are implemented as separate modules in the decision support system 
ADEPT. Each module contains the data and the models needed to generate 
andjor evaluate the decisions at that decision level. During the salution 
process the user can iterate between the various decision levels to imprave 
the salution quality. The output of the last visited level can be used as 
input for the next level. The user can also interact with the salution pro
cess by identifying interesting alternatives, and steering towards superior 
and practical layout and operations management plans. The alternative 
plans can be fine tuned with detailed simulation experiments to examine 
effects that have been overlooked or discarded in the models . The salution 
process eventually results in a salution with reduced keeping quality loss 
and lower investment and handling cast when compared with the initia! 
solution. 

A userfriendly implementation makes the frequent revisions in the plan 
an easy and straightforward job. The stand-alone system was built on a 
personal computer with the fourth generation language FoxPro 2.6 which 
includes a database management system. ADEPT has facilities to query 
the transactions database of the distribution center. We achieved interac
tion between the system and the user by making use of a graphical user 
interface. Histograms and other graphical presentations of the data can 
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give a better insight into the daily fluctuations in the stock levels and the 
associated expected handling time. A drawing board for the layout makes 
the system truly visual interactive. At alllevels of the salution process the 
user is able to view and edit the current plan. For example it is possible 
to view and edit the physicallocations of the racks in a map of the layout 
of the distribution center. 

1.4 Thesis outline 

In our research we concentrate on the problem of the slot planning of 
distribution centers for perishables. The slot planning problem is linked 
with the decisions concerning the layout and equipment on one hand and 
the decisions dealing with the operations management on the other hand. 
Chapter 2 explains the specific problems associated with the distribution 
of perishables. The problem definition and the different decomposit ion 
strategies for slot planning are stated in Chapter 3. The different local 
search techniques that we used to solve the slot planning problem are in
troduced in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 deals with the effects of the layout and 
the slot plan on keeping quality loss. A simulation model is described 
that examines the advantages of a slot plan for the daily operations. The 
applied solution approach for the storage space allocation in the different 
warehousing systems is described in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7, we explain 
the effects of assignment of articles to locations on the expected handling 
time and on the storage space utilization. We illustrate the proposed solu
tion strategies with a case example of a distribution center for vegetables 
and fruits in the Netherlands. 
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2 
Distri bution of perishables 

In this chapter, we introduce the specific problems of the distribution of 
perishables. After defining what product categories we consider to be 
perishable and descrihing their specific properties, we elaborate further 
on the production and distribution process. Thereafter, the consequences 
for the distribution chain of perishability are described, and the special 
considerations for perishables in distribution centers are explained. We 
conclude the chapter with the description of case examples of distribution 
centers for perishables. 

2.1 Definition and properties of agricultural perishables 

A large part of the fast moving consumer goods constitutes of perishables. 
In this thesis, wedefine perishables as stock items with a limited lifetime as 
reviewed by Nahmias [1982] and Raafat [1991]. Typical examples are food, 
photographic film and pharmaceuticals. Thereby, we restriet ourselves to 
perishables that are stockable, hence the perishable assets described by 
Weatherford & Bodily [1992] such as airline seats fall outside the scope 
of this research. Government regulations or the specific nature of the 
item can limit the lifetime to a fixed period. Blood and newspapers are 
examples of perishables with a fixed lifetime. The random lifetime of 

13 
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perishables such as food is caused by unpredictable physical, chemica! 
and biologica! processes that reduce the lifetime. 

The past twenty years, the research on perishable inventory has concen
trated mainly on bloodbanks instead of more interesting fields from a 
business point of view like the distri bution of food. According to N ahmias 
[1982], the availability of data to the academie researchers has probably 
played a major role in the selection of the research topic for perishables. 
With the introduetion of new technologies such as time-temperature mon
itors as described by Taoukis & Labuza [1989], more data have become 
available that are specific to perishables. In this research we focus on 
the distribution of fresh foodstuffs to fill the gap that is left by other 
research ers. 

Fresh foodstuffs are usually from an agricultural origin, and consist of bi
ologica! materiaL In the agribusiness, a product is a variety of for instanee 
a vegetable with well defined properties like colour, taste and overall ap
pearance. The diversity of marketed fresh foodstuffs in type, quality, and 
lifetime is enormous and is still increasing due to changing consumer pref
erences, globalization of the markets and technologkal innovations. Only 
a limited number of foodstuffs can be treated as normal cammodities be
cause of their relatively uniform quality and long lifetime. Examples are 
cereals and coffee. Meffert [1990] stresses that all other fresh foodstuffs 
have to be given special attention in the distribution chain from producer 
to consumer in order to deal with their specific properties such as aging 
and breakdown. 

Fu & Labuza [1993] define keeping quality or shelf life as the period of 
time until which a product becomes unacceptable. According to Shewfelt 
[1990], the attribute that limits the product acceptance is the first at
tribute that becomes unacceptable, given the circumstances. The limiting 
attribute can also be predefined. An example is firmness of tomatoes in 
the study of Polderdijk, Tijskens, Robbers & Van der Valk [1994]. The 
keeping quality lossof food is basedon biologica! processes which remain 
active after the harvest. Floros [1993] and Labuza [1982] mention a range 
of processes that infiuence keeping quality of agricultural products. The 
static keeping quality is the average number of days that a product is 'fit 
for use' if it is kept under the same storage conditions. Starage conditions 
which maximize the keeping quality result in minimal keeping quality loss. 

The following items are examples of factors that infiuence the keeping 
quality; see also Ryall & Lipton [1979]. 
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- Initial keeping quality. The initial quality of an agricultural product 
varies because of differences in the used cultivars, the production 
method, the season and the production region. 

- Starage time. Short storage times reduce the keeping quality loss. 

- Temperature. Each product has its own optimal temperature. Many 
agricultural products that now or in the past originated from trapi
cal or subtropical climates are susceptible to low temperature break
down. 

- Handling. Some perishables are very susceptible to shock and vi
bration. Suitable packaging can reduce the effects of shock and 
vibration during handling. Handling has in general a negative effect 
on keeping quality. 

- Accessibility. The storage and handling equipment available at a 
storage room determine the accessibility of that storage room for 
handling. Low accessibility of a storage room corresponds with 
a large number of moves that are necessary to store and retrieve 
a product in that storage room, and results therefore in higher 
amounts of handling. 

- Ethylene. The gas ethylene, a plant hormone for ripening, plays 
a role in the interaction between products. High concentrations of 
ethylene accelerate the ripening and decay of a large number of prod
ucts. According to Abeles, Morgan & Salveit [1992], products that 
produce ethylene are susceptible to ethylene at the same time. The 
effect of the hormone ethylene can be avoided by spatially separat
ing the products or reduced by ventilation of the storage room. The 
production of ethylene as well as the infiuence of this product inter
action on the keeping quality are dependent on the temperature. 

- Odors . Products like onions and garlic produce odors that are ad
sorbed by fruits such as melons. The packaging of the productscan 
prevent keeping quality loss by odors. Milkis normally very suscep
tible to the odor of garlic, but milk in cartons does not pose any 
problems. 

- Utilization. High levels of utilization reduce the free space in a 
storage room. The larger the free space in the storage room, the 
lower the concentration of odors and hormones. 

- Ventilation. High ventilation rates reduce the effects of odors and 
hormones by increasing the effective volume in a storage room but 
increase the energy requirements. 
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Table 2.1: Characteristics of 60 quality change groups. The column 'Topt' denotes 
the optima! storage temperature, 'Prd' the ethylene production, and 'Sns' the 
ethylene sensitivity. For ethylene, the production and sensitivity are classified 
with 'H' for 'high', 'L' for 'low', and '-' for the absence of an effect. Data compiled 
by J.J. Polderdijk of ATO-DLO. 

Name quality Topt Ethylene Name quality Tapt Ethylene 
change group (oe) Prd Sns change group (oC) Prd Sns 
Alfalfa 0 - - Lettuce 0 - H 
Asparagus 0 - L Mango 10 L H 
Babaco 5 H H Me! on 10 L L 
Banana 14 L H Musbroom 0 - -

Beetroot 4 - - Paksoy 0 - H 
Brasil 4 - L Parsley 0 - H 
Broccoli 0 - H Passion fruit 6 H H 
Cabbage 0 - H Pineapple 9 L -
Carambola 5 - - Plum 1 L H 
Carrot 0 - L Pomegranate 1 - -

Cauliflower 0 - H Potato 9 - L 
Cherry 0 - - Quave 8 L L 
Clementine 2 - L Raspberry 0 - -

Corn 5 - - Red bel! pepper 8 L -

Cranberry 3 - L Rosemary 0 - H 
Cueurnher 13 - H Rhubarb 0 - -

Curly kail 0 - L Sappodillo 10 H H 
Daikon 0 - H Satsuma 4 - L 
Egg plant 8 - H Savory 0 - H 
Elstar 3 H - Scarlet runner 8 - L 
Endive 0 - L Sharonfruit 8 L L 
Fig 0 L - Spinach 0 - H 
Garlic 0 - - Sunkist 5 - L 
Gherkin 12 - H Strawberry 0 - -

Golden delicious 1 H - Tamarillo 12 L L 
Green pepper 10 - L Taugeh 0 - L 
Haricoverts 8 - L Tomato 10 H L 
Jonagold 2 H - Valencia late 2 - L 
Leek 0 - L White grapefruit 7 - L 
Lemon 12 - L Yellow melon 12 L H 
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A quality change group consists of products with the same quality change 
characteristics, such as optimal temperature and production of ethylene. 
Examples of quality change groups are listed in Table 2.1. The quality 
change models used in this research describe for each quality change group 
the static keeping quality under specific starage conditions. Some of the 
mentioned factorscan be controlled in the storage rooms of a distribution 
center. Each storage room has a specific temperature that is a t::ompromise 
between the optimal temperatures of the quality change groups that are 
assigned to that storage room. 

2.2 Production and distribution of agricultural perishables 

Agricultural production is usually carried out in relatively small, family 
owned enterprises. Most production processes are soil bound andresult in 
products with non-uniform keeping quality at the harvest. The number of 
different articles based on these products increases rapidly after the har
vest due to activities like packaging and grading. The supply depends on 
the seasons. The consequence of these seasonal fiuctuations is that prod
ucts are not available during the entire year. The production pattem and 
the keeping quality are also dependent on the production region. Prod
ucts from the southern hemisphere can substitute products from Europe 
during winter time and vice versa. In this way markets are supplied with 
fresh products during the entire year. 

Customers determine more and more the type, quality, price, and avail
ability of the articles. Customer service is becoming a very important item 
in the distribution chain, since the market for perishables has developed 
from a sellers to a buyers market. The distribution chain of perishables 
is changing from a market 'push'-situation to a 'pull'-situation. Accord
ing to Porter [1985], these trends are common for all consumer products. 
For perishables there is a mismatch between the long, seasonal produc
tion pattem and the short, day-to-day fiuctuating consumption pattern. 
This results in a mismatch between supply and demand in the distribution 
chain. We distinguish between three systems to match the market push 
of the sellers and the market pull of the buyers. 

- Forwards. The seller and the buyer draw up a contract that states 
type of product, quantity, quality, price, and time of delivery. In 
this way the buyer gets exactly what he wants but the system is not 
fiexible. Adjustments in quantity, price, and time of delivery are 
difficult to handle. 
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- Futures. Standardized forwards that can be bought and sold on 
a open market like the Chicago Board of Trade are called futures. 
The possibility of trading increases the fiexibility because contracts 
can be swapped for contracts with a more suitable quantity and 
time of delivery. The price forming is transparent. However, futures 
are only useful for products with relatively uniform quality that are 
bought in relatively large quantities. 

- A uction. A place were sellers and buyers meet to negotiate openly 
about the price of the products on the market at that time is called 
an auction. The products never become the property of the auc
tion. Rules about standardization of packaging and grading of the 
products create larger units that speed up the negotiation process. 
Buyers do not have a guarantee that the required product is avail
able in the right quantity with the right quality. The sellers are on 
the other hand never certain of enough buyers for their products . 

The effect of seasons and the type of contracts on the pricing is discussed 
by Desai [1996] . A new system that combines the advantages of futures 
and auctions for vegetables and fruitsis proposed by Broekmeulen [1996a] 

The different, and largely independent, actars at the different stages in 
the distribution chain often try to minimize the distribution cost through 
economies of scale. The producers are often organized in cooperatives . 
The auction is normally a cooperative of the producers. The auction 
system protects the small producers against the power of the buyers . A 
wholesaler usually buys goods on order instead of selling goods 'from the 
shelf' to the retailers. The retailers enlarge their buying power in large 
combinations . In an integrated distribution eh a in that is not controlled or 
owned by one enterprise, the margin impravement has to be distributed 
among the participating actors according to their cantrolling power in the 
distribution chain. 

Hoekstra & Romme [1987] define the point in the distribution chain where 
the market push meets the market pull as the decoupling point . At a 
decoupling point the product can be buffered to reduce the mismatch 
between supply and demand. A buffer in the distribution chain of perish
ables has little use to close the gap between supply and demand because 
of the limited and random lifetime of the perishables. Shorter throughput 
times for the distribution process minimize the keeping quality loss, but 
the varying initia} keeping quality and the varying conditions during the 
distribution process still result in a varying degree of keeping quality loss. 
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Lack of harmonization in the distribution chains because of the indepen
dent actors at the different stages in the chain reduces the availability 
of perishables as consumer articles that meet a demand. The mismatch 
n~sults in unnecessary cost, activities and keeping quality loss. 

2.3 Integral quality control in distribution chains 

Because of the specific storage conditions needed for each product and the 
mutual interference with other products, a distribution chain should be 
set-up in such a way that these special requirements are met during an 
as large as possible fraction of the supply lead time. Ideally, the mixing 
of the different products in the distribution chain has to take place in the 
last stages of the distribution process. The resulting campromise in the 
conditions for a mixed load in the last stages of transport and storage place 
a great burden on the keeping quality of the handled products. Therefore, 
the decoupling point for perishables must be located as close as possible to 
the producer. This is because the control of the distribution process gets 
complicated further down in the chain due to the divergence in product 
types and the difficulty to give each product the necessary specific storage 
conditions. This concept is promoted by Broekmeulen, Hoogerwerf, Si
mons & Reinders [1992] for the general situation, and further elaborated 
for mushrooms by Broekmeulen & Simons [1995] . Gommodities such as 
cereals and potatoes are already stored by the producer. The distribution 
center of the wholesaler is the most practical location for the decoupling 
point in distribution chains that use the auction, since the wholesaler is the 
first large enterprise in the chain that owns the products. The flexibility 
in the distribution chain must be created in this distribution center. 

The need for coordination as described by Slats, Bhola, Evers & Dijk
huizen [1995] and Thomas & Griffin [1996] is well understood in the dis
tribution chain of agricultural perishables. At this moment there are only 
a few of such vertically coordinated supply chains operational. Examples 
are the supply of bananas and mushrooms. In these supply chains, one 
'dominant' enterprise controls and owns the complete distribution chain of 
a perishable. Recent reorganizations of the supply chain of vegetables and 
fruits in the Netherlands can have a large impact on the coordination and 
the influence of the market, according to Van de Vorst & Simons [1996]. 

A correct and fast information flow between the actors is a requirement in 
the coordination of the distribution chain of perishables. Uniform artiele 
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coding and barcodes or radio frequency labeling are essential to achieve the 
necessary quality of the information and speed of the information flow. 
The large variation in product types, packaging, and quality have made 
uniform artiele coding still impractical for agricultural products. The 
short lifetime and the fast handling of the articles hinder the separate 
introduetion of barcodes in the distribution center. The starage time is 
toa short to give all incoming articles a detailed internal code or sticker. 
Persounel has to check by visual inspeetion that the correct artiele is 
handled. Wrong quality or packaging frequently result into mistakes. 

2.4 Perishables in a distribution center 

A distribution center perfarms activities such as storage, conditioning, ac
cumulation and shipment. These activities need resources such as build
ings, equipment, and personnel. Specific operating policies applied to a 
set of resources completes a warehousing system. 
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Figure 2.1: Types of artiele fiows, the associated activities and the starage areas 
in a distribution center. 
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2.4.1 Activities 

The assortment of a distribution center consists of artieles that are bought 
from various suppliers in the previous stages of the dis tribution chain. The 
customer orders are shipped to the next stage in the distribution chain 
in one or more consignments. The combination of one or more customer 
orders in a single consignment is called groupage. The different types of 
artiele fiows from supplier to customer, and the associated activities are 
visualized in Figure 2.1. The primary function of a distribution center is 
groupage and shipment of customer orders. 

With direct delivery from supplier to customer, the artieles skip the dis
tribution center. This option is interesting for large shipments of only a 
few artieles. In all other cases, the artieles enter the distribution center. 
All artieles that are reeeived in the distribution center are subject to in
spection and quality controL Artieles are received and shipped on pallets 
through doek boards or doors. A unit laad is equal to a full pallet and 
carries a predefined number of artiele units that is specific for each artiele. 
Close to the doek boards there are two areas to temporary store artieles: 
a reeeiving area for the incoming artieles and a staging area for the out
going articles. Each major customer has a reserved space or skipping area 
in the staging area for the pallets with artieles ready for transport. In 
the shipping area, customer orders for more than one item of the assort
ment or for an artiele that has to be collected from several locations are 
aeeumulated before shipment to the customer. By cross doeking, articles 
that are received and shipped the same day, and are ordered in unit loads, 
are collected directly from the receiving area into the staging area. The 
activity putaway is the movement of the artieles from the receiving area 
to the slots in the storage area. By order pieking the articles are collected 
from the storage area, and moved to the staging area. Picking persounel 
or piekers move the artieles in the distribution center. 

In this research, we consider two warehousing systems in the storage area: 
forward piek starage and reserve storage. The slots in the forward piek 
area are more easily accessible than the slots in the reserve area. There
fore, forward piek slots are the primary location for storage of an artiele 
and reserve slots are mainly used for bulk storage. Forward piek storage 
consists of forward piek slots at forward piek locations and reserve storage 
consists of reserve slots at reserve locations. R eserve pieking stores and 
retrieves artieles in unit loads from the reserve storage. Forward pieking 
collects artieles in less than unit loads from the forward piek storage. Inter-
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nal replenishment moves the articles from reserve starage to forward piek 
slots. The activities cross docking, reserve picking and forward picking 
can all be involved in accumulating a customer order. The warehousing 
system that is preferred to collect a customer order depends on the order 
size and the unit laad size for that specific article. Customer orders are 
split into handZing requests for unit loads and for artiele units. Multiples 
of a unit laad in a customer order are translated into multiple handling 
requests for reserve pickers. 

2.4.2 Resources 

The management has to make decisions about the available resources for 
the distribution center. These decisions are generated and/or evaluated 
at the decision level 'layout and equipment' of ADEPT. 
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Figure 2.2: A typical layout of a distribution center for perishables. 

Building. A typical distribution center for perishables consists of a insu
lated building with an air-conditioned starage accommodation and several 
starage rooms as outlined by Sims [1994] . A typical layout is shown in 
Figure 2.2. An area in the starage accommodation with specific starage 
conditions is called a zone. The receiving and staging areas are not suit-
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able for the starage of the articles for more than one day because of the 
absence of specialized conditions for each individual artiele and the mutual 
interference of the articles. Articles which have to stay in the distribution 
center for more than a day, or which are extremely susceptible to keep
ing quality loss, are put in starage in one of the zones. The slots in the 
starage area are not related to the customer but are chosen to meet the 
specific starage conditions and handling requirements of the artieles. The 
ijo point is a fixed point close to the doek board where each handling 
request or piek cycle is considered to start and finish. 
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Figure 2.3: Cross section AB of a typical distribution center for perishables with 
slots in a rack with shelves. 

Equipment. Articles can be stared in starage equipment such as racks 
and shelves. The type of packaging of an artiele has astrong infiuence on 
the possible starage equipment for that article. The starage equipment 
is arranged in aisles . A typical rack is shown in Figure 2.3. Pallets on 
the upper levels of the racks can only he accessed with a forklift truck. 
Small package sizes such as trays and boxes cannot be handled easily with 
a forklift truck. T herefore, forward piekers use carts to handle artiele 
units and reserve piekers use forklift trucks to handle unit loads. Reserve 
piekers replenish the forward piek slots. A replenishment of less than a 
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unit load normally takes a considerable amount of time since the artiele 
units have to be restacked in the forward piek slot. Another option is that 
the unit load in the reserve storage is already split into loads that fit in 
the assigned forward piek slot by using additional pallet boards. The unit 
load for storage in the reserve storage is such cases received as a stack of 
smaller pallets. 

The type of handling equipment and the degree of mechanization deter
mine the differences in handling methods. The dimensions in the layout 
such as the maximum height of a rack and the minimum width of an aisle 
defines the possible handling equipment and vice versa. The chosen han
dling equipment and the degree of mechanization are a few of the factors 
that infiuence the maximum handling capacity or throughput of the distri
bution center and the productivity of the persouneL Modern equipment 
such as automatic carousels and automated sorters are often dedicated 
to the type of transport packaging and require specific storage equipment 
and high investments. The combination of racks, carts, and forklift trucks 
remains a fiexible, low cost handling system with the disadvantage of rel
atively low throughput per pieker. Because of the relatively low added 
value of perishables we assume the continuing use of carts and forklift 
trucks in the near future. 

Persounel needs training to know what a specific artiele looks like, and 
whether the artiele picked for shipment is the same as is ordered by the 
customer. An administrative system such as a warehouse management 
system (WMS) eau support the day-to-day operations by giving storage 
and retrieval advice to the piekers and generating piek lists . A piek list 
guides the piekers in the right sequence to the slots where the ordered 
artieles must be present. A locator function records the storage to and 
retrievals from each slot reai-time in the WMS. The records of the actual 
stock levels become inaccurate when the WMS eau not keep up with 
the pace of the physical transactions in the distribution center. This 
unwanted situation often occurs with fast moving consumers goods such 
as perishables. Logging all activities concerning storage and retrieval reai
time in the case of perishables requires high investments in information 
technology and requires that all articles are labeled with a barcode or 
a radio frequency tag. An alternative system with dedicated primary 
locations for each artiele is simpler to control and relatively easy to learn 
for the pickers. Searching for the secondary location of the artieles eau 
take a considerable amount of time compared with an accurate WMS. 
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2.4.3 Operations management 

The operations management of a distribution center for perishables in
eludes decisions about inventory management and operating policies. The 
effects of these decisions are investigated on the decision level 'operations 
management' of the decision support system ADEPT. 

Inventory management. Decisions about stock levels and external 
stock replenishment based on forecasts of supply and demand is imprac
tical because of the mismatch between the long, seasonal production pat
tem and the short, day-to-day fluctuating consumption pattern, and of 
the lack of harmonization in the distribution chains. The trend of the 
seasonal changes is known or can be forecasted, but the daily fluctuations 
are enormous. Stock that is kept to deal with unpredictable demand is 
called safety stock . Cycle stock is stock kept to deal with unpredictable 
lead times of suppliers. According to Silver, Pyke & Peterson (1998], 
safety stock and cyele stock are both additions to forecasted stock levels 
to avoid 'out-of-stock' situations. Safety andjor cyele stock are not useful 
for perishables. because the additional keeping quality loss of the perish
ables in the safety and/or cyele stock is unacceptable for the customers. 
Therefore, most articles are bought on order so that the customer of the 
artieles is already known when they enter the distribution center. The 
customer lead time is kept as short as possible. The time in stock or 
starage time is rather half a day than a few weeks. The number of times 
that the average storage time fits in a year is denoted by the turnover 
rate. Fora warehouse, Rosenblatt & Roll (1988] define the starage service 
level as the percentage of putaway requests that can be satisfied during a 
planning period because of available storage space. The allocated storage 
space in the storage area is related to the storage service level and the 
average storage time of an artiele in a planning period. The stock of an 
artiele can be located in more than one warehousing system. 

When the probability of the occurrence of an artiele on a customer order is 
affected by the occurrence of other artieles on that order, we have demand 
dependency. Models that inelude demand dependency are discussed by 
Frazelle (1989] and Kim [1993]. For fast moving consumer goods such as 
perishables that are ordered on a daily basis, demand dependency plays no 
important role since most articles are requested in every customer order. 

Operating policies. The operating policies and the accuracy of the 
WMS influence the amount of keeping quality loss and the efficiency of 
the operations. The personnel in the warehouse needs storage and retrieval 
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advice in order to subsequently reduce the search time for available slots, 
to store the artiele and to find the slot where the ordered artiele can be 
retrieved. This advice depends mainly on the starage and/or retrieval 
policy of the distribution center. We only consider the First In First 
Out (FIFO) retrieval policy due to the perishable nature of the articles. 
Alternative retrieval policies such as Last In First Out (LIFO) result in 
langer durations of stay for the articles and thus in too much keeping 
quality losses. 

Francis, McGinnis & White [1992] and Frazelle & Apple [1994] present 
the following three well-known starage policies. 

- Fixed slot policy. Starage or retrieval involves dedicated, assigned 
slots. If the starage capacity of a slot is insufReient with regard 
to the number of artiele units that have to be stored, the purchase 
could be temporarily put somewhere else and may even get 'lost' 

- Glosest available slot policy. If the assigned slot is occupied, the 
most dosest available and suitable slot is taken. 

- Random slot policy. Each starage request gets the first available slot 
in the warehouse. 

All above described policies need accurate information about the available 
slots for an artiele and the contents of the occupied slots. If a pieker cannot 
find an artiele at the dedicated slot or at a slot indicated by the WMS, all 
alternative slots have to be checked befare the artiele is reported out-of
stock. Note that in the absence of areal-time locator, starage and retrieval 
from alternative slots require additional time for searching. 

In a distribution center for perishables, all articles that are kept in stock 
need a fixed slotor location due to the absence of a uniform artiele coding 
and the special conditions needed by perishables. A policy with random 
slots has a better space utilization than a system with only fixed slots 
according to Francis, McGinnis & White [1992], because empty slots re
served for a specific artiele cannot be used by another article. In practice, 
the distribution center can work with a fixed slot policy for the primary 
locations in the forward piek starage and a dosest available slot policy for 
the reserve storage. In the reserve starage of each zone, the articles can 
be assigned to skared slots for subsets of articles to imprave the starage 
space utilization of the zones. 

The user can change the slot plan for each planning period to imprave 
the utilization of the starage capacity. Frequently changing the slot plan 
increases the time needed to search the articles and to train the pickers. 
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Figure 2.4: An example of the usage of two racks by the articles A, .. . , E during 
three planning periods without fixed artiele assignments to slots throughout the 
year. 

A slot plan with fixed locations of each artiele throughout the year needs 
less handling time but requires more storage space. The problem resulting 
from fixed locations in the slot plan is illustrated for a rack in Figure 2.4. 
N ote that the forward piek location of artiele C has to change in period 
three, because of the greater storage space allocation of artiele C and the 
continued accupation of the shelf by artiele D. 

Possible order picking strategies are reviewed by Frazelle & Apple [1994]. 
The choice for a strategy depends on the number of piekers assigned to 
each customer order, the number of customer orders handled during each 
piek cyele and the method of accumulation of a customer order. In order 
to meet a certain customer lead time, it may be necessary to divide a 
large customer order over several pickers. Piekers assigned to the same 
customer order can work in different warehousing systems or aisles. More 
than one pieker working in the same aisle can result in congestion when 
the piekers hinder each other during their work. 

In a pieker-to-part system, a piek cyele starts from the i/o point with an 
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empty cart or forklift truck, visits one or more slots, grabs the requested 
number of artiele units at the slots and returns to the i/o point with a 
partial or complete customer order. With batch picking each piek cycle 
collects for more than one customer order. The total volume of the cus
tomer orders that are combined in a batch may not exceed the capacity 
of the handling equipment of the pieker. Remember that usually a unit 
load the largest volume is that a pieker can handle in a piek cycle. A dis
tribution center specialized in perishables usually handles relatively large 
orders of distribution centers of the large retail and supermarket chains, 
which makes batch picking impractical. A piek cycle fora single customer 
order results in a partial customer order if the complete customer order 
consists of more than one unit load, if more than one pieker is assigned to 
the customer order, or if the stock is insufficient. Articles that are not in 
stock because they did not arrive in time in the distribution center have 
to be picked in another piek cycle later that day. 

RACKS 

1/0 POINT 

DOCK BOARD 

Figure 2.5: The routing of a single address piek cycle from the ijo point to a slot 
in one of the racks and back. 

A piek cycle can be distinguished in a single-address and a multi-address 
piek cycle. Multi-address piek cycles, where a pieker visits more than one 
location duringa piek cycle, is among others discussed by Malmborg & Kr-
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ishnakumar [1989] and De Koster. M.B.M., Van der Poort & Roodbergen 
[1997]. The routing of a single-address piek cycle is shown in Figure 2.5. 
The travel time to a slot depends on the speed of the equipment used for 
picking and the distance between the i/o point and the slot. The calcu
lation of the travel time is relatively straightforward for a single-address 
piek cycle. The distance approximations needed for multi-address piek 
cycles are investigated by Hall [1993]. 

A multi-address piek cycle of a forward pieker starts with an empty pallet 
and aften results in a pallet with different articles in different packagings. 
Such a mixed pallet has to be stable for further transport. Heavy articles 
put on top make the pallet collapse. A box cannot be placed on a sack 
but a tray can be placed on a box. The forward pieker has to sart or 
rearrange the stacking of the articles on the pallet during the piek cycle to 
keep the pallet stable. Correct stacking can also prevent damage to fragile 
products. Sorting of the articles during a piek cycle because of stacking 
problems has to be avoided. With a fixed piek route, the heavy articles in 
easily stackable packaging are placed at the beginning and sacks with light 
articles are placed at the end of the piek route. A possible strategy with 
variabie piek routes is to assign to each rack or aisle only articles with the 
same packaging. When single-address piek cycles are used and/or more 
than one pieker is assigned to a customer order, the ar ticles have to be 
sorted when the complete customer order is accumulated. 

2.5 Case examples of distribution centers for perishables 

In this study we used real world data of distribution centers for perish
ables in the Netherlands. The following case example of a wholesaler of 
vegetables and fruits gives an indication of the real world problem sizes. 

From a major wholesaler of vegetables and fruits in the Netherlands we 
received a complete and detailed dataset of a whole year concerning one 
of the distribution centers of the wholesaler. The data on the day-to-day 
stock levels was sametimes inaccurate since the installed administrative 
system could not keep up with the pace of the physical transactions in the 
distribution center. We describe this case example in more detail. The 
distribution center of the wholesaler is a 4000 m2 facility with a height 
of 10 m with four cold stores of 1500 m3 each. The complete assortment 
lists more than 5000 articles divided into 180 quality change groups. On a 
single day not more than 750 different articles are in stock due to seasonal 
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variations in the assortment. The standard unit load is a pallet with a 
length of 1.2 m, width of 1.0 m, and an average height of 2 m. The 
distribution center handles about 400 pallets in and out of starage each 
day. Six days a week the distribution center buys vegetables and fruits on 
order at auctions and directly from growers for about 20 customers. These 
customers are large supermarket chains. Every sunday the distribution 
center is about empty. 
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Figure 2.6: The aggregated stock level of all the distributed articles of the whole
saler of vegetables and fruits during a year . 

The current starage conditions in the warehouse of the wholesaler did not 
take the specific quality change properties of the assortment in considera
tion. Three of the four cold stores had a temperature of 1° C, which made 
them effectively one single zone. Especially the product interactions were 
overlooked at higher zone temperatures . 

Figure 2.6 shows the yearly fiuctuations of the actual aggregated stock 
level of the distribution center. Note that the stock level has a dip near 
the end of the summer season and that the week befare Christmas has 
the highest stock level. Figure 2. 7 shows the variation of the stock level 
of eight quality change groups with respect to the seasons. The multiple 
peaks in most plots can be attributed to different production seasons in 
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Figure 2.7: The stock level of eight quality change groups in the distribution 
center of the wholesaler of vegetables and fruits during a year. 
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Figure 2.8: The summed peak stock levels of all the quality change groups as a 
function of the number of planning periods in the dataset of the wholesaler of 
vegetables and fruits. 

different parts of the world or to different production methods. 

The peak stock level of an artiele in a planning period depends on the 
time of year and the length of the planning period. A longer planning 
period increases the chance that a particular peak stock level is included 
in that planning period. The summed daily stock levels of complementary 
articles, such as endive and strawberry, results in a lower peak stock level 
than the sum of the individual peak stock levels. The dip in stock from 
endive is compensated by the peak of strawberry, and vice versa. The 
size of that effect is shown in Figure 2.8, where we summed the peak 
stock levels of the quality change groups. We combined the stock levels of 
the articles that belang to the same quality change group because these 
articles have to be stared at the same location under identical starage 
conditions. The summed peak stock level decreases when we increase the 
number of planning periods. Even with 20 planning periods, the summed 
peak stock levels of the quality change groups is two times the summed 
daily stock levels of all the articles in the distribution center. We conclude 
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Figure 2.9: The size of, and the changes in the weekly assortment of the whoie
sater of vegetables and fruits during a year. 

that the required storage capacity for an artiele or a quality change group 
is always higher than the average stock level but much lower than the peak 
stock level. If we assign complimentary articles to a single location, then 
the utilization of that location during the year càn remain high during all 
planning periods. 

The size of, and the changes in the weekly assortment of the wholesaler 
are shown in Figure 2.9. We observe three major changes in the assort
ment around week 51, week 18, and week 36, which coincide with the 
beginning of the following three seasons: early, Holland and late. The as
sortment in the Holland season lists mainly articles from Dutch growers. 
The corresponding reduced number of imported articles in the Holland 
season explains the lower number of articles in the assortment. The early 
and late season rely on imported articles . Christmas marks the change 
from the late to the early season. 
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3 
Slot planning 

In this chapter we present a forma} definition of the slot planning problem 
in a distribution center. In the slot plan, one has to decide where the 
articles are placed and how much space must be allocated to each artiele 
stored in the distribution center and for each planning period during the 
year. This slot plan directly infiuences the keeping quality of the arti
cles, the handling time and the utilization of the storage space. Since slot 
planning is mainly concerned with the warehousing function of a distri
bution center, this problem is called the warehouse slot planning problem 
(WSPP) . Thereafter, the warehouse slot planning problem for perishables 
(WS3P) is formulated as a special case of the WSPP. Next, we discuss 
aspects of the WSPP and the WS3P such as handling and quality change 
models . The problem analysis focuses on the problem size and complex
ity. We propose two basic strategies to solve both slot planning problems: 
handling and space oriented, which decomposes the problem into smaller, 
easier to handle subproblems. 

3.1 The warehouse slot planning problem 

We define the warehouse slot planning problem (WSPP) as a partition
ing problem with constraints on the storage capacity. Before defining the 

35 
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WSPP and the associated handling models, we give following the defini
tions of slot data and slot plans. 

Definition 3.1 (Slot data). An instanee of the slot data is given by a 
15-tuple SD = (A, T, w, Wf, L, V, V[, R, :F, ls , v, s, e, Wh, Wu), with 

- A, a set of artieles a, 

- T, a set of planning periods t, 

- w : A x T ---+ INt, a function that gives the minimum required total 
starage space for an artiele in a planning period, 

- Wf : A x T ---+ INt, a function that gives the minimum required 
forward piek starage space for an artiele in a planning period, 

- L, a set of locations l, 

- V : L ---+ IN+, a function that gives the total starage capacity of a 
location, 

- Vf : L ---+ IN+, a function that gives the forward piek starage capacity 
of a location, 

- R , a set of reserve slots, 

- :F, a set of forward piek slots, 

- ls : RU :F ---+ L, a function that gives the location of a slot , 

- v : RU :F ---+ IN+, a function that gives the starage capacity of a slot, 

- S Ç P(R U :F), a set of sets of slots s E RU :F to which an artiele 
can be assigned, 

- e : A x T x S ---+ INt, a function that gives the expected handling 
time for an artiele occupying a set of slots in a planning period, 

- wh E INt, a weightfactor for handling, and 

- Wu E INt, a weightfactor for starage capacity utilization. 

The set of all instauces of the slot data is denoted by SD. D 

Handling time is expressed in seconds per year, and starage space and 
starage capacity are expressed in m3. The weightfactor wh assigns a cost 
to each second of handling time and the weightfactor Wu assigns a cost to 
each utilized location during a year. 

Each artiele that is handled and stared in the distribution center needs a 
location and starage space. An artiele may occupy more than one slot in 
the distribution center. This results in the following definition of a slot 
plan. 
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Definition 3.2 (Slot plan) . Given is an instanee of slot data SD = (A, 
T, w, W[, .c, V, Vr, n, :F, ls, v, s, e, roh, rou) E SD, as described in 
Definition 3.1. A slot plan x for SD is a function x : A x T ~ S 
which assigns each artiele in a planning period to a set of slots with a 
fixed location and a fixed starage capacity. The associated utilization 
of the locations is described by the function y : L ~ { 0, 1}. Here "1" 
corresponds to the situation that the location is used and otherwise the 
location is free, denoted by "0". D 

The size of the assortment is represented in the set of articles A. The 
decision about the number of planning periods can be made after analy
sis of the seasonality of the assortment. The minimum required starage 
space w for an artiele depends on the required starage service level for an 
artiele and the average starage time of an artiele. The minimum required 
forward piek starage capacity wr is determined by the average customer 
order size and the required customer lead time for an artiele. 

We restriet ourselves to two warehousing systems: reserve and forward 
piek storage. The decisions made at the decision level 'equipment and 
layout', introduced in Section 1.3.2, give the available starage equipment 
and the positions of this equipment in the warehouse. In this research, 
we denote eaeh item of starage equipment with its position such that each 
section of a raek or shelving system eorresponds with locations in the set .C 
and the associated starage capaeities with V and Vf. Therefore, each slot 
in a section of a rack has the same location. We assume that forward 
piek starage capaeity ean also be used as reserve starage eapacity, but 
for each loeation the forward piek starage eapaeity Vf is always less or 
equal to the total starage eapacity V. The setsRand :F describe possible 
configurations of reserve and forward piek slots at the available loeations 
in the warehouse. 

Foreeasts or bistorical data on the eustomer orders are ineluded in the 
handling function 8, because the expeeted handling time also depends on 
the customer orders that have to be handled in the warehouse. A distri
bution center may use a slot plan for several years if the yearly turnover 
remains constant over the years. 

3.1.1 Handling models 

The expeeted handling time 8 depends on the actual or foreeasted eus
tomer orders, the layout and equipment of the warehouse and the slot 
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plan. We developed generalized handling models to determine the ex
pected total handling time in a planning period for each assignment of an 
artiele to a combination of reserve and forward piek slots. 

Assumptions. For the handling model at the decision level 'slot plan
ning', the following assumptions were made with respect to the handling 
operations. 

- Activities. The rnadeis include the following activities ar handZing 
operations: putaway, reserve picking, replenishment and forward 
picking. Other operations such as cross docking, cyele counting and 
inspeetion are assumed to be independent of the slot plan and are 
therefore nat ineluded in the handling model. 

- Piek strategy. Each artiele of each customer order is handled sepa
rately out of starage with single-address piek cyeles. This assump
tion of single-address piek cyeles eliminates the possible effects of 
demand dependency. The effects of accumulating these handling re
quests for artieles into complete customer orders are treated at the 
decision level 'operations management', introduced in Section 1.3.2. 

- Starage poZicy. Handling operations are carried out to and from a 
set of fixed slots for each artiele. 

- HandZing equipment. Forward piekers and reserve piekers use dif
ferent handling equipment. The applied handling equipment deter
mines the speed of the handling operations, where the forward pick
ing equipment is slower than the reserve picking equipment. Han
dling equipment can handle one unit laad at a time. 

- HandZing times. The time to unload the handling equipment and 
receiving a new piek instruction is fixed for each piek cyele and is in
dependent of the used handling equipment. The handling equipment 
and the location of the slot determine the time needed to search for 
and tostop at the slot, and the travel time from the i/o point to the 
slot and vice versa. The grab time at the slot depends on the number 
of the artiele units ordered and the type of handling equipment, but 
nat on the type of slot . The time needed to place or extract a unit 
load is also called grab time. A schematic overview of the different 
work elements in a single-address piek cycle is shown in Figure 3.1. 

- Putaway. Ar ticles that are picked from the starage area have to be 
stared first. Putaway handles the artieles in unit loads with reserve 
piek equipment. 
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- Reserve picking. An customer order for a multiple of unit loads is 
always handled by a reserve pieker, and when possible collected from 
a reserve slot. This assumption differs from the assumption made 
in the handling model of Van den Berg [1996]. 

- Replenishment. Reserve piekers carry out internal replenishments 
from reserve storage to forward piek storage. A forward piek slot 
has a maximum storage capacity equal to the maximum unit load 
volume. Replenishment fills an empty forward piek slot up to the 
available storage capaeity from reserve storage. The handling time 
for each replenishment request is fixed and depends only on the 
perimeter of the warehouse. 

- Forward picking. A forward pieker visits only forward piek slots and 
handles less than unit loads. 

- Congestion. There is no congestion in the aisles. This remains true 
as long as there are only a few piekers present in each aisle. 
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Figure 3.1: A schematic overview of the different work elements that are included 
in the handling time of a single-address piek cycle. 

Based on the above assumptions, we model the expected handling time 8 
for an artiele in a planning period as the sum of the handling operations 
putaway, reserve pieking, forward picking and replenishment. 
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Definition 3.3 (Expected handling time). The expected handling time 
e for each artiele a E A in a slot plan x duringa planning period tE T is 
given by the sum of the individual handling operations putaway, reserve 
picking, forward picking and replenishment. Hence, 

8(a, t , x( a, t)) = l 8ptw(a, t, x( a, t)) + Brpk(a, t, x( a, t)) 

+ efpk(a, t , x( a, t )) + 8rpl(a, t , x( a, t))J '(3.1) 

where 

- 8ptw : A x T x S --7 JRt gives the total time for putaway of an 
artiele in a set of slots in a planning period, 

- 8rpk : A x T x S --7 IRó gives the total time for reserve picking of 
an artiele in a set of slots in a planning period, 

- 8rpk : A x T x S --7 lRÓ gives the total time for forward picking of 
an artiele in a set of slots in a planning period, and 

- 8rpl : A x T x S --7 lRÓ gives the total time for replenishment of an 
artiele in a set of slots in a planning period. 

The function lr J : IR --7 IN gives the integer part of a real number r. 0 

The time needed for these handling operations depends on the character
istics of the customer orders, the handling equipment and the occupied 
slots. 

Customer orders. All handling operations are based on the set of actual 
or expected customer orders. Because we restriet ourselves in the handling 
model to customer orders that are collected from the starage area, we omit 
customer orders that are handled 'cross doek' and customer orders that 
are shipped directly from supplier to customer from the set of customer 
orders. 

The selection of handling operations for a customer order depends on the 
number of artiele units ordered and the number of articles in a unit load. 
The unit load is defined as follows. 

Definition 3.4 (Unit load). A unit load or unit load quantity of an 
artiele a E A is equal to the number of artiele units that fit on a pallet, 
i.e., (3 : A --7 JN+ . The volume of the unit load may not exceed the 
maximum unit load volume wu E JN+. 0 

In the distribution center the customer orders are changed in handling 
requests for single-address piek cycles. Since piekers are not able to handle 
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more than one unit load at the same time, we have to di vide eaeh eustomer 
order into one or more handling requests of one unit load or less. We define 
a handling request as a piek cyele for an artiele in a customer order and the 
total number of articles ordered of an artiele in a planning period as the 
order frequeney. We use separate definitions for the number of handling 
requests and the order frequeney for unit loads and artiele units, based on 
the number of articles units in a unit load. 

Definition 3.5 (Handling requests). The total number of handZing re
quests 71 for an artiele a E A in planning period t E T is equal to 

ry(a, t) = 'flu(a, t) + 'f/a(a, t) , (3.2) 
where 

- "'u : A x T -t INt gives the number of handling requests for unit 
loads of an artiele in a planning period, and 

"'a : A x T -t INt gives the number of handling requests for artiele 
units of an artiele in a planning period. 

D 

Definition 3.6 (Order frequeney). The total order frequency 'Y of artiele 
a E A in planning period t E T is the number of artiele units ordered in 
that planning period, hence 

"f(a, t) = f3(a) · "fu(a, t) + "fa(a, t) , (3.3) 
where 

- 'Yu : A x T -t INt gives the number of unit loads of an artiele in a 
planning period that are handled as unit loads, and 

- 'Ya : A x T -t INt gives the number of artiele units of an artiele in 
a planning period that are handled as artiele units. 

The order frequeney /u is expressed in unit loads per planning period and 
the order frequencies 'Y and /a are expressed in artiele units per planning 
period. D 

Handling times. The time spent on eaeh individual handling operation 
is based on the time required for the separate work elements of a single
address piek eyele, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. We split the work elements 
for eaeh piek cyele in two categories of handling times: eyele time and grab 
time. The eyele time, needed for subsequently getting the piek instruction, 
traveling, stopping at the slot and unloading at the i/o point, eorrelates 
with the number of handling requests. The eyele time consists of a fixed 
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and a variabie part. The fixed cycle time includes getting the piek instruc
tion or loading and unloading at the i/o point. The variabie cycle time 
includes travel to and from the slot . The grab time is proportional to the 
order frequency. 

Definition 3. 7 (Cycle time). The cycle time includes the following work 
elements. Travel to and from the slot, stopping at the slot and the load
ingjunloading at the i/o point . The cycle time differs for each type of slot 
and each type of handling equipment, i.e. , 

- Bcrr : n --7 JN+ gives the cyele time to a reserve slot needed by a 
reserve pieker, 

- Bcrr : F --7 JN+ gives the cyele time to a forward piek slot needed by 
a reserve pieker, and 

- Ocff : F --7 JN+ gives the cyele time to a forward piek slot needed by 
a forward pieker, 

where n is the set of reserve slots and :F is the set of forward piek slots. 
The travel distance to the slot depends on the location of the slot. D 

The function Bcrf for the cyele time to a reserve slot by a forward pieker 
was omitted since a forward pieker never visits a reserve slot. Since we 
assumed that the handling equipment of a forward piekers is slower than 
that of a reserve pieker, the cyele time for a reserve pieker to a forward 
piek slot is always less than for forward pieker to the same slot , hence 
Bcrr < Bcff · Therefore, unit loads are never picked from forward piek slots 
by a forward pieker but by a reserve pieker. In order to make better 
use of the forward piek storage, we assumed that unit loads are picked 
from reserve starage whenever possible. Even when the artiele accupies 
starage space in the forward piek storage. In this way, unnecessary time 
consuming replenishment operations are avoided. 

A slot plan may assign an artiele in a particular planning period to more 
than one slot for each warehousing system. The total handling time corre
lates with the utilized starage capacity because each additional slot may 
increase the walking distauces of the picking personnel. Therefore, we 
assume that articles are only assigned to more than one slot when these 
slots are also occupied most of the time during the planning period. This 
is the case when we try to minimize handling time and maximize starage 
capacity utilization at the same time. The average stock level of an artiele 
in a slot is usually 50 %. Higher average stock levelscan be achieved when 
each starage request is preceded by a retrieval request for the same amount 
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of artiele units. Applying the FIFO rule tagether with a high utilization 
of the slots makes that eaeh slot is visited with the same frequeney when 
the storage eapaeities of slots are equal. With slots of different storage 
eapaeities, the number of artiele units that are pieked from a slot depends 
on the eapaeity of the slot relatively to the total available starage eapaeity 
of reserve or forward piek slots for that article. 

First, we determine the total available storage eapaeity in a set of slots. 

Definition 3.8 (Set storage eapaeity). The total available storage eapae
ity Vs in a set of slots U E S is equal to the sum of the storage eapaeities 
v(s) of the slots sE U, i.e., 

Vs(U) = L v(s) . 
sE U 

0 

The weighted eycle times for a slot plan ean now be defined as follows. 

Definition 3.9 (Weighted eycle time). The weighted eycle timefora set 
of slots U E S Ç P(R U :F) is equal to the average cycle time of all the 
slots s E U, weighted over the storage capacity of the slot v(s) E JN+, i.e., 

- Ocrr : S --+ IR+ gives the weighted eycle time to a set of reserve slots 
needed by a reserve pieker, i.e., 

7J (U)= L:sEUnn Bcrr(s)v(s) 
crr Vs(U n R) ' (3.4) 

- Ocrr : S--+ JR+ gives the weighted eycle timetoa set of forward piek 
slots needed by a reserve pieker, i.e., 

-8 (U)= L:sEUn.rBcrr(s)v(s) 
cfr Vs(U n :F) , and (3.5) 

- Ocff : S--+ JR+ gives the weighted eycle timetoa set of forward piek 
slots needed by forward pieker, i.e., 

7J (U)= L:sEUn.rBcff(s)v(s) 
cff Vs(U n :F) , (3.6) 

where R is the set of reserve slots, :F is the set of forward piek slots, 
and Vs gives the total available storage eapaeity of a set of slots. For 
the deseription of the other sets and funetions, we refer to Definitions 3.1 
and 3.7. 0 
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Because we assumed that the grab time is independent of the type of slot, 
the grab time is also independent of the slotplan. 

Definition 3.10 (Grab time). The grab time depends on the type ofload 
and the type of handling equipment, i.e., 

- Bgur E JN+ denotes the time needed by a reserve pieker to place a 
unit load in or to extract a unit load from a slot, 

- Bgar E JN+ denotes the grab time for an artiele unit of a reserve 
pieker, and 

- Bgaf E JN+ denotes the grab time for an artiele unit of a forward 
pieker. 

0 

For a reserve pieker, the grab time for an artiele unit is usually greater 
than or equal to the grab time for a unit load, hence Bgur ~ Bgar· This is 
caused by the type of equipment of a reserve pieker since these are less 
suited for picking small items. 

The time for a replenishment request is defined as follows. 

Definition 3.11 (Replenishment time). The replenishment time for re
plenishing at most one unit load is equal to Brpl E JN+ . 0 

We stated that the replenishment time mainly depends on the layout 
of the warehouse and more specific on the perimeter of the warehouse. 
Remember that the reserve pieker that carries out a replenishment can 
only handle one unit load at a time and that the storage capacity of 
a forward piek slot is less or equal to the maximum unit load volume 
Wu E JN+. More storage space for an artiele in the forward piek area can 
be achieved by assigning the artiele to more than one slot. 

Assignment to warehousing systems. The way that an artiele a E A 
is assigned to the forward piek and/or reserve starage in a planning period 
t E T determines which handling operations take place for storage and 
retrieval. 

If the minimum required total storage space w(a, t) equals 0, then the 
artieles arenotput in storage, but are handled 'cross doek', as is illustrated 
by Figure 2.1. Cross docking doesnotaffect any of the componentsof the 
handling model, hence the required handling time 8(a, t, x( a, t)) equals 0. 
In all other cases when w(a, t) is greater than 0 the required handling time 
depends on one of the following three situations. 
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Figure 3.2: Three situations for the assignment of articles to the reserve and/or 
forward piek storage. 

1. Reserve starage only, i.e., 8 = 8ro. If the tot al available forward 
piek starage eapacity Vs(x(a, t) n F) equals 0, this means that the 
artiele is stared and retrieved from reserve slots only. Then the 
handling functions are given by 

Gptw(a,t,x(a,t)) = (Ocrr(x(a ,t))+t1gur) · rl'~~~;)l, (3.7) 

8rpk(a, t , x( a, t)) = Ocrr(x(a, t)) · rJ(a, t) + 11gur ·l'u(a, t) 

+ 11gar ·l'a(a, t) , (3.8) 

8rpk(a, t, x( a, t)) = 0 'and (3.9) 

Grpl(a, t, x( a, t)) = 0 , (3.10) 
where lceilx l gives the first integer that is greater or equal than x. 

2. Forward piek starage only, i.e., 8 = 8ro· If the tot al available reserve 
starage eapaeity Vs(x(a, t) n R) equals 0, and the total available 
forward piek starage eapaeity ean hold the minimum required total 
starage spaee, i.e., w (a, t) ::; lis (x( a, t) n F), the artiele is stared and 
retrieved from forward piek slots only. There is no reserve picking 
or replenishment possible. Henee, the handling functions are equal 
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to 

8ptw(a, t, x( a, t)) - r-y(a,t)l (Bcrr(x(a, t)) + Bgur) · f3(a) '(3.11) 

8rpk(a, t, x( a, t)) 0, (3.12) 

8rpk(a, t, x( a, t)) Bctr(x(a, t)) · ry(a, t) 

+ Bgaf · -y(a, t) , and (3.13) 

8rpJ(a, t, x( a, t)) = 0. (3.14) 

3. Reserve and forward piek storage, i.e., 8 = Brr· If the minimum re
quired total starage space is greater than the total available forward 
piek starage capacity or w(a, t) > Vs(x(a, t)nF), and the total avail
able forward piek starage capacity Vs(x(a, t) n F) is greater than 0, 
then forward piek slots must be replenisbed from reserve slots. Re
member that we assumed picking of unit loads from reserve starage 
even when there is forward piek starage allocated to the artiele. 
Consequently, the handling functions in the situation of reserve and 
forward forward piek starage are given by 

8ptw(a, t, x( a, t)) (Bcrr(x(a, t)) + Bgur) · r 'YJ~~~) l , (3.15) 

8rpk(a, t,x(a, t)) Bcrr(x(a, t)) · TJu(a, t) 

+Bgur"'Yu(a,t), (3.16) 

8rpk(a, t, x( a, t)) Bctr(x(a, t)) ·TJa( a, t) 

+ Bgaf · 'Ya(a, t) , and (3.17) 

8rpJ(a, t, x( a, t)) 
Brpl 'Ya(a, t) 

(3.18) = 
Vs(x(a, t) n F) f3(a) 

Figure 3.2 shows the different artiele assignments with respect to the three 
situations. On the left we have illustrated the 'reserve starage only' sit
uation which is interesting for articles that are requested mainly in unit 
loads. This situation occurs for articles with small number of artiele units 
per unit load such as articles packaged in containers. In the middle we 
have plotted the 'forward piek starage only' situation which is feasible for 
articles where the total required starage space fits in a forward piek slot. 
Both situations do not require time consuming replenishment operations. 
Most articles require a slot in the reserve starage and in the forward piek 
storage, as shownon the right, because the total required staragespace is 
too large to fit in a forward piek slot. Preferably the artieles with many 
handling requests for a small number of artiele units are assigned to for
ward piek slots if the total starage space in the forward piek starage is 
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scarce. A low number of handling requests generates only a few visits and 
a high order frequency results in more replenishments. 

In the case of single-address piek cyeles, we can add the restrietion to the 
slot plan that each artiele is assigned to no more than one reserve location 
and/or forward piek location because we gain nothing from more than 
one assigned location when we can visit only one location during each 
piek cyele. 

3.1.2 Definition of the WSPP 

With the handling models and the definitions of slot data and slot plan, 
we can now formally define the warehouse slot planning problem. 

Definition 3.12 (Warehouse slot planning problem). Given is an in
stance of slot data SD E STJ, described in Definition 3.1. The problem is 
to find a slot plan x : A x T --+ S and a utilization y : C --+ { 0, 1} that 
minimizes the cost function 

CwsPP =Wh. L L G(a, t, x( a, t)) +!Vu. L V(l). y(l) ' (3.19) 
aEA tEl lEC 

and satisfies the following two constraints. 

I. The minimum required total and forward piek storage space of each 
artiele in a planning period has to be met. Hence, for all a E A and 
t E T, we require 

L:sEx(a,t) v(s) ~ w(a, t) , and (3.20) 

L:sEx(a,t)n.rv(s) ~ wr(a,t). (3.21) 
II. The total storage capacity of a location may not exceed a prescribed 

maximum. Hence, for alll E C and t E T, and 

!Ca,l,t ={sE x(a,t) lls(s) = l}, (3.22) 

the set of all slots in a location l that an artiele a is assigned to 
duringa planning period t, we require 

L:aEA L:sEK v(s) :S V(l) · y(l) , and (3.23) 
a,l,t 

L:aEAL:sEK n;:v(s) :S Vf(l) · (3.24) 
a,l.t 

A slot plan x that satisfies (3.20)-(3.24) is called a solution for the slot 
d~aSD. o 

An instanee of the WSPP is only feasible when for all planning periods 
t E T the minimum required total storage space is less than the total 
available storage capacity, i.e., L:aEA w(a, t) ::; L:tEC V(l) . 
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The first part of (3.19) evaluates the effect of the proposed slot plan on the 
total handling cost. We mentioned in Section 3.1.1, that the total han
dling time is an indicator for the total handling cost. Constraints on the 
total handling cost in a planning period or the maximum throughput time 
of a customer order in the warehouse are not included in this research. 
Ashayeri, Gelders & Van Wassenhave [1985] discuss models that include 
these handling constraints. The scheduling of the starage and retrieval 
requests with constraints on the release and due dates of the customer or
ders are taken into account at the decision level 'operations management'. 
Models that include these scheduling aspects are described by Lee & Kim 
[1995]. 

The cost contributed to the utilization of starage capacity are evaluated 
in the secoud part of (3.19). The starage capacity cost depend on the 
number of starage locations that are used during the year. The total 
starage capacity of the warehouse might be reduced when the locations 
remain unused during the whole year. Decisions on the maximum available 
starage capacity are taken at the decision level 'equipment and layout'. 
Instead of reducing the starage capacity, excess starage capacity can be 
used at that decision level to increase the service level and the fiexibility 
of the warehouse. Temporary shortages in starage capacity should be 
avoided by renting additional starage capacity in the neighborhood of the 
distribution center. Warehouse sizing problems of this kind which use 
scenariosof minimal required starage space are discussed by Hung & Fisk 
[1984]. Rosenblatt & Roll [1988] stuclied the relation between service level 
and warehouse capacity with a simulation model. 

3.1.3 Problem analysis of the WSPP 

In this section, we analyse the WSPP in order to develop a salution ap
proach that is capable of solving real world problem instances. After 
defining two subproblems of the WSPP, we prove that these subproblems 
of the WSPP are NP-hard. Then we may conclude that the WSPP itself 
is NP-hard too. 

The main goal of the slot planning is to find a location and to allocate 
staragespace at that location for each artiele during each planning period. 
We can split the WSPP into the following two subproblems, based on the 
two properties of a slot. 

1. Forward-reserve problem (FRP). Forward-reserve allocation tries to 
find the optimal starage space allocation between the forward piek 
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starage and the reserve starage with fixed , predetermined locations 
in each warehousing system. The space allocation is bounded by 
the total available starage capacity of the combined forward piek 
locations. 

2. Stock location assignment problem (SLAP). Stock location assign
ment determines the optimal stock locations for each artiele in a 
planning period with fixed, predetermined starage space allocations 
in the reserve and forward piek storage. 

The FRP is described by Backman & Platzman [1990] and Backman & 
Rosenblatt [1990], and the SLAP by Bausman, Schwarz & Graves [1976], 
both for automatic warehousing systems. Wedefine both subproblems by 
reformulating the slot plan as an allocation plan or as an assignment plan. 

3.1.4 The forward-reserve problem 

For the forward-reserve problem we have to determine the reserve and 
forward piek storage space for each article. We reduce the WSPP by 
combining the locations of the forward piek slots into a single, combined 
location for the forward piek starage and the locations of the reserve slots 
into a single, combined location for the reserve storage. The combined 
location of the reserve starage includes also the forward piek slots, be
cause we can use forward piek slots for reserve piek storage. The reserve 
starage capacity of a location l E L is therefore equal to the total starage 
capacity V(l) in the following definition of combined locations. 

Definition 3.13 (Combined locations). The set of aggregated locations 
W = { Xr, Xf} C L consists of 

- the location xr E L, which aggregates all loeatians l E L with for
ward piek starage capaeity, i.e., Vr(l) > 0, has the aggregated for
ward piek starage capacity 

Vr = L Vr(l) , and (3.25) 
lEC 

- the location Xr E L, which aggregates allloeations l E L with reserve 
starage eapaeity, i.e., V(l) > 0, has the aggregated tatal starage 
eapacity 

(3.26) 
lEC 

where Lis the set of loeations with tatal starage eapacity V(l) E JN+ and 
forward piek starage eapaeity Vr(l) E w+ far each l E L . D 
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From the handling model of e in (3.1)-(3.18), it can be observed that the 
total handling time is independent of the amount of reserve storage space. 
Only the total time for replenishment 8rpl in the situation with reserve 
and forward piek storage, as formulated in (3.18) , depends on the amount 
of forward piek staragespace Vs(x(a, t) nF). Hence, the allocated starage 
space in the reserve storage is the remainder of the minimum required 
total starage space after the allocation of storage space in the forward 
piek storage. This is expressed for all a E A and t E T by the equation 

Vs(x(a, t) n R) = max(O, w(a, t) - Vs(x(a, t) n F)) . (3 .27) 

When for each planning period the sum of the minimum required storage 
spaces is less or equal than the storage capacity of the forward piek stor
age, i.e., I:aEA w(a, t) :::; Vr, then the allocation problem becomes trivia!. 
In that case we can allocate for all articles the minimum required total 
starage space in the forward piek storage. Otherwise, we have to use stor
age capacity in both warehousing systems and the second part of (3.19) 
remains constant for all possible allocations. Therefore, we can remove 
the starage capacity utilization part and both weightfactors from the cost 
function in the following definition of the forward-reserve problem. 

Definition 3.14 (Forward-reserve problem). An instanee ofthe forward
reserve problem (FRP) is given by an eight-tuple F D = (A, T, w, wr, W, 
V, Vr, 8), where W = {xr, xr} is the set of combined locations, V E INt 
is the total starage capacity, and Vr E INt is the starage capacity of the 
forward piek storage. The other sets and functions in F D are described 
in Definition 3.1. Wedefine an allocation plan as a pair (vr, vr), where 

Vr : A X T ----7 INt (3.28) 

allocates for an artiele in a planning period reserve storage space, and 

V[: A x T ----7 INt (3.29) 

allocates for each artiele in a planning period forward piek storage space. 
From these definitions we obtain the slot plan 

x(a,t) = {{vr(a,t),xr} , {vr(a,t),xr}}' 

as described in Definition 3.2. The problem can now be formulated as to 
find an allocation plan ( Vr, vr) that minimizes the cost function 

CFRP = LLe(a,t,x(a ,t)), (3.30) 
aEA tET 

and satisfies the following two constraints . 
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I. The minimum required total and forward piek storage space of an 
artiele duringa planning period is met, i.e., for all a E A and t E T, 

vr(a, t) + vr(a, t) ~ w(a, t) , and (3.31) 

vr(a, t) ~ wr(a, t) . (3.32) 

Il. The total storage capacity of a location may not exceed a prescribed 
maximum, i.e., for all t E T, 

L vr(a, t) + vr(a, t) < V , and (3.33) 
aEA 

L:vr(a,t) < \Îf. (3.34) 
aEA 

An allocation plan ( Vr, Vf) that satisfies (3.31 )-(3.34) is called a salution 
for FD. D 

It is easy to verify the existence of a feasible salution of the FRP in the 
case that all articles have only one possible starage space allocation. This 
can be shown by checking for each planning period t E T whether the 
sum of the sizes is less or equal to the aggregated forward piek starage 
capacity, i.e., L:::aEA vr(a, t) :S Vr. 
We reformulate the FRP as a knapsack problem in which we have to 
maximize the possible savings obtained by the allocation of forward piek 
starage space for each art iele. According to Martello & Toth [1991], there 
are a lot of salution techniques available for knapsack problems, which 
makes a knapsack formulation interesting. A similar approach is taken by 
Van den Berg [1996] for the FRP. 

Remember that the allocated storage space in the forward piek starage 
is less or equal to the maximum unit load volume Wu E JN+ . From this 
observation we can construct the following finite set of items. 

Definition 3.15 (Forward piek slots) . The set of possible forward piek 
slots for an artiele a E A in a planning period t E T is equal to 

Ya,t ={sE :F I wr(a,t) :S v(s) :S wu}, (3.35) 

where :Fis the set .offorward piek slots with storage capacities v(s) E 1Nci 
for each s E :F, wr(a, t) E 1Nci is the minimum required starage space of 
artiele a in planning period t, and wu E JN+ is the maximum unit load 
volume. 

The set Ç is the union of forward piek slots for all a E A and for all t E T, 
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i.e., 

Ç =U U 9a,t, (3.36) 
aEA tET 

where we assume that Çi ,t n Çj,t = 0 for all i =Ij. 0 

N ote that the forward piek slots in Ç are labeled for a specific art iele. 

With three possible situations for allocating stock to reserve and forward 
piek storage we have to consider two combinations to calculate the savings 
compared with keeping all stock in reserve storage. 

1. Moving all the stock from reserve starage to forward piek starage 
such that the minimum required total storq.ge space is less or equal 
to the allocated forward piek starage space, i.e., w(a, t) ~ vr(a, t) . 
This results in the so called 'forward piek starage only' situation. 

2. A situation with replenishment results from moving a fraction of the 
stock from reserve to the forward piek starage such that the allocated 
forward piek starage space is larger than zero but still less than the 
minimum required total starage space, i.e., 0 < vr(a, t) < w(a, t). 

We can now formulate the savings in handling in the following definition. 

Definition 3.16 (Handling savings) . The savings in handling esave of 
assigning artiele a E A in planning period t E T to forward piek slot 
s E 9a,t is equal to 

{ 

ero- ero if w(a, t) ~ vr(a, t) 
esave(a, t, s) = ero - erf if 0 < vr(a, t) < w(a, t) 

0 otherwise, 
(3.37) 

where vr(a, t) E INt is the allocated forward piek starage space and 
w(a, t) E INt is the minimum required total starage space of an arti
ele a in a planning period t. The handling time functions ero , er0 , and 
erf are defined in (3.7)-(3.18). 0 

The FRP for the forward piek starage with the use of savings leads to the 
following knapsack problem. 

Definition 3.17 (Knapsack forward-reserve problem). An instanee of 
the knapsack forward-reserve problem (KFRP) is given by a six-tuple 

' ' + K D = (A, T, Vr, Ç, v, esave), where Vr E IN0 is the starage capacity of 
the forward piek storage, Ç is the set of possible forward piek slots for an 
artiele in a planning period, and esave is a function that gives the savings 
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in handling time. The other sets and functions in K D are described in 
Definition 3.1. We define a knapsack assignment xu, where 

Xu : Ç -+ {0, 1} (3.38) 

assigns an artiele in a planning period to a forward piek slot. Here "1" 
corresponds to the situation that the specified slot is occupied in the 
forward piek starage and otherwise the specified slot is free, denoted by 
"0". 

The problem is to find a knapsack assignment Xu that maximizes the total 
savings 

CKFRP = l:tET l:aEA l:sEQa,t 8save(a, t, s) · Xu(s) 

and that satisfies the following two constraints. 

(3.39) 

I. Exactly one quantity has to be allocated for each artiele a E A and 
planning period t E 7, hence 

l:sEI"! Xu(s) = 1 . 
~a,t 

(3.40) 

II. The total starage capacity of the forward piek starage may not be 
exceeded, i.e., for all planning periods t E T 

l:aEA l:sEQa ,t v(s). Xu(s) ::; 1Îf . (3.41) 

A knapsack assignment Xu that satisfies (3.40)-(3.41) is called a salution 
for KD. D 

The allocation of forward piek starage space can be carried out separately 
for each planning period because we made the allocation of störage space 
independent of the planning period. The problem for a single planning 
period resembles closely the multiple-choice knapsack problem (MCKP) 
described by Martelia & Toth [1991] . The MCKP is also a 0-1 knapsack 
problem in which a partition of the total set of items is given, and it is 
required that exactly one item per subset is selected. In the KFRP, each 
subset Ça,t corresponds with the possible allocations for an artiele a E A 
in a planning period t E T. 

3.1.5 The stock location assignment problem 

The goal of the stock location assignment problem (SLAP) is to find op
tima! stock locations for each artiele in the reserve and the forward piek 
storage. We require for this subproblem of the WSPP that the star
age space allocations for the two warehousing systems are predetermined. 
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With predetermined storage space allocations, we can now formulate the 
SLAP as follows. 

Definition 3.18 (Stock location assignment problem) . An instanee of 
the stock location assignment problem (SLAP) is given by a 10-tuple 
LD = (A, T, Vr, V[, c, V, Vr, e, W'h, Wu) , where Vr is a function that 
gives the reserve storage space allocation and Vf is a function that gives 
the forward piek storage space allocation. The other sets and functions 
in LD are described in Definition 3.1. We define an assignment plan as a 
pair (xr, Xf ), where 

Xr: A X T --7 C (3.42) 

assigns each artiele in a planning period to a reserve slot location, and 

Xf: A x T --7 c (3.43) 

assigns each artiele in a planning period to a forward piek slot location. 
From these definitions we obtain the slot plan 

x(a,t) = {{vr(a,t),xr(a,t)} , {vr(a,t),xr(a,t)}}, 

as described in Definition 3.2. The problem is to find an assignment plan 
(xr, xr) and a utilization y that miniruizes the cost function 

CwsPP = W'h. L L G(a, t, x( a, t)) + W'u. L V(l). y(l) , (3.44) 
aEA tET lEL 

and satisfies the constraint that the total starage capacity of a location 
may not exceed a prescribed maximum, i.e., for alll E C and t E T, 

LaEA ixr(a,t)=l Vr(a, t) + vr(a, t) < V(l). y(l), and 

LaEAixr(a,t)=l vr(a, t) < Vr(l) . 

(3.45) 

(3.46) 

An assignment plan (xr, xr) that satisfies (3.45)-(3.46) is called a salution 
furLD. o 

Note that the cost function of the SLAP in (3.44) is equal to the cost 
function of the WSPP, as given in (3.19) . 

We can solve the problem separately for the reserve and the forward piek 
slots because the replenishment time Brpl is independent of the relative 
location of the reserve and forward piek slots. Sirree forward piek storage 
mayalso be used for reserve piek starage as described by (3.45), we have 
to solve the SLAP for the forward piek starage before we can solve the 
SLAP for the reserve piek storage. 
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3.1.6 Complexity analysis of the WSPP 

The complexity of the WSPP depends on the complexity of the subprob
lems KFRP and SLAP. When we prove that the KFRP and/or the SLAP 
are NP-hard, then we may conclude that also the WSPP is NP-hard. 

Before analyzing the complexity of both subproblems, we introduce the 
following two well-known NP-complete problems, described among others 
by Garey & Johnson [1979]. 

Definition 3.19 (Knapsack). An instanee of knapsack is given by a five
tuple I = (U, s, p, B, K), where U is a finite set of items with size 
s(u) E JN+ and profit p(u) E JN+ for each u EU, B is a positive integer 
knapsack capacity and K is a positive integer. The problem is to find a 
subset U' CU such that l.:uEU' s(u) ::; Band such that I::uEU' p(u) ~ K. 
0 

Definition 3.20 (Bin packing). An instanee of bin packing is given by 
a four-tuple I= (U,s,B,K), where U is a finitesetof items with size 
s(u) E JN+ for each u EU, Bis a positive integer bin capacity and Kis a 
positive integer. The problem is to find a partition of U into disjoint sets 
U1, U2, ... , UK such that the sum of the sizes of the items in each Ui is B 
or less. 0 

Karp [1972] proved that the knapsack problem is NP-complete and Garey 
& Johnson [1979] proved that the bin packing problem is NP-complete. 
We can prove the complexity of the decision versions of the KFRP and 
the SLAP straightforwardly by reduction to respectively knapsack and bin 
packing. 

We examine the complexity of the the KFRP first. The decision version 
of the KFRP is defined as follows. 

Definition 3.21 (KFRPD). An instanee of the KFRPD is given by a 
seven-tuple K D' = (A, T, lÎ[, 9, v, Gsave, K), where Vr E lNÓ is the stor
age capacity of the forward piek storage, Ç is the set of possible forward 
piek slots, 8save is a function that gives the savings in handling time, and 
K E JN+. The other sets and functions in K D' are described in Defini
tion 3.1. The problem is to find a knapsack assignment xu, as described 
in Definition 3.17, such that 

I::tET l.:aEA I::sE9a t Gsave(a, t, s). Xu(s) ~ K ' 

and that satisfies (3.40)-(3.41). 

(3.47) 

0 
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Note that the determination of the allocation problem fora single artiele 
is trivia!, since in that case the allocated space is equal to the minimum 
of the aggregated forward piek starage space and the maximum unit laad 
volume or vr(a, t) = min(Vr, wu). We study the special case of the KFRPD 
with a single planning period and only two slot sizes for each artiele to 
prove that the KFRPD is NP-complete. 

Theorem 3.1. The KFRPD is NP-complete. 

Proof . The knapsack problem is a special case of the KFRPD. Let I = 

(U, s,p, B, K) be an instanee of the knapsack problem. We construct an 
instanee I'= (A, T, Vr, Ç, v, 8save, K') of the KFRPD by choosing 

- A=U, 

- 7= {tl}, 

- Vr = B, 

- for all a E A, we add an item g to g with v(g) = s(a), and 
8save(a, t1, g) = p(a) and an additional item g' to g with v(g') 
8save(a,tl,g') = 0, such that Ça,t! = {g ,g'}, 

- K'=K, 

The construction can be clone in polynomial time. It can be verified that 
there exists a salution for I if and only if there exists a salution for I' , 
which completes the proof. D 

The FRP has the same complexity as the knapsack version of the FRP, 
since the construction of an instanee of the KFRP from an instanee of the 
FRP and vice versa can be clone in polynomial time. 

Next we discuss the complexity of the SLAP. The decision version of the 
SLAP is defined as follows. 

Definition 3.22 (SLAPD). An instanee of the SLAPD is given by a 
seven-tuple LD' = (A, T, Vr, V[, L, V, Vf), where vr(a, t) is a function 
that gives the reserve starage space allocation and vr(a, t) is a function 
that gives the forward piek starage space allocation of an artiele a E A 
in a planning period t E T. The function V(l) gives the total starage 
capacity and Vf(l) gives the forward piek starage capacity of a location 
l E L, as described in Definition 3.1. The problem is to findan assignment 
plan (xr,xr), as described in Definition 3.18, that satisfies the constraint 
that the total starage capacity of a location may nat exceed a prescribed 
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maximum, i.e., for all l E C and t E 7, 

L:aEAixr(a,t)=l Vr(a, t) + vr(a, t) < V(l), and 

L:aEAixr(a,t)=l vr(a, t) < Vf(l) · 
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(3.48) 

(3.49) 

0 

Instances of the SLAPD with a single location are trivial to solve. In the 
case of a single location, we can check in polynomial time if all articles fit 
into the location during all planning periods. We examine the case with 
a single planning period to prove that the SLAPD is NP-complete. 

Theorem 3.2. The SLAPDis NP-complete. 

Proof. The bin packing problem is a special case of the SLAPD. Let 
I = (U, s, B, K) be an instanee of the bin packing problem. Construct an 
instanee I"= (A, 7, Vr, vr, C, V, Vr) of the SLAPD by choosing 

- A=U, 
-/={ti}, 
- for all a E A, vr(a, ti) = s(a) and vr(a, tl) = 0, 

- ICI = K, 
- C = { h, l2, ... , l K}, and 

- for alll E C, V(l) =Band Vf(l) = 0. 

The construction can be clone in polynomial time. It can be verified that 
there exists a solution for I if and only if there exists a solution for I", 
which completes the proof. 0 

The SLAPD with one or more planning period is at least as hard to solve 
as the special case with a single planning period. 

Due to the NP-completeness of FRP and SLAP, it is difficult to find 
an efficient solution approach for the WSPP. We remark that a typical 
distribution center for perishables, such as the distribution center of the 
wholesaler described in Section 5.2, has to deal with 5000 articles and 
at least as many locations, which results in very large instauces of the 
WSPP. In order to solve these instauces of the WSPP, we developed a 
decomposition strategy, based on both subproblems. 

3.1. 7 Decomposition strategies for the WSPP 

In this section we introduce two decomposition strategies to handle the 
warehouse slot planning problem, based on two different aspects of the 
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salution quality, i.e., handling and space utilization. In a slot plan, we 
have to allocate starage space and find a location for the articles at the 
same time. In the previous section we showed that these decisions can be 
addressed separately by using the subproblems FRP and SLAP instead 
of the WSPP. The decomposition strategy determines the way we apply 
these subproblems in a salution approach for the WSPP. We have chosen 
the following two decomposition strategies. 

1. HandZing first. The handling oriented strategy tries to minimize the 
expected handling time by fixing the assigned location of each artiele 
throughout the year. The utilization cost is omitted from the cost 
function of the WSPP. 

2. Space first. The space oriented strategy focuses on the utilization 
of the starage capacity. A slot plan that utilizes only a small part 
of the warehouse is called a compact slot plan . Such a compact slot 
plan has short travel distances which may reduce the total handling 
effort. 

slot data of WSPP 

Forward-Reserve Problem (FRP) 

reserve and forward piek 
storage space allocation 

l Stock Location Assignment 
Problem (SLAP) 

assignments of articles 
to piek locations 

Figure 3.3: The solution strategy for the warehouse slot planning problem. 

The general salution strategy is illustrated in Figure 3.3. Based on the 
slot data of the WSPP, we first apply the FRP for each planning period 
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to obtain the reserve and forward piek storage space allocations for each 
article. With the slot data and these allocations, we solve the SLAP, 
which results in the assignment of the articles to locations and therefore 
in a slot plan. 

Both decomposition strategies use the KFRP in the first step to allocate 
storage space to the warehousing systems. Remember that the KFRP can 
be solved separately for each planning period and that the solution of the 
KFRP is independent of the storage capacity utilization. 

The 'handling first' strategy uses for the next step a special case of the 
SLAP with fixed assignments throughout the year and no utilization func
tion. This special case is denoted with SLAPIH and is defined as follows. 

Definition 3.23 (SLAP lH). An instanee of the stock location assignment 
problem for handling (SLAP lH) is given by an eight-tuple H D = (A, T, 
Vr, Vf, L, V, Vr, 8), where Vr is a function that gives the reserve storage 
space allocation and Vf is a function that gives the forward piek storage 
space allocation. The other sets and functions in LD are described in 
Definition 3.1. We define an assignment plan as a pair (i:r, i:r ), where 

(3.50) 

assigns each artiele to a reserve slot location, and 

i:r : A-tL (3.51) 

assigns each artiele to a forward piek slot location. From these definitions 
we obtain the slot plan 

x (a , t) = {{vr(a,t) ,i:r(a)} , {vr(a , t) ,xr(a)}} ' 

as described in Definition 3.2. The problem is to find an assignment plan 
(xr , xr) that minimizes the cost function 

CsLAPIH = L L G(a, t, x( a, t) ) ' (3.52) 
aE A t ET 

and satisfies the constraint that the total storage capacity of a location 
may not exceed a prescribed maximum, i.e., for all l E L and t E 'T, 

LaEAixr(a)=l Vr(a , t) + vr(a, t ) < V(l), and 

L aEAi xr(a)=l vr (a , t) < Vr(l) . 

(3.53) 

(3.54) 

An assignment plan (i:r, i:r) that sat isfies (3 .53)-(3.54) is called a solut ion 
for HD. D 
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Limiting the assignment plan for an artiele from a single location in a 
planning period to a single location all the year round also reduces the 
number of decision variables and thus the complexity of the problem. 
The allocation of starage space given by the salution of the KFRP is not 
infiuenced by the locations of the articles in the reserve or forward piek 
storage. 

The second or space oriented strategy tries, given the starage space al
locations resulting from the KFRP, to minimize the number of utilized 
locations. This can be achieved by setting the handling weightfactor wh 

to zero in problem instauces of the SLAP, described in Definition 3.18. We 
denote the problems where the instanee is modified in this way as SLAP lU. 
We remark that the SLAPIU resembles even closer the bin packing prob
lem than the original SLAP. This is caused by the fact that the SLAPIU 
is more focused on packing the articles in as few locations/bins as possible 
than the SLAP. 

3.2 The warehouse slot planning problem for perishables 

The extension of the WSPP that models the handling of products with a 
keeping quality change during starage and handling, such as perishables, 
requires specific additional data and functions . In this section we de
fine quality change data that make the warehouse slot planning problem 
specific for perishables. We use the static keeping quality to model the 
keeping quality loss in the slot plan. Adjacent locations in the warehouse 
with the samestarage conditions are combined in zones. Normally, a zone 
coincides with a starage room. 

Definition 3.24 (Quality change data). Given is an instanee of slot data 
SD E SD as defined in Definition 3.1. An instanee of the quality change 
data is a 10-tuple QCsn = (Q, qa, Z, Z(, (, r;, , ép , A, Amax , wq) , where 

- Q, a set of quality change groups q, 

- qa : A -7 Q gives the quality change group of an article, 

- Z , a set of zones z, 

- ZI : [, -7 Z gives the zone of a location, 

- ( : Z -7 JN+ gives the total volume of a zone, 

- "" : z -7 w+ gives the ventilation rate or the number of times per 
day that the total volume of a zone is completely refreshed through 
ventilation, 
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- ép : Q x Z-+ lRÓ gives the ethylene production of a quality change 
group in a zone, 

- A : Q x Z x lRÓ -t JR+ gives the relative keeping quality loss of a 
quality change group in a zone with a specific ethylene concentration, 

- Amax : Q-+ JR+ gives the maximum allowed relative keeping quality 
loss of a quality change group, and 

- roq E 1NÓ, a weightfactor for keeping quality. 

Thesetof all instauces of the quality change data for SD E S'D is denoted 
by QCsD· D 

3.2.1 Quality change models 

In this subsection, we describe generalized models for ethylene production 
and keeping quality that can be used for all quality change groups. The 
presented equations are derived from empirica! data from the Sprenger In
stitute [1983]. These quality change equations are adjusted and extended 
based on work carried out at ATO-DLO by Van Doorn & Tijskens [1991], 
Tijskens & Polderdijk [1996], Polderdijk, Boerrigter & Tijskens [1995] and 
Woltering & Harkerna [1987]. They also developed advanced models fora 
limited number of quality change groups, which are founded on a better 
theoretica! basis, and are validated by experiments at the research facil
ities of ATO-DLO. The development and validation of these models are 
open research topics. 

For the quality change models at the decision level 'slot planning', the 
following assumptions were made with respect to the keeping quality of 
the articles in the distribution center. 

- Stock level. The average volume of an artiele that is stored overnight 
in a slot is equal to the allocated storage space of that slot. There
fore, the ethylene concentration in a zone is directly related to the 
allocated storage space of the artieles in that zone. 

- Quality change group. All articles are assigned to a quality change 
group, based on the quality change properties of the artiele. The 
factors initial keeping quality and storage time are the same for all 
artieles in a quality change group. 

- K eeping quality loss. The occupied slot of an artiele with the worst 
starage conditions for that artiele determines the keeping quality 
loss. The upper bound on the keeping quality loss is the same for 
all artieles in a quality change group. 
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- Storage conditions. The temperature, the ethylene concentration, 
and the accessibility of a zone are the only starage conditions that 
infiuence the keeping quality loss of the articles in the distribution 
center. The effects of packaging, odors, and other atmospheric con
ditions are not included in the models. The effect of temperature on 
the keeping quality in the absence of all other effects is called the 
reference keeping quality. 

- Effective storage volume. The effective starage volume or freespace 
of a zone is the physical starage volume reduced by the volume of 
the stared articles and increased by the ventilation rate. We assume 
that the volume of an artiele unit contains no free space. 

We discuss the effect of the starage conditions on keeping quality, starting 
with a definition of static keeping quality. 

Definition 3.25 (Statie keeping quality). The static keeping quality k 
of quality change group q E Q in zone z E Z with a specific ethylene 
concentrabon t:(z) is modelled by the function 

k(q,z,t:(z)) = {1- ke(q,z,E(z))) · (1- kh(q, z)) · krer(q, z), (3.55) 

where 

- € : Z ~ IRci gives the ethylene concentrabon in a zone, 

- ke : Q x Z x IRri ~ [0, 1] E IRri describes the effect of ethylene on a 
quality change group in a zone for a specific ethylene concentration, 

- kh : Q x Z ~ [0, 1] E IRri describes the effect of handling on a 
quality change group in a zone, and 

- kref : Q x Z ~ JR+ gives the reference keeping quality of a quality 
change group in a zone. 

0 

The static keeping quality depends on the reference keeping quality kref, 

changed by the effects of ethylene ke and handling kh. This way of rnad
eling the static keeping quality was proposed by Polderdijk, Boerrigter & 
Tijskens [1995] for controlled and modified atmosphere. Remember that 
we omitted the effects of controlled atmosphere starage and modified at
mosphere packaging in the quality change models. We assume that the 
keeping quality at a specific temperature is always reduced by the effects 
of ethylene and handling. This is not the case for controlled atmosphere 
starage and modified atmosphere packaging that can also imprave the 
reference keeping quality. 
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Figure 3.4: The reference keeping quality as a function of the temperature for 
the quality change groups 'lettuce' and 'banana'. Remark that 'lettuce' has no 
second quality change process. 

Temperature. Kopec (1983) states that temperature is the most im
portant effect with respect to the keeping quality of perishables. The 
reference keeping quality is influenced by two quality change processes: 
aging and chilling injury. The aging or first quality change process speeds 
up with higher storage temperatures, and the chilling injury or second 
quality change process gets more severe at lower storage temperatures. 
The maximum initia! keeping quality is included in the quality change 
group functions. 

Definition 3.26 (Reference keeping quality). The reference keeping qual
ity kref for quality change group q E Q in a zone z E Z can be modelled 
as 

where 

{ 
eta(q). e-l!tb(q)·r(z) 

kref(q, z) = Qla(q)- Qib(q) · T(z) 
if T(z) 2 Trer(q) 
otherwise, 

- T : Z ---+ (0, 44) E lR(j gives the temperature in a zone, 

(3.56) 
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- Tref : Q --7 IRt gives the threshold temperature of a quality change 
group at or above which the first quality change process takes place, 

- l?ta : Q --7 JR+ gives the maximum keeping quality when the first 
quality change process of a quality change group takes place, 

- l?tb : Q --7 JR+ gives the decrease in keeping quality when the first 
quality change processof a quality change group takes place, 

- l?Ia : Q --7 JR+ gives the maximum keeping quality when the second 
quality change processof a quality change group takes place, and 

- l?Ib : Q --7 JR+ gives the decreasein keeping quality when the second 
quality change processof a quality change group takes place. 

0 

All temperatures in the model are expressed in ° C. Two examples of the 
dependenee of the reference keeping quality with respect to the tempera
ture are shown in Figure 3.4. 

Interaction. In general, the interaction between various productsis mod
elled by agents such asodors and ethylene . For example, the odor of anions 
is transferred by a different agent compared to the odor transfer of melons. 
Furthermore, some products produce the agent and some are susceptible 
to the agent. The levels of production and sensitivity of the agent are 
specific for the quality change group and dependent on the starage tem
perature. Moreover, the product that produces the agent may also be 
susceptible to it at the same time. 

For simplicity, we restricted ourselves to the effects of the agent ethylene 
in the presented quality change models. As we already mentioned, the 
ethylene concentration in a zone depends on the slot plan and the ethylene 
production of the quality change groups that are assigned to the zone. 

Definition 3.27 (Ethylene production). The ethylene product ion €p of 
quality change group q E Q in zone z E Z with a temperature T(z) can 
be modelled by 

where 

{ 

p·T(z) lQ(.lep(q)-1 if l?ep(q) > 0 
ép(q, z) = 0 20 

otherwise, 

- p E JR+ , the average mass per unit of starage space, and 

(3.57) 

- l?ep : Q --7 [0, 4] E INt gives the ethylene production class of a quality 
change group. 
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0 

With respect to the ethylene production class function Qep, we distinguish 
five different classes of ethylene production. The class with no production 
corresponds with Qep = 0, and the class with the highest production with 
Qep = 4. For example, mushrooms produce no ethylene and bananas and 
tomatoes are examples of products with high ethylene production. In our 
model, the ethylene production is equal to zero at 0° C and increases linear 
with respect to the temperature of the zone. 

The ethylene concentratien in a zone depends on the number of quality 
change groups assigned to and present in the zone and the total volume 
of the zone. The volume of the zone has to be adjusted with respect 
to the volume of the quality change groups that are assigned to it and 
that are present in the zone, and with respect to the rate of ventilation. 
A ventilation rate of 2 means that the effective volume of the zone also 
increases by a factor of 2. 

Definition 3.28 (Ethylene concentration). The ethylene concentratien 
E in zone z E Z is given by 

c(z) = l:qEQ Ep(q, z). wq(q, z) ' (3.58) 

11:(z) ( ((z) - l:qEQ wq(q, z )) 

where wq : Q x Z -+INt represents the volume of a quality change group 
that is stored overnight in a zone, Ep gives the ethylene production of a 
quality change group in a zone, and 11:(z ) is the ventilation rate and ((z) 
the volume of zone z. D 

High utilization and low ventilation of a zone may result in a high ethy
lene concentration, even when the ethylene production is relatively low. 
When the average stock level in the slots is only 50 % of the allocated 
storage space, we get the sameethylene concentratien according to (3.58) 
by reducing the physical volume of the zone ( with 50 %. 

Definition 3.29 (Ethylene effect). The ethylene effect on the keeping 
quality ke of a quality change group q E Q in zone z E Z with a temper
ature T(z) and a ethylene concentratien c(z) is given by 

k ( z E(z)) = max(O, min(l , Qea(q) ·ln(c(z)) - Qeb(q))) 
e q, ' 1 + e- O.B(T(z)- 5) ' 

(3.59) 

where Qea , Qeb : Q -+ IRt give the ethylene sensitivity of a quality change 
group. 0 
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The ethylene effect on the keeping quality behaves like a S-curve in re
lation to the ethylene concentration and the storage temperature. The 
logarithmic expression in the numerator of (3 .59) explains why the ethy
lene sensitivity changes from 0 to 1 within a small range of the ethylene 
concentrabon in the zone. Typical values lie between 1.5 and 3.5 ppm. 
The expression with the storage temperature in the denominator of (3.59) 
makes that the ethylene effect changes dramatically around 5° C. Models 
for other types of agents resembie closely this ethylene model. 

The effect of ethylene on the static keeping quality for two different quality 
change groups is shown in Figure 3.5. 

Handling. The effect of handling on the keeping quality depends pri
marily on the quality change group. Handling causes shock and vibration 
and thus stress to fresh produce. Strawberries are an example of products 
that are highly susceptible with respect to handling. Processed foodstuffs 
are seldom susceptible to handling. 

Definition 3.30 (Handling effect). The handling effect kh on a quality 
change group q E Q in zone zE Z is modelled by 

where 

l?h(q) 
kh(q, z) = 1 + O"(z) , (3.60) 

- l?h : Q --+ [0, 1] E lRÓ gives the maximum handling sensitivity of a 
quality change group, and 

- 0' : Z --+ [0, 1] E lRÓ gives the accessibility of a zone. Here "0" 
corresponds to an inaccessible zone and "1" toa perfectly accessible 
zone. 

0 

In (3.60) , the effect of the handling sensitivity of a quality change group 
on the keeping quality increases when the zone is less accessible. In a 
perfectly accessible zone, the effect remains 50 % of the maximum handling 
sensitivity l?h· Remark that we used in (3.60) the accessibility of a zone 
as a measure for the amount of handling. Hence, low accessibility results 
in additional handling compared with high accessibility. The models for 
vibration and shock developed by Yang & Prussia [1992] are more suitable 
for transportation than for storage. 

Relative keeping quality. The keeping quality loss in the warehouse 
depends on the initial keeping quality when the product enters the ware-
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Figure 3.5: The static keeping quality as a function of temperature and various 
ethylene concentrations for the quality change groups 'lettuce' and 'banana'. The 
quality change group 'banana' has two local optima when the ethylene concen
tration rises above 2 ppm. 
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house. The initia! keeping quality just after the harvest or production 
changes in the distribution chain with the starage conditions and the du
ration of stay in the different stages in the distribution chain. Tijskens 
& Polderdijk [1996] discuss these dynamicaspects of quality change mod
els for vegetables and fruits and their importance for the simulation of 
the distribution chain of perishables. With simulation rnadeis of the dis
tribution chain that incorporate dynamic quality change models, we can 
predict the effect of changes in the distribution on the keeping quality of 
the products. Broekmeulen [1996b] proposes a methad of incorporating 
dynamic quality change models in distribution network rnadeis that uses 
routes from production to consumption with completely specified starage 
conditions instead of partial routes or arcs between the different stages or 
nodes in the distribution network. 

Since the warehouse acts as a decoupling point in the distribution of per
ishables, we are nat able to know in sufficient detail the history and the 
future of the products that pass the warehouse. Therefore, we need a 
measure of keeping quality loss in a warehouse that is independent of the 
initial keeping quality of the products, the duration of stay in the ware
house, and the remaining time of the products in the distribution chain 
until consumption by the end consumers. We propose a measure that re
lates the keeping quality loss in a specific slotplan to the keeping quality 
loss at ideal conditions. In (3.55), the ethylene concentration in a zone 
depends on the slot plan. The relative keeping quality loss is the decrease 
in keeping quality compared with the keeping quality at the reference 
temperature Tref without any effects of handling or ethylene. 

Definition 3.31 (Relative keeping quality). The relative keeping quality 
loss A of quality change group q E Q in zone z E Z with a specific ethylene 
concentration is given by 

A(q é( )) _ 1 _ k(q, z , é(z)) 
1 z, z - k ( ') 1 

ref q, Z 
(3.61) 

where k gives the static keeping quality loss, kref the reference keeping 
quality, and the temperature r(z') in the reference zone z' E Z is equal to 
the threshold temperature Trer(q) of the quality change group q. 0 

In the proposed model, the relative keeping quality loss is equal to the 
fraction of the initial keeping quality that is lost every day compared 
to the starage at the ideal conditions for that quality change group. A 
relative keeping quality loss of 50 % in a warehouse implies that during 
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each day the product is stored in the distribution center, the shelf life is 
reduced with one and a half day instead of just one day. In this way, the 
subsequent stages in the distribution chain have less time to deliver the 
product to the consumer. When the reference keeping quality corresponds 
with a shelf life of less than one day, the storage of that quality change 
group is impractical. This is caused by the observation that for this small 
keeping quality the total shelf life gets lost during storage, even at ideal 
conditions. 

3.2.2 Definition of the WSPP for perishables 

The warehouse slot planning problem for perishables (WS3P) is formu
lated by extending the WSPP by both an cost function that handles the 
effects on keeping quality and by constraints that describe the maximum 
allowed keeping quality loss. For the WS3P, we made the following as
sumptions. 

- Effect of keeping quality loss. The effect of the keeping quality loss 
of an artiele on the slot plan is determined by the assignment of 
that artiele to the slot with the worst storage conditions for that 
artiele. Since at the tactical level we do not know exactly which of 
the assigned slots will be used during the daily operations, we have 
to consider the worst scenario. 

- Artiele importance. The keeping quality loss of all articles in the 
assortment is equally important. When this is not the case, we can 
introduce a weightfactor for each individual artiele based on factors 
that distinguish the articles such as added value and yearly turnover. 

Before we can define the WS3P, weneed todetermine the zone where a 
slot can be found since a slot receives the storage conditions of a zone in 
slot planning. 

Definition 3.32 (Zone of slot). The zone of a slot is given by z8 (s) = 

z1(l8 (s)) where z8 : S-+ Z gives the zone of a slot s E S and l8 (s) gives 
the location l E C, as defined in Definition 3.1. The function z1(l) gives 
the zone of a location l. D 

Definition 3.33 (WSPP for Perishables). An instanee of the ware
house slot planning problem for perishables (WS3P) is given by a pair 
( S D, QC s D), with slot data S D E SD as described in Definition 3.1 and 
quality change data QC SD E QCsD as described in Definition 3.24. The 
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problem is to find a slot plan x and a utilization y, as defined in Defini
tion 3.2, that minimize the cost function 

Cws3P =Wh. L L 8(a, t, x( a, t)) + Wu. L V(l). y(l) 
aEAtET lEL 

+ Wq · L max ( max A(qa(a), z8 (s), é(z8 (s), t))) , 
A 

tET sEx(a,t) 
aE 

(3 .62) 

and that satisfies (3.20)-(3.24). Furthermore, the following constraints 
have to be satisfied too. 

The keeping quality loss of an artiele in an assigned slot should be less 
than the maximum allowed relative keeping quality lossof the considered 
quality change group. Hence, this requirement can be formulated as 

A(qa(a), z, é(z, t)) ~ Amax(qa(a)) if Ya,z,t-:/:: 0 , 

for all a E A, z E Z and t E T. Here, 

Ya,z,t ={sE x(a, t) I Zs(s) = z} 

(3.63) 

(3 .64) 

is the set of slots in zone z to w hich an artiele a can be assigned d uring 
planning period t. 

Remember that the keeping quality loss depends on the ethylene concen
tration in a zone. 

( ) 
LaEA LsEYa z t é:p(qa(a), z) · v(s) 

é: z, t = , , 
x:(z) ( ((z)- LaEA LsEYa,z ,t v(s)) 

(3.65) 

is a function that roodels the ethylene concentration in a zone z in a 
planning period t. This function results from (3.58) and the assumption 
that the allocated starage space is equal to the average amount of quality 
change group present in the zone. 

A slot plan x that satisfies (3.20)-(3.24) and (3.63)-(3.65) is called a solu
tion for (SD, QCsD). D 

The third part of (3.62) evaluates the effect of the proposed slot plan on the 
keeping quality loss. Note that the value of the maximum allowed relative 
keeping quality loss depends on the initial keeping quality, the number of 
days in stock at the distri bution center and the minimum required keeping 
quality at the subsequent stages in the distribution chain. We assumed 
that these factors are the same for each artiele in a quality change group. 
The constraint on the maximum allowed relative keeping quality loss may 
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be used to guarantee that the warehouse does not waste an excessive 
amount of the initial keeping quality during storage. This eenstraint limits 
the trade off in keeping quality between the different quality change groups 
in the slot plan. In this way a reduction in keeping quality loss of one 
quality change group may only be exchanged with a larger reduction in 
keeping quality loss of another quality change group when the eenstraint 
on the maximum allowed relative keeping quality loss is not violated. 

3.2.3 Problem analysis of the WS3P 

In this section, we analyse the WS3P for the same reason as we have 
analyzed the WSPP i.e., the development of a salution approach that is 
capable of solving real world problem instances. After defining a special 
case of the WS3P, we prove that this special case of the WS3P is NP-hard. 
From this we conclude that the WS3P itself is NP-hard too. 

For the solution approach of the WS3P, we propose a special case of the 
WS3P that reduces the problem size. From the previous subsectien it 
follows that the main extension of the WS3P compared to the WSPP is 
the assignment of quality change groups to zones. Hence, we can construct 
a special case of the WS3P, called the assignment problem for periskables 
(APP), by aggregating articles to quality change groups and locations to 
zones. Moreover, each quality change group should be assigned to just 
one zone. The aggregation of both articles in quality change groups and 
locations in zones reduces the problem size of the WS3P. We remark that 
a typical distri bution center for perishables, such as the distri bution center 
of the wholesaler described in Section 5.2, has to deal with 5000 articles 
and at least as many locations, which can be reduced to 200 quality change 
groups and not more than 10 zones. 

3.2.4 The assignment problem for perishables 

In order to construct the APP as a special case of the WS3P, we first 
combine the storage capacities of the slots in a zone to a so called zone 
capacity. 

Definition 3.34 (Zone capacity). The zone capacity Vz of zone zE Z is 
the combined storage capacity V(l) of the locations l E L in that zone, 
i.e., 

Vz(z) = V(l) . 
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0 

Secondly, we have to combine the total starage space requirement of arti
cles in a starage space requirement for the corresponding quality change 
group. 

Definition 3.35 (Group starage space requirement). The group starage 
space requirement Wq of quality change group q E Q in planning period t E 
r is the combined minimum required total starage space w(a, t) of the 
articles a E A that belang to that quality change group, i.e., 

Wq(q, t) = w(a, t) . 
aEAiqa(a)=q 

0 

We define the assignment problem for perishables by reformulating the 
slot plan as an assignment plan for the quality change groups. For this 
aggregated problem, we omit the handling cast and the utilization cast. 

Definition 3.36 (Assignment problem for perishables). An instanee of 
the assignment problem for perishables (APP) is given by a 11-tuple AD = 

(Q, r, Wq, z, Vz, (, "'' ép, A, Amax, wq), where Wq(q) E lNó gives the 
group staragespace requirement for each quality change group q E Q, and 
Vz(z) E JN+ gives the zone capacity of each zone z E Z. The other sets 
and functions are described in Definition 3.33. We define the assignment 
for periskables as 

Xz : Q X 7 --+ Z , (3.66) 

i.e., a function that assigns a quality change group to a zone for each 
planning period. The problem is to find an assignment for perishables Xz 

that minimizes the cast function 

CAPP = Wq ~ maxA(q, Xz(q, t), c(xz(q, t), t)) , 
L..t tET 
qEQ 

and satisfies the following two constraints. 

(3.67) 

I. The starage capacity of the zone may not be exceeded, i.e., for all 
zE Zandt E 7, 

(3.68) 

II. The keeping quality of a quality change group in an assigned zone 
should always be lower than the maximum allowed relative keeping 
quality loss of the quality change group when the group starage 
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space requirement of the quality change group is greater than zero, 
i.e. , for all q E Q and tE T with wq(q, t) > 0, we require 

A(q, Xz(q, t), t:(xz(q, t) , t)) :=:; Amax(q) . (3.69) 

Here, 

( ) 
l:qEQjx.(q,t)=z êp(q, z). Wq (q, t) 

ê z , t = --~~:..0..:..:.~--------,-

K:(z) ( ((z)- l:qEQjx. (q ,t)=z wq(q, t)) 
(3.70) 

describes a function that models the ethylene concentration in a 
zone z in a planning period t. 

An assignment for perishables Xz that satisfies (3.68)-(3.70) is called a 
salution for AD. 0 

Like the SLAP, the APP is in essence a generalized assignment problem. 
The complexity analysis of the APP is analogue to the discussion of the 
complexity of the SLAP. The decision version of the APP is defined as 
follows. 

Definition 3.37 (APPD). An instanee of the APPD is given by a five
tuple AD' = (Q, T, wq, Z, Vz), where wq(q) E lNÓ gives the group starage 
space requirement for each quality change group q E Q, and Vz(z) E JN+ 
gives the zone capacity of each zone z E Z. The other sets and functions 
are described in Definition 3.33. The problem is to find an assignment for 
perishables Xz , as described in Definition 3.33, that satisfies (3.68) . 0 

Note that the APPD only contains integers. In the case, when there is a 
single quality change group or a single zone, the salution is trivia!. In these 
cases, the problem can be solved straightforward because of the absence 
of alternatives. For the other cases, even when we have a single planning 
period, we can prove straightforwardly by reduction from bin packing that 
the decision version of the APP is NP-complete. 

Theorem 3.3. The APPD is NP-complete. 

Proof. Bin packing problem reduces in polynomial time to the APPD with 
a single planning period. This can beseen as follows. Let I= (U, s , B , K) 
be an instanee of the bin packing problem. Construct an instanee I" = ( Q, 
T, Wq, Z, Vz) of the APPD by choosing 

- Q = U, 

- T= {ti}, 
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- for all q E Q, wq(q, ti) = s(q), 

- IZI =K, 

- Z = {z1,z2 ,· ·· ,zK}, and 

- for all zE Z, Vz(z) = B . 

The construction can be done in polynomial time. It can be verified that 
there exists a salution for I if and only if there exists a salution for I", 
which completes the proof. 0 

The APPD with one or more planning periods is at least as hard to solve 
as the special case with a single planning period. The dependenee of the 
quality change models on the ethylene concentratien in the APP make the 
problem even harder to solve. The NP-completeness makes the APP very 
resistant to efficient salution approaches. 

3.2.5 Decomposition strategy for the WS3P 

In this section we extend the decomposition strategies of the WSPP to 
meet the special requirements of the WS3P. In a slot plan for the WS3P, 
we need to determine the starage conditions for the slot besides allocating 
starage space and finding a location. 

The generalized salution strategy for the WS3P starts with an assignment 
procedure, that assigns each quality change group to the zone where the 
keeping quality loss is minimal, as is illustrated in Figure 3.6. For each 
zone, we apply the FRP to obtain the reserve and forward piek starage 
space allocations and subsequently the SLAP to assign the articles to 
locations. In this way, the salution strategy results in an assignment of 
articles to slots and therefore a slot plan for the WS3P. Remark that this 
strategy is an extension of the salution strategy of the WSPP. 

In Section 3.1.7, we introduced the decomposition strategies 'handling 
first' and 'space first'. The handling oriented strategy requires fixed as
signments of the articles throughout the year. Therefore we also need fixed 
assignments of the quality change groups in the APP. This is achieved by 
replacing in Definition 3.36 the function xz(q, t) with the function 

(3.71) 

The modified problem is denoted by APPIF. The original version can be 
used unchanged forthespace oriented strategy and is renamed to APPIV. 
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Figure 3.6: The salution strategy for the warehouse slot planning problem for 
perishables. 

3.2.6 Extensions of the APP 

One of the aims of the WS3P is to reduce the keeping quality loss by as
signing quality change groups to zones with predefined zone capacities and 
predefined starage conditions. Bath the zone capacities and the starage 
conditions in the zones have an effect on the keeping quality loss and there
fore on the assignment plan. We propose extensions of the WS3P that 
change the predefined zone temperature and/or predefined zone capacity 
in decision quantities. 

We use the APP in the salution strategy of the WS3P to assign articles 
to zones with predefined starage capacity and starage conditions. With 
the APP/V the articles can get fl.uctuating assignments with respect to 
starage space requirements during the year, caused by seasonal effects. 
This makes it less interesting to adapt the zone capacity and the storage 
conditions. 

In the case of the APP/F, which results in fixed assignments throughout 
the year, we consider the following two types of problem extensions. 
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- Starage condition adjustment. When the starage temperature is 
changed to a temperature that is more suited with respect to all or 
a subset of the articles duringa planning period, the keeping quality 
loss is reduced without the need for additional starage capacity or 
handling. Remark that more ventilation in a zone increases the en
ergy consumption, but reduces the interactions between the articles. 

- Layout redesign. Changing the starage capacity of the zones in the 
original layout might imprave the match between available and re
quired starage capacity. The starage conditions of a zone, for ex
ample the temperature, might be adjusted at the same time. The 
associated volume change of a zone has also an effect on the ethylene 
concentration. 

In the case of starage condition adjustment, we focus only on the effect 
of the temperature since this zone condition is the easiest to adjust in 
existing starage rooms. For example, changes in the ventilation requires 
particular adaptations to the building and hence additional investments. 
The other zone conditions such as relative humidity are much harder to 
adjust. For bath the above described types of problem extensions, we can 
use the function 

Tz: Z--+ 1R{j (3.72) 

as decision variabie in the definition of the APPIF. This new function 
replaces the temperature function T that is used in the quality change 
models to calculate the relative keeping quality loss A. 

The redesign of the layout, as proposed by the second type of problem 
extension, is determined indirectly by adding the function 

Vz': Z--+ JN+ , (3.73) 

i.e., a function that gives the allocated starage capacity toeach zone. This 
function replaces the zone capacity function Vz. To ensure that redesigned 
layouts stay within the limits of the total available starage capacity of the 
warehouse V E JN+, we have to add the eaustraint 

L Vz'(z) =V (3.74) 
zEZ 

to the problem definition of APPIF. We determine the variabie zone 
volume (z(z) from the initial zone capacity Vz(z) E JN+ and zone vol
ume ((z) E JN+ for each zE Z as follows 

((z) , 
(z(z) = Vz(z) · Vz (z) . (3.75) 
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Hereby, we assumed that the zone volume is always a fixed multiple from 
the zone capacity. 

Using the zone capacity function Vz' in the APPIF gives the opportunity 
to investigate alternative layouts of the warehouse. With the temperature 
function Tz in the APPIF we can investigate different starage conditions. 

Equipment and layout 

Slot planning 
r-----------------~ 

Assignment of 
perishables to zones 

'---'------,..-------__.,,lor each zone 
---------------------------1 

Forward-reserve allocation 

Stock location assignment 

---------------------------1 

Operatiens management 

Figure 3.7: The overall hierarchical decomposition of the layout and operations 
management problem for a distribution center for perishables, with special at
tention for the slot planning decision level. 

3.3 Overview of the hierarchical decomposition strategy 

The problems defined for the decision level 'slot planning' have several 
links with the decision levels 'equipment and layout' and 'operations man
agement'. The starage conditions and the number of zones chosen in the 
layout influence the slot plan. The choice of equipment has to meet the 
starage space requirement of the slot plan. The workload that a slot plan 
generates determines the amount of personnel that is needed to meet the 
agreed lead time of the customer orders. Short throughput times can be 
achieved with efficient and effective operating policies and/or a large num
ber of pickers. The efficiency of the operating policies determine on the 
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other hand the possible types of slot plans, such as fixed slots or variabie 
assignments troughout the year. 

The general salution strategy for slot planning with its relations with the 
decision levels 'equipment and layout' and 'operations management' is 
summarized in Figure 3.7. We propose to solve the formulated NP-hard 
subproblems with local search techniques, which we introduce in Chap
ter 4. The assignment of perishables to zones is investigated in Chapter 5. 
In Chapter 6 we study the forward-reserve allocation with the KFRP. The 
differences between the handling and the space oriented strategy for the 
stock location assignment is discussed in Chapter 7. 



4 
Local search 

In this chapter, we present local search as a family of approximative so
lution techniques or algorithms for the NP-hard problems that we have 
formulated in the previous chapter for the decision level 'slot planning' . 
We introducesome popular local search techniques, using a general frame
work which is based on the research of Vaessens, Aarts & Lenstra [1996] 
and Aarts & Lenstra [1997]. We discuss the development and implemen
tation of these techniques in our research and the methods that we applied 
to handle the constraints in our problems. 

4.1 Introduetion 

Local search is a solution process that tries to improve a given initia! 
solution by making relatively small changes in several steps in the solu
tion space. The quality of the solutions is determined with the object or 
cost function of the problem. As discussed by Bounds [1987] and Glover 
& Greenberg [1989], several local search techniques find their origin in 
nature. We distinguish the following four elements in each local search 
algorithm: initial solution construction, neighborhood function, accepta
tion criterion and stop criterion. These four basic elements and their 
interrelations are illustrated in Figure 4.1. 
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,----'------.. 

Accept the 
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Figure 4.1: The flowchart of alocal search process with the four basic elements 
from the general framework. 

During the initia! solution construction an initia! salution is generated by 
assigning random values to the decision quantities or by a specific con
struction algorithm that constructs a feasible salution based on a greedy 
or heuristic rule. 

During the iterative impravement the following cycle is carried out several 
times. At the first step, a neighborhood function generates candidate solu
tions or neighbors from the current solution. A neighborhood graph con
nects neighboring solutions. A neighborhood graph is strongly connected 
when each salution can be reached from any other one. A neighboorhood 
function consists of moves that create a candidate salution with a small 
change in the current solution. One has to find a trade-off between a small 
neighborhood that can be searched quickly, and a large neighborhood with 
a higher probability of good neighbors but larger search times. The choice 
of a neighborhood function depends on the type of local search algorithm 
and the specific problem structure. 

In the second step of the iterative improvement, an acceptation criterion 
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selects the new current solution for the next cycle. A pivot rule deter
mines which candidate solution is selected from all neighboring solutions. 
Possible pivot rules are first impravement and best improvement. First 
impravement stops the neighborhood search after the first neighbor that 
is better than the current solution. Best impravement takes the best 
neighbor after a search of the entire neighborhood. We remark that the 
acceptation criterion is the main difference between various local search 
algorithms. 

A stop criterion determines when the iterative impravement is terminated. 
Possible stop criteria are a limited number of iterations, a limited amount 
of computation time or the absence of newly accepted solutions during 
the iterative impravement cycle. A local optimum has been reached if the 
object value of the last accepted solution is better or equal than all its 
neighbors. The number and the quality of the local optima depends on 
the combinatorial structure of the problem at hand. 

Based on the general framework, we explain the differences and similarities 
between several commonly applied local search techniques, subsequently 
tabu search, threshold algorithms, and genetic algorithms. 

Tabu search. In tabu search we restriet the set of candidate solutions 
by a tabu list . A tabu list defines implicitly or explicitly forbidden moves 
from the current solution. The tabu list is updated after each iteration. 
The length of the tabu list can vary during the search process. During 
intensification of the search, a smaller part of the search space is more 
intensely examined by making the tabu list shorter. New, perhaps un
explored regions of the search space are searched during diversification. 
We diversify the search by making the tabu list longer or by performing 
several random restarts. An aspiration criterion can overrule the tabu 
status of a move. More details about tabu search can be found in the 
tutorial by Glover (1990]. 

Threshold algorithms. We accept a new salution in threshold algo
rithms when the difference in object value between the current and the 
candidate solution is below a certain threshold. Dueck & Scheuer [1990] 
describe such an algorithm. When the threshold value is equal to 0, only 
true improvements are accepted which is the case in classica! iterative im
provement. We denote iterative impravement with multi-start capabilities 
as repeated descent. Multi-start means that if the search gets stuck in a 
local optima before the stop criterion is met then we perferm a random 
restart and the search continues. Nonnegative thresholds which gradually 
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decrease during the search process to 0 are used in threshold accepting 
algorithms. Simulated annealing as described by Aarts & Van Laarhoven 
[1985] uses nonnegative and stochastic thresholds that depend on a control 
parameter calledTor temperature and a stochastic variabie u E (0, 1] C IR 
in the following way: -T ln u. The control parameter T gradually de
creases during the search process according to a cooling schedule . The 
cooling schedule determines the number of cycles between two adjust
ments of the control parameter. For each acceptation test of a candidate 
solution, u is drawn anew from a uniform distribution on (0, 1] . Simulated 
annealing technique has been introduced by Kirkpatrick, Gelatt & Vecchi 
[1983] and Cerny [1985] . More detailscan be found inthereviews by Van 
Laarhoven & Aarts [1987] and Aarts & Korst [1989]. 

Genetic algorithms. Instead of a single current solution, genetic algo
rithms work with a set or population of current solutions at each iteration. 
The operator mutation executes a move using only one salution from the 
current population. The operator recombination or crossover uses the in
formation of two or more solutions in the current population to construct 
candidate solutions. The operator selection acts as acceptation criterion 
in the combined set of current and candidate solutions and ensures that 
the population size remains constant during the search process. The idea 
for genetic algorithms comes from Holland [1975]. An excellent introdue
tion to genetic algorithms is written by Goldberg [1989]. A recent review 
from Mattfeld [1996] explains most important aspects for applying genetic 
algorithms to scheduling problems. In parallel descent , the recombination 
operator is replaced by the reptacement operator that uses only one so
lution from the current population. With reptacement the values of a 
random number of decision quantities are replaced with randomly chosen 
new values within the range of the decision quantities . 

Parallel descent and genetic algorithms are in potention parallel search 
techniques because we can distribute the population and the calculations 
over parallel processors. Sequentia! local search techniques such as re
peated descent, simulated annealing, and tabu search operate on one cur
rent salution at a certain time. 

The above mentioned local search algorithms can be combined to hybrid 
algorithms that exploit perhaps better the specific problem structure. 
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4.2 lmplementation 

For our computational studies of the slot planning problem, we imple
mented five different local search techniques: repeated descent, simulated 
annealing, tabu search, parallel descent and a genetic algorithm. 

The chosen implementation of a local search technique, and settings of the 
parameters have been subject to many experimental configurations and 
trail runs for the different optimization models. In general we used the 
implementation described below, derived from the research literature on 
the NP-hard quadratic assignment problem (QAP). The NP-hard QAP is 
reviewed by Burkard [1984]. In some cases we deviated from this generic 
setup to incorporate specific properties of the slot planning problems. 
Camparabie computational studies for combinatorial optimization prob
lems are abundant in the literature. A good example is the research on the 
single machine scheduling problem by Crauwels, Potts & Van Wassenhave 
[1996]. 

For the majority of the considered problems, we used blind search as de
fined by Goldberg [1989]. This means that we do not use auxiliary infor
mation from the problem to select a move and that the complete object 
function is recalculated after each move. Partial recalculation of the ob
ject function was either difficult to implement or even impossible because 
of the problem structure. 

The initia! solutions were either constructed with a specific greedy algo
rithm or generated by assigning random values to the decision quantities. 
For alllocal search techniques the stop criterion was a predefined amount 
of computation time. This was in order to simplify the comparison. 

4.2.1 Repeated descent 

The following two types of moves are available in the neighborhood func
tion of repeated descent: 

- One exchange. The value of the selected decision quantity is changed 
to a randomly chosen new value within the range of the decision 
quantity. 

- Swap or two exchange. The values of two selected decision quantities 
are interchanged. 

The type of move and the decision quantities that participate in the move 
are selected at random. We used first impravement as pivot rule because 
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for all the stuclied problems the neighborhood of the current salution was 
too large to examine in full at each iteration. According to Anderson 
[1996] this rule seems to be superior during a local search process . 

4.2.2 Tabu search 

We used the moves one exchange and swap in the neighborhood function 
for the tabu search. In the applied algorithm for tabu search, we used a 
fixed, predefined list of 10 items which reflected the most recently accepted 
moves. The one exchange is stared as the position of the decision quantity 
and the new value. The swap is stored as the pair of positions of the 
involved decision quantities. This way of implementing the tabu list was 
successfully applied by Skorin-Kapov [1990] for the QAP. The pivot rule 
best impravement was replaced by first improvement, because we found a 
very low convergence rate in the trail runs. We did not use intensification 
or diversification during the search. The tabu status of a move is overruled 
if the move results in the best object value so far in the search process. 

4.2.3 Simulated annealing 

For simulated annealing we used the same neighborhood function and 
pivot rule as for repeated descent. The initial value of the control para
meter or temperature was determined after a random walk of 100 itera
tions. The initial temperature should accept 95 % of the deteriorations. 
We applied the geometrie cooling schedule of Kirkpatrick, Gelatt & Vecchi 
[1983] on the temperature. In this cooling schedule the number of cycles 
between the adjustment of the control parameter is fixed and equal to 
the number of decision quantities. At each adjustment, the control pa
rameter was decreased by 5 %. Alternative cooling schedules as described 
by [Hajek, 1988] and Aarts & Van Laarhoven [1985] did not find better 
solutions in trail runs and proved to be too elaborate for search processes 
with limited run-times. Studies on the quadratic assignment problem with 
simulated annealing are described by Burkard & Rendl [1984] and Bonomi 
& Lutton [1986) . 

4.2.4 Parallel descent 

Parallel descent works with a population of solutions. We used a popu
lation of 50 current solutions. The size of the population remained fixed 
during the search process. The neighborhood function consists of the 
moves one exchange or mutation and the replacement operator, which 
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changes more decision quantities at the same time. 

The selection process runs in parallel with the moves of the neighborhood 
function. Every selection operation starts by taking a sample of five solu
tions from the population, which is equal to 10 % of the total population. 
The solutions in the sample are ranked according to the individual cost 
of the solutions. The salution with the best cost in the sample replaces 
the worst salution in the sample that resembles the best salution most 
closely. This selection process based on the crowding model of De Jong 
[1975] ensures high diversity in the population. 

The frequency of mutation relative to the selection process is 0.95 and the 
relative frequency of replacement is 0.05. We proteet the best salution of 
the population against being destroyed by the moves in the neighborhood 
function. This is called an elitist strategy. 

4.2.5 Genetic algorithms 

Genetic algorithms use strings of bytes or chromosarnes of fixed length. 
The decision quantities are represented by one or more bytes on the string. 
A chromosome corresponds with a solution. Genetic algorithms search the 
neighborhood with the following two operators. 

- Mutation. One byte at a single position of a randomly selected 
chromosome is replaced with a random number in the range of the 
chosen alphabet. Mutation resembles one point change. 

- Crossover. Two parent chromosarnes are selected at random from 
the population. The chromosarnes exchange parts of the string with 
a two-point crossover. Only the resulting child chromosarnes return 
to the population. 

Our implementation of the genetic algorithm used a fixed population of 50 
chromosarnes or solutions and the same selection process as the parallel 
descent technique. 

As is pointed out in the research of Grefenstette [1986] , finding the cor
rect frequencies of the mutation and the crossover operator relative to the 
select process is an optimization problem on itself for a genetic algorithm. 
We circumvented this problem partly by making the frequencies depen
dent on the status of the solutions in the population. The frequencies at 
which the operators are carried out relative to the selection process is dy
namically adjusted during the search process and depend on the variation 
in the population. Mutations introduce variation in the population. In 
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general, this frequency must be kept low to avoid too much disturbances 
in the search for better solutions. Crossover has less effect in a popula
tion with low variation. A high mutation frequency can introduce higher 
variation on all positions of the chromosomes. High variation restores a 
high crossover frequency. We determine the variation in the population 
by measuring the fraction of solutions that are equal to the best solution 
so far, denote by BE (0, 1] C IR. We made the mutation frequency equal 
to B and the crossover frequency equal to (1 - B). 

4.3 Constraints 

Problems such as APP are highly constrained. According to Goldberg 
[1989] and Mattfeld [1996], we can incorporate constraints in the search 
process by using one of the following methods: 

- Reject all infeasible solutions. A single vialation of the constraints 
results directly in a infeasible solution. This procedure is impractical 
for highly constrained problems, because finding a feasible salution 
is almost as difficult as finding the best. 

- Select a neighborhood function that satisfies the constraints. A move 
from a feasible salution ends in a feasible solution. To be able to 
start the search, we need a construction algorithm that produces 
feasible solutions. 

- Penalty method. The constrained problem is transformed to a un
constrained problem by associating a cost or penalty with all con
straint violations. These costs are included in the object function. 
With the penalty method we obtain some information out of infea
sible solutions. 

We did not apply the rejection method, due to the high constrainedness 
of our problems. Whenever possible, we tried to find a construction algo
rithm that produces feasible solutions. This is often as difficult as finding 
a neighborhood function that satisfies the constraints. In the absence of a 
suitable neighborhood function and/or construction algorithm, we applied 
the penalty method to obtain a unconstrained problem. 



5 
Assignment of perishables to zones 

The two previous chapters outlined the slot planning problem and the local 
search techniques needed to solve this problem. In this chapter we present 
a salution strategy for the assignment problem for perishables (APP). We 
start with some general aspects of solving the APP with local search; 
more specifically we present the handling of constraints, and construction 
algorithms for initial solutions. Next, we present computational studies 
of bath the space oriented strategy and the handling oriented strategy, as 
outlined in Section 3.2.5. We also experimented with extensions of the 
APP that adjust the starage conditions and redesign the layout of the 
zones. We conclude this chapter with a discussion of the effects of a slot 
plan on the operational assignment in a distribution center for perishables. 

5.1 Solution strategy for the APP 

Because of the complexity of the APP, investigated in Section 3.2.4, we 
decided to use the local search techniques, introduced in Chapter 4, to 
find solutions of problem instauces of the APP. The APP is a highly con
strained problem, bath in starage capacity and in keeping quality loss. We 
could not find a construction algorithm that produces only feasible solu
tions, neither did we find a neighborhood function that satisfies bath the 
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capacity and the keeping quality loss constraints. Therefore, we trans
formed both versions of the APP, with and without fixed assignments 
tbraughout the year as introduced in Section 3.2.5, to a unconstrained 
version with the penalty method, described in Section 4.3. 

We first formulate the local search version of the APPIV, denoted with 
APPLIV, which allows variabie assignments of the quality change groups 
throughout the year. 

Definition 5.1 (APPLIV). Given is an instanee of the local search ver
sion of the assignment problem for Perishables with variabie assignments 
tbraughout the year (APPLIV) by a 13-tuple PD = (Q, T, wq, Z, lfz, (, 
"'' Ep, A, Amax, tvq, 7rc, 7rq), where 1fc E JN+ is the penalty for exceeding the 
starage capacity and 7rq E JN+ is the penalty for exceeding the maximum 
allowed keeping quality loss. The other sets and functions are described 
in Definition 3.36. The problem is to find an assignment for perishables 
Xz, as described in Definition 3.36, that minimizes the cost function 

with 

CAPPLIV = Wq'"' max A(q, Xz(q, t), E(xz(q, t), t)) 
~ tET 
qEQ 

+ 7rq · LLsign(wq(q,t)) 
qEQ tET 

· max(O, A(q, Xz(q, t), E(xz(q, t), t)) - Amax (q)) 

+ 1fc · L L max(O, ( L::qEQixz(q,t)=z Wq (q, t)) - Vz(z)) , (5.1) 
zEZ tET 

sign(x) ~ { 
1 if x> 0 
0 if x= 0 

-1 if x< 0. 

and E(z, t) E IR+ the ethylene concentration in zonezin planning period t , 
as described in (3. 70). D 

By replacing in Definition 5.1 the function Xz : Q x T 4 Z with the func
tion Xz: Q 4 Z , described inSection 3.2.5 as (3.71), we get the definition 
of the local search version of the APP for fixed assignments tbraughout 
the year, denoted by APPLIF. 

The choice of the penalties 1fc and 7rq determines the priority between 
starage capacity and keeping quality loss. We have to choose the values 
of 1fc and 7rq in such a way that all solutions with a cost higher than 7rc 
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or 1r q can be identified as infeasible solutions for APP. The cost of all the 
feasible solutions of the APPIV are equal to the cost of the corresponding 
solutions of the APPLIV. Therefore we can use the APPLIV for the local 
search techniques without lossof information for the solutions of APPIV. 
The same is true for the relation between the APPLIF and the APPIF. 

The neighborhood function of a local search algorithm determines a set 
of candidate solutions that can be reached from the present salution by 
moves such as one exchanges and swaps. For the APPLIF, a move changes 
the assignment of a quality change group to a zone. In the case of vari
abie assignments throughout the year, as described in the definition of the 
APPLIV, a move changes the assignment of a quality change group to a 
zone in a planning period. The set of moves implemented for the local 
search techniques repeated descent, tabu search, simulated annealing, par
allel descent, and genetic algorithms result in a connected neighborhood 
for both the APPLIV and the APPLIF, i.e., the local search techniques 
can reach the optimal salution from a feasible initia! solution. All initial 
salution obtained by randomly assigning quality change groups to zones 
are feasible solutions for the APPL. The details of the implementation of 
the five local search techniques are described in Section 4.2. 

The product interactions make it difficult to check if a move will cause 
a vialation of the keeping quality constraints. The effect of ethylene on 
the keeping quality is non-linear and can only be calculated with the 
knowledge of the exact concentratien of that agent in that particular zone. 
According to (3. 70) the remaval or addition of a quality change group to 
a zone causes a change in the ethylene production and in the effective 
volume of the zone. Therefore, we recalculated the complete cost function 
after each move, regardless of the type of move. 

5.2 Problem generation 

In order to test the salution strategy for the APPLIF and the APPLIF, 
we created 75 test instances, based on real world data obtained from 
the wholesaler of vegetables and fruits, described as case example in Sec
tion 2.5. 

Quality change groups. The articles in the assortment belong to 180 
quality change groups, i.e., IQI = 180. The size of the assortment was the 
same for all instances. The maximum allowed relative keeping quality loss 
Amax(q) for each quality change group q E Q is set to 0.7. This relatively 
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large value was chosen to make feasible slot plans possible for warehouse 
layouts with only two zones. 

Table 5.1: Zone capacities and starage conditions for different numbers of zones, 
used for the test instauces of the APPL. The column 'Vz (z)' denotes the zone 
capacity, '~~:(z)' the ventilation rate, 'a(z)' the accessibility, and 'T(z)' the tem
perature for each zone z E Z. 

IZI z Vz(z) ~~:(z) a(z) T(z) 
2 1 700 50 1.00 8.0 

2 1100 1 0.80 0.0 
3 1 350 50 1.00 10.0 

2 350 1 0.80 4.0 
3 1100 1 0.80 0.0 

4 1 300 50 1.00 10.0 
2 200 1 0.80 8.0 
3 200 1 0.80 4.0 
4 1100 1 0.80 0.0 

6 1 300 50 1.00 10.0 
2 100 1 0.80 8.0 
3 100 1 0.80 7.0 
4 100 1 0.80 4.0 
5 100 1 0.80 2.0 
6 1100 1 0.80 0.0 

8 1 250 50 1.00 10.0 
2 75 1 0.80 9.0 
3 75 1 0.80 8.0 
4 75 1 0.80 7.0 
5 75 1 0.80 5.0 
6 75 1 0.80 4.0 
7 75 1 0.80 2.0 
8 1100 1 0.80 0.0 

Zones. We created sets of zones with two, three, four, six, and eight 
different zones: { Z2, Z3, Z4, Z6, Z8 }. We did not include a set with a 
single zone since the probability of finding a feasible solution for problem 
instances based on such a set is small. The conditions in a single zone are 
seldom satisfactory to all quality change groups. We chose different zone 
conditions depending on both the number of zones and the properties of 
thesetof 180 quality change groups. The zone capacities and the storage 
conditions for the different number ofzones are described in Table 5.1. The 
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column 'Vz(z)' gives the zone capacity of each zone z E Z. The column 
'K:(z)' presents the ventilation rate, 'a(z)' the accessibility, and '-r(z)' the 
starage temperature of each zone. The total volume of a zone is always 
taken equal to three times the starage capacity of the zone, i.e., ((z) = 
3· Vz(z) for each zone zE Z. The total storage capacity ofthe distribution 
center V = LzEZ Vz(z) was in all instauces the same: 1800. All starage 
capacities are expressed in unit load volumes. 
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Figure 5.1: The sum of the group storage requirements during a year of the 
datasets R, A, and B. 

Stock levels. We used three stock level datasets for the problem in
stances. Dataset R was directly based on the stock level data of the 
w holesaler. The stock levels in datasets A and B were created using a 
random process. The difference between dataset A and B is the appli
cation of different seeds for the random generator. We generated stock 
levels in datasets A and B in the following way. The stock level of a 
quality change group ç is a function of two stochastic variables: u 1 and 
u2 . We selected u1 from a continuous uniform distribution on the interval 
(0, 1] C IR and u2 from a continuous uniform distribution on the interval 
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(1, 10] c JR. We can now calculate the stock level as 

ifu1 < P(ç == 0) 
otherwise. 

(5.2) 

Around 20 % of the year, a quality change group is not in stock and the 
stock level is zero, i.e. P(ç = 0) = 0.2. The average aggregated stock 
level of all the quality change groups is 694 in dataset R. For dataset A 
and B, the average aggregated stock level generated with (5.2) is 720. We 
chose the group staragespace requirement wq(q, t) equal to two times the 
average stock level of quality change group q E Q in planning period t E T. 
Therefore, wq(q, t) depends on the number of planning periods in the 
instance. 

Based on datasets R, A, and B, we created sets of stock levels with one, 
two, three, four, and six planning periods: { Al, A2, ... , R4, R6 }. More 
than six planning periods result in more revisions in the slot plan than can 
be implemented in the distribution center. Since a year can be divided in 
12 months or 52 weeks, five planning periods do not result in a practical 
period length. Therefore, we did not consider instances with five planning 
periods. 

As can beseen in Figure 5.1, the average of the sum of the group storage 
space requirements was approximately 80 % of the total starage capacity 
of the distri bution center. In this way, the test instances that we generated 
are highly capacitated. Martello & Toth [1991] showed that comparable 
generalized assignment problems are difficult from a computational point 
of view. 

We used the following values for the weightfactor and perralties in all 
the instances: Wq = 104/ IQI, 'lTc = 1010 and 'lTq = 107 . The value of 
'lTc is higher than 'lTq because we give a higher priority to the starage 
capacity constraints than to the maximum allowed keeping quality loss 
constraints. The cost of a feasible solution is always less or equal to 
I Ql · Wq = 104 . The cost of an infeasible salution is greater or equal 
than min(7rc, 7rq) = 107

. The large difference between 7rc and 7rq makes it 
possible to distinguish capacity and quality loss violations when examining 
the infeasible solutions. 

Each of the 75 test instances is a combination of a set of zones and a set 
of stock levels. The set of stock levels includes the number of planning 
periods. For example, the problem instanee denoted with Z6A2 has six 
zones and uses the stock level set A2 with two planning periods. 
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5.3 lnitial solutions and lower bounds 

In the case that the storage space capacity is not exceeded, and each 
quality change group can be stored at optimal conditions, the value of the 
cost of the APPL given in (5.1) is equal to zero. This also holds for non
perishables. For perishables, we can construct such an optimal solution 
by assigning each quality change group to a separate zone with enough 
storage capacity for each planning period. This requires a relatively large 
number of zones and too much storage capacity. In practice, we have a 
limited number of zones, so that quality change groups often have to share 
the same zone. 

We need a construction algorithm for the APPL that generates a feasi
ble solution for the majority öf the problem instances. We observed that 
constructing an initial solution by assigning the quality change groups to 
random zones does seldom lead to a feasible solution. We propose two dif
ferent greedy algorithms, both based on the Best Fit algorithm for the bin 
packing problem as described by Garey & Johnson [1979]. The proposed 
greedy algorithms focus on the keeping quality constraints for the select
ing of the 'best' zone by indexing the zones on potential relative keeping 
quality loss for each quality change group that has to be assigned. For 
the calculation of the potential relative keeping quality loss, we ignore the 
product interactions by assuming that the ethylene concentration is very 
small c(z, t) = flow « 1 for each zone z E Z in planning period tE T. 
Violations of the storage capacity restrictions are temporary resolved by 
assigning the quality change group to the 'worst' zone, i.e., the last zone 
that was considered for assignment. After applying the construction al
gorithm, we have to recalculate the cost function to check whether the 
storage capacity was sufficient and whether the assumption about the 
product interaction was valid, and hence the constructed initia} solution 
is feasible. 

The first greedy algorithm, called the Best Fit Quality algorithm for vari
abie assignments (BFQUALVAR), assigns quality change groups to zones 
for each planning period separately. 

Best Fit Quality algorithm for variabie assignments (BFQuAL VAR) 

1. Let T := ITI, Q := I Ql, and Z := IZI. Start with the first planning 
period, i.e., t := 1. 
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2. Sort the quality change groups q1 , ... , qQ such that 

Wq(qq,(l)> t) ~ · · · ~ Wq(qq,(Q)> t) , 

with </J: IN --+ IN. Let for all z E Z, V(z) := Vz(z). Start with the 
largest group by setting i := 1. 

3. Sort the zones z1, ... , zz such that 

A(qcf>(i),Zcp(l)>élow) S ··· S A(qq,(i)>Zcp(Z),élow), 

with <p : IN --+ IN. Start with the zone with the lowest keeping 
quality loss by setting j := 1. 

4. While j < Zand V(z<p(j)) - wq(qq,(i)> t) < 0 do j := j + 1. 

5. Assign the quality change group to the zone: Xz(q<P(i)> t) := Zcp(j) and 

V(z<p(j)) := V(zcp(j))- wq(q<P(i)> t). When the quality change group 
does not fit in any of the zones, we assign the group to the last zone 
in the list. 

6. i :=i+ 1. If i S Q, then go to 3. 

7. t := t + 1. If t ::; T, then go to 2. Otherwise stop. 

The BFQUAL VAR is a greedy algorithm that assigns the quality change 
groups one by one, in a given order, to the zones. To establish the or
der of the assignments, we sort in Step 2 the quality change groups in 
non-increasing order on the group staragespace requirement wq (q, t). Be
fore we start the assignments in a planning period, we set the remaining 
starage capacity V(z) equal to the zone capacity Vz(z). We start the as
signment with the largest groups because these groups require the largest 
amount of storage capacity. For each quality change group, we sort in 
Step 3 the zones in non-decreasing order on the expected amount of rel
ative keeping quality loss. We try to fit the quality change group in the 
zone where we expect the lowest amount of relative keeping quality loss, 
and where there is still enough remaining starage capacity V(z). When 
we do not find a zone with enough remaining starage capacity, we assign 
in Step 5 the quality change group to the last zone of the list. This zone 
has the worst starage conditions for the quality change group. We expect 
that this strategy increases the penalty cast for keeping quality loss but 
can sametimes avoid an increase in the penalty cast for starage capacity. 
The assignment process in Step 2 to 6 is repeated for each planning pe
riod. After the construction of an initia! salution with BFQuAL VAR, we 
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calculate the cast function of APPL. We have found an infeasible salution 
for APP when the cast exceeds the value of 7rq or 1fc· We now investigate 
the time complexity of BFQUALVAR. 

Theorem 5.1. BFQUAL VAR finds an initia[ salution for the APPL in 
O(T · Q · log Q + T · Q · Z · log Z) time. 

Proof. Step 2 requires O(Q · T) time for determining the parameters 
wq (q, t), 0( Q · log Q) time for indexing the variables and O{Z) time for 
initializing V(z). Calculating the expected relative keeping quality loss A 
in Step 2 and sorting the zones requires 0( Z ·log Z) time. Selecting a zone 
requires at most O(Z) time in Step 3. Assigning the quality change group 
in step 5 can be performed in constant time. Steps 3 to 5 are repeated 
T · Q times and Step 2 is repeated T times. Hence, the time complexity 
BFQUALVAR is O(T · Q ·logQ + T · Q · Z ·log Z). D 

In the case of fixed assignments throughout the year, we assign a quality 
change group to a zone for all planning periods at the same time. The 
construction algorithm for fixed assignments throughout the year is called 
BFQUALFIX. 

Best Fit Quality algorithm for fixed assignments (BFQUALFrx) 

1. Let Q := JQI and Z := JZJ. Let for all zE Zandt ET V(z , t) := 

Vz(z). Sart the quality change groups q1, ... , QQ , such that 

L wq(Q,p(l)> t) ~ · · · ~ L wq(Q,p(Q)> t) , 
tET tET 

with cjJ: lN -t lN. Start with the largest group by setting i := 1. 

2. Sart the zones z1 , ... , zz such that 

A(q,p(i)> Zcp(l)> é]ow) :::; · · ·:::; A(q,p(i) > Zcp(Z)> é)ow) , 

with <p : lN -+ lN. Start with the zone with the lowest keeping 
quality loss by setting j := 1. 

3. While j < Zand nat for all tE T: V(zcp(j)> t)- wq(Q,p(i)> t) ~ 0 do 
j := j + 1. 

4. Assign the quality change group to the zone: Xz (q,p(i)) := Zcp(j ) and 

for all t E T : V(zcp(j)> t) := V(zcp(j)> t) - wq(q,p(i)> t). When the 
quality change group does nat fit in any of the zones, we assign the 
group to the last zone in the list. 
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5. i :=i+ 1. If i ::; Q, then go to 2. Otherwise stop. 

The main difference between BFQUALVAR and BFQUALFix is estah
lishing the order of the quality change groups for the greedy assignment 
process. In the BFQUALVAR, we havetosort the quality change groups 
for all planning periods at the same time. We chose for the sum of the 
group starage space requirements of each planning period but an good 
alternative is the maximum of the group starage space requirements of 
each planning period. This is discussed in Chapter 7. 

Theorem 5.2. BFQUALFIX finds an initial salution for the APPL in 
0( Q ·log Q + Q · Z · log Z + T · Q · Z) time. 

Proof. Step 1 requires O(Q · T) time for calculating the sums of wq(q, t), 
O(Q ·logQ) time for indexing the sums and O(Z · T) time for initializing 
V(z, t). Indexing the zones requires O(Z ·log Z) time in Step 2 and finding 
a suitable zone takes at most O(Z · T) time. Assigning the quality change 
group in step 4 can be performed in O(T) time. Steps 2 to 4 are repeated 
Q times. Hence, the time complexity of the BFQUALFIX algorithm is 
O(Q·logQ+Q·Z·logZ+T·Q · Z). o 

The time complexity of BFQuALFIX compared with that of BFQUALVAR 
is larger when only a few planning periods are required. However it gets 
smaller for a large number of planning periods. This is caused due to 
the assignment of a zone to a quality change group for several planning 
periods at the same time. Finally, we remark that in real world situations, 
the instances correspond with a relative small number of planning periods 
and zones compared to the number of quality change groups. Then, the 
time complexity of all the three greedy algorithms reduces to 0( Q ·log Q). 

We can calculate the following lower bound when we set 7T'q and 7l'c equal 
to 0 in (5.1). 

Definition 5.2 (Lower bound keeping quality loss). A lower bound on 
the keeping quality loss is given by, 

LBq = wq""" min A(q, z, é(z, t)) , 
~ zEZ 
qEQ 

(5.3) 

where the ethylene concentration ê(z, t) « 1 for all z E Z and t E T, and 
A(q, z , ê(z, t)) E IRÓ is the relative keeping quality lossof quality change 
group q E Q in zone z . 0 
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This lower bound depends on the predefined zone conditions in the ware
house. Since the cost function deals with the maximum over all the plan
ning periods, the bound LBq holds for both variabie and fixed assignments 
throughout the year. The value of the bound LBq for the different sets of 
zones used in the problem instances of APPL is presented in Table 5.2. It 
can be seen that the lower bound decreases with the number of zones. A 
salution of APPLIV or APPLIF with a cost equal to the lower bound is 
optimal with respect to the zone conditions. 

We used computational studies to investigate which of the above presented 
construction algorithms results in the largest number of feasible solutions. 
The results of the construction algorithms are shown in Tables 5.3 - 5.5. 
Each run of the construction algorithms took less than a second on a 
PentiumPro processor running under MS-DOS. An infeasible salution is 
denoted by 'Inf'. The cost of the best salution is presented in bold type 
and a salution with a cost equal to the lower bound is marked with an 
asterisk (*). These conventions are used for all tables with computational 
results in this thesis. 

The algorithms BFQUALVAR and BFQUALFIX yield very slightly differ
ent results only. It appears in Table 5.3 that BFQUAL VAR is the better 
algorithm for instances based on dataset A and that BFQUALFIX is the 
superior algorithm for dataset B, as in shown in Table 5.4. According to 
Table 5.5, BFQUAL VAR gives better initial solutions for eight instauces 
based on dataset R but constructs no feasible salution for an instanee 
where BFQUALFIX succeeds in finding one. Closer inspeetion of the con
structed solutions reveals that all infeasibilities were caused by the via
lation of the constraint on the maximum allowed relative keeping quality 
loss. One would expect that the BFQUAL VAR with less restrictions on the 

Table 5.2: The calculated lower bounds for the APPL for the 75 test instances 
as a function of the applied set of zones. The different sets of zones are described 
in Table 5.1. 

Set IZI LBq 
Z2 2 838 
Z3 3 698 
Z4 4 485 
Z5 6 413 
Z6 8 367 
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Table 5.3: Results of the construction algorithms BFQUAL VAR and BFQUALFrx 
for problem instances of the APPL based on dataset A. 

LBq BFQUALVAR BFQUALFrx 
Z2A1 838 838* 838* 
Z2A2 838 838* 838* 
Z2A3 838 838* 838* 
Z2A4 838 838* 838* 
Z2A6 838 838* 838* 
Z3A1 698 Inf Inf 
Z3A2 698 Inf Inf 
Z3A3 698 Inf Inf 
Z3A4 698 Inf Inf 
Z3A6 698 Inf Inf 
Z4A1 485 485* 485* 
Z4A2 485 485* 485* 
Z4A3 485 499 504 
Z4A4 485 515 525 
Z4A6 485 515 520 
Z6A1 413 434 434 
Z6A2 413 437 446 
Z6A3 413 441 487 
Z6A4 413 445 514 
Z6A6 413 437 480 
Z8Al 367 Inf Inf 
Z8A2 367 Inf Inf 
Z8A3 367 Inf Inf 
Z8A4 367 Inf Inf 
Z8A6 367 Inf Inf 

assignment of the quality change groups results in better solutions than 
the BFQUALFrx. The differences in the cast that we see between the 
solutions of the two algorithms can be attributed to the use of a potential 
relative keeping quality loss that ignored the effect of ethylene. The po
tential relative keeping quality loss can be quite different from the actual 
relative keeping quality loss when we assign a ethylene sensitive quality 
change group to a zones which is also occupied by ethylene producing 
quality change groups. 

Since the solutions found by BFQuALFrx can be used to start the local 
search for bath the APPLIF and the APPLIV and because we found only 
small differences in salution quality, we decided to use BFQUALFrx as the 
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Table 5.4: Results of the construction algorithms BFQUAL VAR and BFQUALFIX 
for problem instances of the APPL basedon dataset B. 

LBq BFQUALVAR BFQUALFIX 
Z2B1 838 838* 838* 
Z2B2 838 838* 838* 
Z2B3 838 838* 838* 
Z2B4 838 838* 838* 
Z2B6 838 838* 838* 
Z3B1 698 Inf Inf 
Z3B2 698 Inf Inf 
Z3B3 698 Inf Inf 
Z3B4 698 Inf Inf 
Z3B6 698 Inf Inf 
Z4B1 485 485* 485* 
Z4B2 485 485* 485* 
Z4B3 485 485* 485* 
Z4B4 485 526 511 
Z4B6 485 523 511 
Z6B1 413 436 436 
Z6B2 413 451 436 
Z6B3 413 474 432 
Z6B4 413 470 444 
Z6B6 413 481 467 
Z8B1 367 Inf Inf 
Z8B2 367 Inf Inf 
Z8B3 367 Inf Inf 
Z8B4 367 Inf Inf 
Z8B6 367 Inf Inf 

construction algorithm for initial solutions in all performance tests in t he 
next sections. 

5.4 Computational results of the APPL 

We carried out experiments for both versions of the APPL: the APPLIV 
with periadie reassignments of the quality change groups, and the APPLIF 
with fixed assignments throughout the year. The APPLIV is used for the 
space oriented decomposition strategy of the WS3P, and the APPLIF in 
the handling oriented strategy. The initia} solutions found with 
BFQUALVAR and BFQUALFIX in Tables 5.3 - 5.5 did notshow a clear 
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Table 5.5: Results of the construction algorithms BFQUAL VAR and BFQUALFIX 
for problem instances of the APPL based on dataset R. 

LBq BFQUALVAR BFQUALFIX 
Z2R1 838 838* 838* 
Z2R2 838 838* 838* 
Z2R3 838 838* 838* 
Z2R4 838 Inf Inf 
Z2R6 838 Inf Inf 
Z3R1 698 840 851 
Z3R2 698 Inf Inf 
Z3R3 698 Inf Inf 
Z3R4 698 Inf Inf 
Z3R6 698 Inf Inf 
Z4R1 485 485* 485* 
Z4R2 485 485* 485* 
Z4R3 485 485* 485* 
Z4R4 485 631 666 
Z4R6 485 582 586 
Z6R1 413 413* 460 
Z6R2 413 413* 413* 
Z6R3 413 413* 413* 
Z6R4 413 502 513 
Z6R6 413 498 541 
Z8R1 367 462 465 
Z8R2 367 585 Inf 
Z8R3 367 Inf 457 
Z8R4 367 Inf 502 
Z8R6 367 518 738 

victory for one of the two strategies. We expect that local search with the 
APPLIV finds better solutions than the APPLIF, because the APPLIV 
has less constraints on the assignments. 

5.4.1 Algorithmic performance 

The results of the tests with repeated descent, tabu search, simulated 
annealing, parallel descent, and genetic algorithms are given in the Ta
bles 5.6 - 5.15 for both the APPLIV and the APPLIF, and for each set 
of zones. For each problem instance, we performed five runs using dif
ferent seeds for the random number generator. Each run of each local 
search technique started with an initial solution, which was constructed 
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with BFQUALFIX. The column 'Init' gives the costof the initia! solution, 
'min' the minimal cost, and 'avg' the average cost over five runs. The 
column '%inf' reports the percentage of the runs that did not succeed 
in finding a feasible solution. Each run took a computation time of 600 
seconds on a 200 MHz PentiumPro processor running under MS-DOS. 

5.4.2 Discussion 

When we discuss the results of the tests presented in the Tables 5.6- 5.15, 
we focus on the difference between the handling oriented and the space ori
ented strategy, and the performance of the local search techniques. Besides 
investigating the relation between the cost of a salution and the keeping 
quality loss of the individual quality change groups, we also examine the 
effect of the number of zones and the number of planning periods on the 
salution quality. 

Decomposition strategy. Each salution of the APPLIF is also a so
lution for the APPLjV. The APPLIF has more constraints on the as
signment of perishables to zones than the APPLIV with the possibility of 
reassignments between the planning periods. We expected therefore that 
the APPLIV would result in better solutions than the APPLjF. When we 
campare the results in Tables 5.6 - 5.14 with the results in Tables 5.7-
5.15, we find better slot plans with the APPLjF. We offer two possible 
explanations for these results. First, the number of possible decision val
ues for any given problem instanee is greater for the APPLIV than for 
the APPLjF. With a stop criterion for alllocal search techniques that is 
based on a fixed and therefore limited amount of computation time, this 
can be a disadvantage. Second, a seasonal quality change group does not 
have any effect on the keeping quality when it does not occur in a zone 
during a particular planning period. In such a case, reassigning of the 
quality change groups to avoid interactions is not necessary. Close inspee
tion of the assignments in the solutions of the APPLIV reveals that the 
opportunity to change the assignments during the year is seldom used. 

Local search technique. When we examine the results of the tests with 
the APPLIV in Tables 5.6 - 5.14, the parallel descent technique seems to 
perfarm well compared with the four other local search techniques, espe
cially with more zones and more planning periods. In the computational 
tests with the APPLIF, presented in the Tables 5.7 - 5.15, we abserve 
that the tabu search algorithm performed best in the majority of the runs 
and the genetic algorithm the worst. Both the parallel descent and the 



Table 5.6: Results of the APPLIV with five different local search techniques for problem instances with two zones. The lower 
bound LBq is equal to 838. The column 'lnit' presents the initial solution for the problem instance, the column 'min' the 
minimal cost, and the column 'avg' presents the average cost over five runs. The column '%inf' reports the percentage of 
the runs that did not succeed in finding a feasible solution. 

Init Repeated Tabu Simulated Parallel Genetic 
descent search annealing descent algorithm 

min avg min avg mm avg mm avg mm avg %inf 
Z2A1 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 0 
Z2B1 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 0 
Z2R1 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 0 
Z2A2 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 0 
Z2B2 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 0 
Z2R2 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 0 
Z2A3 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 0 
Z2B3 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 0 
Z2R3 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 0 
Z2A4 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 0 
Z2B4 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 0 
Z2R4 Inf 1581 1600 1487 1529 1533 1597 854 926 890 1064 0 
Z2A6 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 0 
Z2B6 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 0 
Z2R6 Inf 1885 1916 1853 1881 1836 1879 908 984 1096 1234 20 



Table 5.7: Results of the APPLIF with five different local search techniques for problem instances with two zones. The lower Î 
bound LBq is equal to 838. The meaning of the columns is the same as in Table 5.6. c 

Init Repeated Tabu 
descent search 

min avg min avg 
Z2Al 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 
Z2Bl 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 
Z2Rl 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 
Z2A2 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 
Z2B2 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 
Z2R2 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 
Z2A3 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 
Z2B3 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 
Z2R3 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 
Z2A4 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 
Z2B4 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 
Z2R4 Inf 853 853 853 853 
Z2A6 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 
Z2B6 838* 838* 838* 838* 838* 
Z2R6 Inf 853 853 853 854 

Simulated Parallel 
annealing descent 
min avg min avg 

838* 838* 838* 838* 
838* 838* 838* 838* 
838* 838* 838* 838* 
838* 838* 838* 838* 
838* 838* 838* 838* 
838* 838* 838* 838* 
838* 838* 838* 838* 
838* 838* 838* 838* 
838* 838* 838* 838* 
838* 838* 838* 838* 
838* 838* 838* 838* 
853 854 854 854 
838* 838* 838* 838* 
838* 838* 838* 838* 
853 855 857 857 

Genetic 
algorithm 
min avg 

838* 838* 
838* 838* 
838* 838* 
838* 838* 
838* 838* 
838* 838* 
838* 838* 
838* 838* 
838* 838* 
838* 838* 
838* 838* 
853 859 
838* 838* 
838* 838* 
853 863 
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Table 5.8: Results of the APPLIV with five different local search techniques for problem instauces with three zones. The 
lower bound LBq is equal to 698. The meaning of the columns is the same as in Table 5.6. 

Init Repeated Tabu Simulated Parallel Genetic 
descent search annealing descent algorithm 

min avg min avg mm avg min avg mm avg %inf 
Z3A1 Inf 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 701 0 
Z3B1 Inf 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 701 0 
Z3R1 851 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 701 0 
Z3A2 Inf 698* 725 698* 719 707 733 698* 698* 709 811 0 
Z3B2 Inf 711 728 698* 715 731 739 698* 698* 831 940 20 
Z3R2 Inf 698* 713 698* 709 698* 699 698* 698* 698* 709 0 
Z3A3 Inf 788 797 751 765 751 774 698* 698* 806 910 40 
Z3B3 Inf 743 769 714 753 728 761 698* 698* 994 994 80 
Z3R3 Inf 698* 701 698* 701 698* 701 698* 698* 698* 708 0 
Z3A4 Inf 764 821 764 810 780 812 698* 698* 881 881 80 
Z3B4 Inf 791 836 766 825 793 830 706 706 Inf Inf 100 
Z3R4 Inf 821 831 807 825 805 823 698* 698* 866 876 0 
Z3A6 Inf 849 915 849 901 854 890 700 744 Inf Inf 100 
Z3B6 Inf 917 956 905 950 945 1008 726 771 Inf Inf 100 
Z3R6 Inf 724 741 724 742 709 743 698* 705 756 817 0 



Table 5.9: Results of the APPLIF with five different local search techniques for problem instauces with three zones. 
lower bound LBq is equal to 698. The meaning of the columns is the same as in Table 5.6. 

Init Repeated Tabu Simulated Parallel Genetic 
descent search annealing descent algorithm 

init mm avg mm avg mm avg mm avg mln avg 
Z3A1 Inf 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 701 
Z3B1 Inf 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 701 
Z3R1 851 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 701 
Z3A2 Inf 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 704 
Z3B2 Inf 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 700 
Z3R2 Inf 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 700 
Z3A3 Inf 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 701 
Z3B3 Inf 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 700 
Z3R3 Inf 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 743 760 
Z3A4 Inf 698* 700 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 701 
Z3B4 Inf 702 703 702 702 702 702 702 702 702 728 
Z3R4 Inf 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 913 952 
Z3A6 Inf 698* 700 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 706 
Z3B6 Inf 706 709 703 705 703 703 703 708 703 772 
Z3R6 Inf 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 698* 706 
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Table 5.10: Results of the APPLIV with five different local search techniques for problem instances with four zones. The 
lower bound LBq is equal to 485. The meaning of the columns is the same as in Table 5.6. 

Init Repeated Tabu Simulated Parallel Genetic 
descent search annealing descent algorithm 

min avg mm avg mm avg min avg min avg 
Z4Al 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 
Z4Bl 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 
Z4Rl 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 
Z4A2 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 
Z4B2 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 
Z4R2 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 
Z4A3 499 499 499 499 499 499 499 499 499 499 499 
Z4B3 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 
Z4R3 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 
Z4A4 515 515 515 515 515 515 515 515 515 515 515 
Z4B4 511 511 511 511 511 511 511 511 511 511 511 
Z4R4 666 620 627 596 610 623 625 485* 485* 485* 485* 
Z4A6 515 515 515 515 515 515 515 515 515 515 515 
Z4B6 511 511 511 511 511 511 511 511 511 511 511 
Z4R6 586 573 575 573 573 573 579 485* 492 485* 485* 



Table 5.11: Results of the APPLIF with five different local search techniques for problem instances with four zones. 
lower bound LBq is equal to 485. The meaning of the columns is the same as in Table 5.6. 

Init Repeated Tabu Simulated Parallel Genetic 
descent search annealing descent algorithm 

min avg mm avg min avg mm avg mm avg 
Z4A1 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 
Z4B1 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 
Z4R1 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 
Z4A2 485* 485* 486 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 
Z4B2 485* 485* 486 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 
Z4R2 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 
Z4A3 499 485* 494 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 486 486 490 
Z4B3 485* 485* 490 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 
Z4R3 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 491 
Z4A4 515 485* 493 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 486 485* 488 
Z4B4 511 487 491 485* 487 487 487 485* 488 485* 487 
Z4R4 666 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 485* 489 
Z4A6 515 485* 491 485* 485* 485* 485* 486 487 485* 490 
Z4B6 511 487 491 485* 486 487 487 485* 488 487 494 
Z4R6 586 485* 485* 485* 486 485* 485* 485* 485* 490 497 
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Table 5.12: Results of the APPLIV with five different local search techniques for problem instances with six zones. The 
lower bound LBq is equal to 413. The meaning of the columns is the same as in Table 5.6. 

Init Repeated Tabu Simulated Parallel Genetic 
descent search annealing descent algorithm 

mm avg mm avg min avg min avg min avg 
Z6A1 434 420 427 420 422 420 422 417 419 428 432 
Z6B1 436 425 430 425 425 425 425 419 422 436 436 
Z6R1 460 413* 413* 413* 413* 413* 413* 413* 413* 438 438 
Z6A2 437 437 437 429 435 437 437 437 437 430 436 
Z6B2 436 436 436 432 435 436 436 436 436 436 436 
Z6R2 413* 413* 413* 413* 413* 413* 413* 413* 413* 413* 413* 
Z6A3 441 441 441 441 441 441 441 441 441 441 441 
Z6B3 432 432 432 432 432 432 432 432 432 432 432 
Z6R3 413* 413* 413* 413* 413* 413* 413* 413* 413* 413* 413* 
Z6A4 445 445 445 445 445 445 445 438 442 438 439 
Z6B4 444 444 444 444 444 444 444 444 444 444 444 
Z6R4 513 485 489 480 484 485 487 415 418 415 415 
Z6A6 437 436 436 436 436 436 436 436 436 436 436 
Z6B6 467 467 467 467 467 467 467 467 467 457 465 
Z6R6 541 532 533 532 533 532 533 482 494 482 488 
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Table 5.13: Results of the APPLIF with five different local search techniques for problem instances with six zones. The lower Î 
bound LBq is equal to 413. The meaning of the columns is the same as in Table 5.6. c 

Init Repeated Tabu 
descent search 

min avg mm avg 
Z6A1 434 420 423 417 419 
Z6B1 436 422 431 419 423 
Z6R1 460 413* 413* 413* 413* 
Z6A2 437 422 429 417 418 
Z6B2 436 422 425 419 422 
Z6R2 413* 413* 414 413* 413* 
Z6A3 441 422 444 422 424 
Z6B3 432 422 435 419 423 
Z6R3 413* 413* 413* 413* 413* 
Z6A4 445 423 436 423 427 
Z6B4 444 434 447 427 430 
Z6R4 513 415 420 413* 413* 
Z6A6 437 423 428 423 425 
Z6B6 467 429 437 427 430 
Z6R6 541 424 430 420 426 

Simulated Parallel 
annealing descent 
mln avg mm avg 

420 422 417 419 
425 425 419 421 

413* 413* 413* 413* 
417 419 417 423 
422 425 423 426 

413* 413* 413* 413* 
422 422 422 426 
422 425 419 423 

413* 413* 413* 413* 
424 427 431 432 
430 432 430 433 

413* 415 415 415 
424 427 425 427 
428 430 452 464 
429 434 459 465 

Genetic 
algorithm 
m1n avg 

428 431 
436 436 
438 438 
430 435 
436 436 

413* 413* 
435 440 
432 432 

413* 413* 
436 438 
444 444 
417 423 
432 432 
448 456 
455 476 
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Table 5.14: Results of the APPLIV with five different local search techniques for problem instauces with eight zones. The 
lower bound LBq is equal to 367. The meaning of the columns is the same as in Table 5.6. 

Init Repeated Tabu Simulated Parallel Genetic 
descent search annealing descent algorithm 

mm avg min avg min avg min avg mm avg 
Z8A1 Inf 381 410 376 390 377 389 377 377 389 401 
Z8B1 Inf 395 417 376 395 376 402 377 378 387 398 
Z8R1 465 367* 368 367* 367* 367* 367* 367* 367* 367* 373 
Z8A2 Inf 406 430 392 412 414 429 379 398 412 433 
Z8B2 Inf 415 442 415 432 428 454 379 404 391 418 
Z8R2 Inf 396 420 382 405 399 420 367* 377 367* 379 
Z8A3 Inf 484 496 459 478 461 476 430 449 454 483 
Z8B3 Inf 490 516 490 517 506 518 420 425 458 471 
Z8R3 457 407 417 403 413 423 425 367* 374 385 393 
Z8A4 Inf 519 550 518 534 475 506 488 498 459 494 
Z8B4 Inf 512 539 512 539 519 554 459 475 467 479 
Z8R4 502 454 462 451 461 434 436 389 402 434 446 
Z8A6 Inf 519 557 515 556 513 561 505 534 508 549 
Z8B6 Inf 603 647 600 639 556 590 542 571 555 569 
Z8R6 738 614 623 614 623 532 544 528 560 581 600 



Table 5.15: Results of the APPLIF with five different local search techniques for problem instances with eight zones. 
lower bound LBq is equal to 367. The meaning of the columns is the sameasin Table 5.6. 

Init Repeated Tabu Simulated Parallel Genetic 
descent search annealing descent algorithm 

mln avg min avg min avg min avg mln avg 
Z8A1 Inf 382 384 374 376 377 389 377 377 389 401 
Z8B1 Inf 378 394 376 382 376 402 377 378 387 398 
Z8R1 465 367* 370 367* 368 367* 367* 367* 367* 367* 373 
Z8A2 Inf 384 395 377 378 381 384 379 380 396 399 
Z8B2 Inf 378 391 376 377 417 418 379 382 384 391 
Z8R2 Inf 367* 374 367* 367* 371 373 367* 367* 367* 376 
Z8A3 Inf 394 397 388 390 382 386 388 397 397 404 
Z8B3 Inf 389 395 377 379 381 415 377 384 384 396 
Z8R3 457 381 396 367* 375 377 385 367* 367* 367* 382 
Z8A4 Inf 400 414 392 396 385 386 388 395 406 423 
Z8B4 Inf 383 396 382 383 387 418 389 398 394 410 
Z8R4 502 387 406 378 379 391 398 383 383 434 448 
Z8A6 Inf 399 416 389 392 387 409 389 398 392 415 
Z8B6 Inf 382 400 381 381 385 390 392 392 423 433 
Z8R6 738 412 428 402 408 417 430 411 439 481 528 
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Figure 5.2: The distribution of the relative keeping quality loss over the quality 
change groups for the best solutions of four problem instances. 
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simulated annealing algorithm found the lowest cost for a large number 
of instances. The success of the parallel descent method compared to the 
tabu search or repeated descent method in these experiments with local 
search may be explained partly by the parallel nature of the search and 
partly by the reptacement operator or move. Both aspects make it pos
sibie to switch quickly from one part of the search space to another, new 
part of the search space. This is especially useful when the search space 
is large and when there are multiple local optima. 

Keeping quality loss. Remember that a cost of 0 signifies that the slot 
plan stores all quality change groups and thus all articles in the assort
ment at ideal conditions. Higher cost reveals sarnething about the average 
starage conditions. Individual quality change groups may loose as much 
as Amax, the maximum allowed relative keeping quality loss which was in 
all test instauces 70 % for all quality change groups. The distribution of A 
over the quality change groups inthebest solutions ofthe instauces Z2Rl, 
Z2R6, Z8Rl, and Z8R6 are plotted in Figure 5.2. The problem instanee 
Z8Rl with eight zones and a single planning period has the smallest devi
ation from the average compared to the other three instances. The quality 
change group 'banana' is one of the quality change groups that is often 
found in the tail of the distribution. A keeping quality problem of banana 
which is caused by chilling injury becomes rapidly visible through gray 
yellow colaring of the skin. Banana is an important group measured in 
yearly turnover and added value. 

N umber of zones. We discuss the results of the APPL separately for 
each number of zones. A larger number of zones is only interesting for 
a distribution center for perishables when it reduces the keeping quality 
loss considerably, since additional zones are making the handling more 
difficult and also increase the chance that the incoming articles cannot be 
stored. Therefore, we used the best solutions with two zones as point of 
reference by the comparison of solutions with more than two zones. 

- Two zones. For the instauces with only two zones of both the sets 
A and B, the construction algorithm BFQUALFIX is already able to 
find the optimal solution. Only the two instauces based on dataset 
R with two zones and more than three planning periods seem to be 
hard. In Table 5.6, we see that for the APPLIV the parallel descent 
finds the lowest cost forthese instances. The APPLIF finds solutions 
close to the lower bound, according to Table 5. 7. 
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- Three zones. All the instauces with three zones are difficult from a 
computational point of view since the BFQUALFIX never constructs 
a feasible initial solution. Eventually, alllocal search techniques with 
the exception of the genetic algorithm find feasible solutions. The 
parallel descent methad is able to find optimal or the lowest cost 
for all instauces with three zones. Table 5.9 shows that all searches 
with APPLIF result in better solutions compared to the results with 
APPLIV in Table 5.8. The optimal cost of the slot plan with three 
zones is 16 % lower than the optimal cost of the slot plan with two 
zones. 

- Four zones. The optimal solutions for the stuclied instauces with 
four zones and less than three planning periods can all be con
structed with the BFQUALFIX. With the APPLIV, the instauces 
based on dataset A and B with three or more planning periods could 
not be improved by the five local search techniques, according to 
Table 5.10. The parallel descent methad finds with the APPLIV 
the best solutions for the instauces based on dataset R. With the 
APPLIF, the solutions for the instauces with three and more plan
ning periods are better than with the APPLIV, and the tabu search 
results in optimal solutions for all problem instances. The optimal 
cost of a slot plan with four zones is 42 % lower than an optimal 
cost of a slot plan with two zones. 

- Six zones . The situation is nat so clear for the instauces with six 
zones. For up to three planning periods most local search techniques 
are able to find the optimal salution for set R. However, for instauces 
basedon dataset A and B we cannot find solutions with a cost equal 
to the lower bound. As shown in Table 5.12, the performance of the 
local search technique with APPLIV depends on the instanee with
out any clear winners. With APPLIF, it can beseen In Table 5.13 
that tabu search finds the best solutions for all problem instances. 
The optimal cost of the slot plan with six zones is just 51 % better 
than the optima} cost of a slot plan with only two zones. 

- Eight zones. With eight zones we have almast the same situation 
as with six zones. In the case of the APPLIV, the parallel descent 
methad perfarms on average the best, according to Table 5.14, and 
perfarms secoud best for the instanee with eight zones and a single 
planning period. As is shown in Table 5.15, the tabu search per
farms on average the best in the case of the APPLIF. Observe that 
the results with the APPLIF are considerably better than with the 
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APPLIV in the case of three planning periods and more. The im
provement compared with the optima! cost of a slot plan with two 
zones equals 56 %, which is the largest improverneut level of these 
test sets. The optima! slot plan with eight zones is only slightly 
better than a optima! slot plan with six zones. 

In our limited computational study, the problem instauces with four zones 
result in slot plans that have the highest relative impravement in cost over 
slot plans for problem instauces with only two zones. 

Number of planning periods. The effect of the number of planning 
periods on the group starage space requirement is not incorporated in the 
problem instauces used for the computational study. For the wholesaler 
of vegetables and fruits, the relation between the summed peak stock 
levels of the quality change groups and the number of planning periods is 
shown in Figure 2.8. The summed peak stock levels give only the worst 
case scenario for the utilization of the starage capacity. We assumed that 
the group starage space requirements are lower than the summed peak 
stock levels. We investigated in this research a scenario based on problem 
instauces where the group starage space requirements are equal to two 
times the average stock levels instead of equal to the peak stock levels. 
For the three datasets that we investigated in this way, more planning 
periods do not result in significantly better slot plans as far as keeping 
quality is concerned. The effect of the number of planning periods on the 
utilization of the starage capacity in the absence of keeping quality effects 
is discussed in Chapter 7. 

From the analysis of the assortment data, presented in Section 2.5, and 
interviews with the users we concluded that three planning periods per 
year coincides with the actual change of seasons of the majority of the 
quality change groups in the vegetables and fruits business. 

For the remaining experiments with variabie zone conditions in this chap
ter, we restricted ourselves to fixed assignments throughout the year and 
we used the problem instauces with three planning periods. This reduces 
the set of problem instauces for the remaining experiments from 75 to 15. 

5.5 Computational results of extensions of the APPLIF 

Zone conditions such as temperature can easily be changed within cer
tain ranges in a distribution center for perishables. Changing the zone 
capacities is normally more difficult. We introduce two extensions of the 
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APPLIF that make it possible to adjust the zone temperature with or 
without changing the zone capacities. 

5.5.1 Variabie zone temperature 

In this section, we study the effect on the quality of the solution of the 
APPLIF by adding the decision variabie Tz (z), introduced in (3.72). The 
function Tz(z) replaces the temperature function T(z) for zone z E Z 
that is used in the quality change models to calculate the relative keeping 
quality loss A. The extended problem is called the assignment problem for 
perishables with fixed assignments and variabie zone temperatures and is 
denoted with APPLIFIT. 

Local search implementation. A move in thè neighborhood function 
of the APPLIFIT changes the assignment of a quality change group to a 
zone and/or the assignment of a temperature to a zone. An assignment 
of a temperature to a zone cannot be exchanged with an assignment of 
a quality change group to a zone and vice versa. The temperature that 
can be assigned to a zone can assume one of the following values: 0.0, 
0.1, ... , 19.9, 20.0. The set of moves implemented for the local search 
techniques repeated descent, tabu search, simulated annealing, parallel 
descent, and genetic algorithms result for both the assignment of quality 
change groups and the assignment of temperatures in a connected neigh
borhood for the APPLIFIT, i.e., the local search techniques can reach the 
optima! solution from a feasible initia! solution with the restrietion of the 
predefined precision of the temperature. All initia! solution obtained by 
randomly assigning quality change groups to zones are feasible solutions 
for the APPLIFIT. Further details of the implementation of the five Jocal 
search techniques are described in Section 4.2. 

Initial solutions and lower bounds. The construction of an initia! so
lution with BFQUALFix depends heavily on the expected keeping quality 
loss in the zones. We used in the BFQUALFIX the temperatures that are 
printed in the last column of Table 5.1. Since we study the same problem 
instances as in Section 5.4 with respect to the required stock levels, we 
may assume that all these problem instances are feasible with respect to 
the zone capacity. The Jower bound LBq , described in Definition 5.2, is 
invalid when we change the zone conditions such as temperature. We were 
not able to find a lower bound that is independent of the zone conditions. 

Algorithmic performance. For the following experiments we used the 
15 problem instances with three planning periods as described in Sec-
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Table 5.16: Results of the APPLIFIT with five different local search techniques 
for problern instances with three planning periods. The rneaning of the other 
columns is the same as in Table 5.6. 

Init Repeated Tabu Simulated Parallel Genetic 
descent search annealing descent algorithm 

min avg min avg min avg rum avg min avg 
Z2A3 838 838 838 838 838 838 838 838 838 838 838 
Z2B3 838 838 838 838 838 838 838 838 838 838 838 
Z2R3 838 838 838 838 838 838 838 838 838 838 838 
Z3A3 Inf 670 677 670 670 670 670 670 671 695 721 
Z3B3 Inf 674 683 671 671 671 671 671 674 719 810 
Z3R3 Inf 653 669 670 670 670 670 670 671 690 694 
Z4A3 499 485 489 485 485 485 485 485 489 486 492 
Z4B3 485 485 485 485 485 485 485 485 485 485 485 
Z4R3 485 485 485 485 485 485 485 485 485 485 485 
Z6A3 441 427 434 422 423 422 423 422 427 441 441 
Z6B3 432 427 429 422 423 422 424 422 426 432 432 
Z6R3 413 413 413 413 413 413 413 413 413 413 413 
Z8A3 Inf 400 427 392 404 388 407 388 410 401 423 
Z8B3 lnf 395 415 381 391 395 397 407 418 411 428 
Z8R3 457 367 379 367 371 367 371 367 369 367 385 

tion 5.2. The results of the test with the different local search techniques 
for the APPLIFIT are given in Table 5.16. The meaning of the columns is 
the same as in Table 5.6. Like in the previous experiments, we performed 
for each problem instanee five runs using different seeds for the random 
number generator. Each run taak a computation time of 600 seconds 
for the APPL!FIT on a 200 MHz PentiumPro processor running under 
MS-DOS. 

Discussion. It can be observed that the results in Table 5.16 show only 
a small impravement compared with the results for the APPLIF. For the 
instauces with two or four zones, there is na difference at all. The largest 
improvements - even below the previous but now invalid bounds - are for 
the instauces with three zones. For the instauces with three zones based on 
dataset A and B, this impravement is caused by lowering the temperature 
of the first zone from 10° C to 9° C. The result of the problem instanee 
Z3R3 is showing that in the first zone the temperature is changed to 7.2° C 
and in the second zone from 4° C to 10° C , compared to the initial zone 
conditions described in Table 5.1. 
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5.5.2 Layout redesign 

When we design a new building or in certain types of existing build
ings where the storage rooms have removable walls, we can determine 
the required storage capacity after we have assigned the quality change 
groups to the zones. In this section, we study a solution strategy for 
the APPLjFjT with variabie zone capacities. The assignment problem for 
perishables with fixed assignments and redesign of the layout is denoted 
with APPLjFjR. 

The APPLjFjR is an extension the APPLIFIT with the function Vz'(z) 
that allocates zone capacity to each zone z E Z. This replacement of the 
zone capacity function Vz(z) was introduced in Section 3.2.6. We devel
oped a solution strategy basedon a relaxed version of the APPLIFIT that 
does not penalize the violation of the total storage capacity of the dis
tribution center. This solution strategy for the APPLjFjR, denoted with 
TEMPFIX, determines the zone temperature separately from the assign
ment of the quality change groups to the zones. A local search technique 
still changes the assignment of a temperature to a zone, but the assignment 
of the quality change groups to the zones is determined with a version of 
BFQuALFrx that does not check on the storage capacity constraints. 

Salution strategy. In TEMPFIX, the neighborhood function of one of 
the local search techniques changes in each iterative improverneut the tem
perature of one or more zones. Based on the assigned zone temperatures, 
the quality change groups are assigned to the zones with BFQUALFIX, 
assuming that each zone has ample storage capacity. The actual storage 
capacity Vz' (z) of the individual zones is determined after the assignment 
of all the quality change groups and is equal to the maximum total as
signed storage space, i.e., for each zE Z 

(5 .4) 

where wq(q, t) E INt is the group storage space requirement of quality 
change group q E Q in planning period t E T , Xz(q) E Z is the assigned 
zone for quality change group q. This equation is derived from (3.68). 
The adjusted zone volume (z(z) for each zone z E Z is calculated by the 
application of (3. 75). For the test instauces this means that the zone 
volume is always three times the zone capacity. With the zone capacities 
and zone conditions known for each zone, we can now calculate the cost 
function of the APPLIFIR, which is the same as the cost function of the 
APPL with the penalty for exceeding the storage capacity 7rc equal to 0 
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in (5.1). For TEMP FIX, we used a random initial solution tostart the local 
search. All initial salution obtained by randomly assigning temperatures 
to zones result in feasible solutions for the APPLIFIT with TEMP FIX. The 
detailed implementation of the five local search techniques that are used 
for TEMPFIX are described in Section 4.2. 

Algorithmic performance. For the following experiments we used the 
15 problem instances with three planning periods as described in Sec
tion 5.2. In Table 5.17, the results of the test for the APPLIFIR with 
TEMP Fix in combination with the different local search techniques are 
given. The meaning of the columns is the same as in Table 5.6. Like 
in the previous experiments, we performed for each problem instanee five 
runs using different seeds for the random number generator. Each run took 
a computation time of 120 seconds on a 200 MHz PentiumPro processor 
running under MS-DOS. We reduced the computation time for TEMPFix 
with 80 % compared with the experiments with APPLIFIT since we only 
have to assign temperatures. The decision space with only temperatures 
is much smaller than in the case of the APPLIFIT. The BFQUALFIX that 
assigns the quality change groups requires only a small amount of time be
fore each evaluation of the cost function. Trail runs with 600 seconds did 
not find better solutions, which confirmed that 120 seconds was sufficient. 

Table 5.17: Results of TEMPFIX for the APPLIFIR with five different local search 
techniques for problem instances with three planning periods. The meaning of 
the other columns is the same as in Table 5.6. 

Repeated Tabu Simulated Parallel Genetic 
descent search annealing descent algorithm 

min avg min avg mm avg mm avg mm avg 
Z2A3 838 838 838 838 838 880 838 838 838 838 
Z2B3 838 838 838 838 838 838 838 838 838 838 
Z2R3 838 838 838 838 838 838 838 838 838 838 
Z3A3 639 641 639 645 639 639 639 639 641 653 
Z3B3 641 642 639 642 639 645 639 639 641 659 
Z3R3 639 642 642 645 639 639 639 639 639 641 
Z4A3 489 496 502 508 485 512 485 485 490 572 
Z4B3 490 497 500 506 485 499 485 485 485 569 
Z4R3 490 496 489 509 485 505 485 485 485 524 
Z6A3 417 421 427 432 413 414 413 415 413 443 
Z6B3 421 431 426 432 413 413 413 414 422 497 
Z6R3 413 417 421 423 402 404 402 404 411 431 
Z8A3 388 394 376 381 367 370 367 369 367 423 
Z8B3 387 396 381 390 367 369 367 379 372 420 
Z8R3 359 365 346 355 343 352 343 351 343 389 
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Table 5.18: The derived optimized conditions in the zones by the use of TEMPFIX 
for the problem instances based on dataset R with three planning periods. The 
column 'V' presents the minimal required total starage capacity and 'é(z)' the 
maximum ethylene concentration in ppm during the year. The meaning of the 
other columns is the same as in Table 5.1. 

IZI V z Vz(z) T(z) t:(z) 
2 1443 1 408 8.0 0.43 

2 1035 0.0 0.00 
3 1454 1 219 10.0 1.06 

2 200 8.0 0.21 
3 1035 0.0 0.00 

4 1455 1 219 10.0 1.06 
2 116 8.0 0.25 
3 144 4.0 0.05 
4 978 0.0 0.00 

6 1474 1 172 11.1 1.50 
2 64 10.0 0.69 
3 96 8.0 0.20 
4 20 7.0 0.45 
5 144 4.0 0.05 
6 978 0.0 0.00 

8 1474 1 172 11.1 1.50 
2 64 10.0 0.69 
3 40 9.0 0.02 
4 56 8.0 0.33 
5 20 7.0 0.45 
6 70 4.0 0.10 
7 74 2.0 0.00 
8 978 0.0 0.00 

Discussion. Without the starage capacity constraints, TEMPFIX finds 
for the APPLIFIR lower cost for all the problem instances with three 
zones irrespective the local search technique that is used. On average 
the zone capacities of the derived solutions are 20 % smaller, since the 
zone capacities are determined after the assignment of the quality change 
groups. Reeall that the average sum of the total starage space requirement 
in a planning period was 80 % of the original total starage capacity. Both 
the changes in starage capacity and conditions of the zones for the problem 
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instances basedon datasetRare shown in Table 5.18. We remark that the 
calculated zone capacities for the zones with temperatures around 8° C 
are, in most cases, too small to be implemented in practice. 

In Table 5.18 it can be observed that the most important change in tem
perature occurs in the salution for the problem instanee with three zones. 
The temperature in the second zone is increased from 4° C to 8° C. This is 
roughly the same impravement that we found with the APPLIFIT for this 
problem instance. Regardless the number of available zones, the ethylene 
concentration remains in all solutions below the critica! concentration of 
1.5 ppm. Therefore, we conclude that the temperature effect on the keep
ing quality is the main driving force bebind the decision to create more 
zones in a distribution center for perishables. In the case of assortments 
that are smaller than the one we stuclied here, it results only in fewer num
ber of zones if there are not any products with a tropical or subtropical 
origin. Products such as bananas in the assortment justify at least three 
zones or a special treatment in the distribution center such as insulating 
blankets against the cold. 

5.6 Operational assignment 

In the previous sections we discussed models that are able to assign ar
ticles to slots in a static way. This kind of studies are performed on a 
tactical level. For the day-to-day operations we require a more dynamic 
assignment procedure. This in order to deal with the daily fiuctuations 
in purebases and customer orders and the resulting varying stock levels in 
the distribution center. This problem has been studied with a simulation 
model that examines the effect of starage policies and a slot plan on the 
efficiency and effectiveness of a distribution center for perishables. 

5.6.1 Simulation model of starage and retrieval 

The infiuence of the daily requests for storage and retrievalduringa whole 
year are studied with a simulation model that assigns purebases of qual
ity change groups to zones. The daily putaways and retrievals follow the 
seasonal production and demand of the quality change groups. We con
centrated for the starage and retrieval advice on zones instead of slots 
since we are in this section more interested in keeping quality and less in 
the consequences for handling. All requests are handled on a first come 
first served basis. 
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We examined the following three storage policies with the simulation 
model. 

1. Free zone policy. The artiele is stored in the zone with the largest 
amount of unoccupied storage space. 

2. Temperature zone policy. The artiele is stored in a zone where the 
storage temperature is dosest to the optima! storage temperature of 
the quality change group. 

3. Preferred zone policy. The preferred zone to store the artiele is 
determined by the slot plan. If the preferred zone has no available 
storage space left, we search for a zone with available storage space 
that is least harmful for the article. This advice assumes that the 
ethylene concentration is below 1.5 ppm. 

All three storage policies are derived from the dosest available slot policy. 
The first two are based on existing practices in distribution centers for 
perishables. When all zones are occupied, the purchase is stored in an 
overflow area with ambient temperature and enough ventilation. The 
free zone policy needs only the overflow area as alternative zone. This 
storage policy only focuses on storage capacity utilization. The list of the 
alternative zones in the temperature zone policy is determined by sorting 
the zones on the absolute deviation of the optimal storage temperature of 
the quality change group and the storage temperature in the zone. When 
the zone is full, we check the next zone in the list. The temperature zone 
policy requires only a little amount of additional information about the 
keeping quality charaderistics to reduce the keeping quality loss. The 
slot plan for the last policy is found by the solution strategy introduced in 
this chapter. The sequence of alternative least harmful zones is found by 
sorting the zones on expected keeping quality loss A(q, z, t:(z)), without 
checking on available storage capacity and the presence of ethylene. This 
storage policy is the most elaborate of all three examined storage policies. 

In the case of a retrieval, we only follow the First In First Out rule when 
no alternative zones are occupied with the quality change group. Stock in 
alternative zones with harmful storage conditions for the quality change 
group has priority over stock in the assigned or default zone and is there
fore used first for a retrieval. 

In this section we are interested in the effect of a slot plan on the keeping 
quality loss and the use of alternative zones. Alternative zones require 
additional search efforts of the personnel or an accurate reai-time locator 
system. We assume that the expected handling time for a handling request 
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is equal in the various zones. During the simulation run we calculate for 
each day the maximum relative keeping quality loss for all quality change 
groups that stay overnight in the distribution center with the following 
definition. 

Definition 5.3 (Maximum relative keeping quality loss). The maximum 
relative keeping quality loss ). is calculated over all quality change groups 
q E Q and over all zones zE Z where articles of that particular quality 
change group are stored with respect to the ethylene concentration, i.e., 

). = roq "max (sign(wq(q, z)) · A(q, z, t:(z))) , (5.5) 
L...,; zEZ 
qEQ 

where wq(q, z) E JNci is the amount of a quality change group q that is 
stored overnight in a zone z, t:(z) E JR.+ is the ethylene concentration 
during the night in a zone, and roq E JN+ is the weightfactor for keeping 
quality of a slot plan. 0 

For each day the number of violations of the maximum allowed relative 
keeping quality loss Amax, as stated in (3.69), is calculated as a percentage 
of all quality change groups. This violation percentage is denoted with 

Avm· 

We measure the efficiency of the operations by the percentage of putaway 
requests that require an alternative zone instead of the assigned zone 
compared with the total number of putaway requests. This alternative 
storage percentage is denoted with 'TJaz· Measured performance indicators 
for the effectiveness of the operations are the average of). during the whole 
year, denoted by X, and the average of Avm during the whole year, denoted 
by Avm· 

5.6.2 Results of the simulation study 

To test the three storage policies, we used the real world dataset from the 
wholesaler of vegetables and fruits described inSection 2.5. We simulated 
the operations of the wholesaler at the quality change group level with 
generated daily purebases and shipments basedon the wholesaler dataset 
of a whole year. The optima! slot plans of APPLIF are found with tabu 
search, as presented in Tables 5. 7 - 5.15. 

Note that the system is never in a steady state sirree the distribution center 
of the wholesaler is about empty on sundays. Therefore, we assumed no 
problems with instability during the startup of each simulation run. 
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Table 5.19: The results of the simulation of starage and retrieval with three 
different starage policies. The cast of the optima! slot plan for a problem instanee 
is presented in the 'Plan' column. The 'rtaz' column represents the alternative 
starage percentage. The '"X' column presents the average À as described in (5.5) 
and the 'Avm' column the average vialation percentage. 

Plan Starage policy 'f/az :\ Avm 
Z2R3 838 Free zone 0.0 4549 35.5 

Temperature zone 0.5 969 3.5 
Preferred zone 0.4 757 0.4 

Z3R3 698 Free zone 0.0 4439 42.3 
Temperature zone 0.0 1064 4.6 
Preferred zone 0.1 564 0.0 

Z4R3 485 Free zone 0.0 4620 46.7 
Temperature zone 0.2 706 2.0 
Preferred zone 0.0 403 0.1 

Z6R3 413 Free zone 0.0 4352 40.2 
Temperature zone 2.1 739 3.6 
Preferred zone 0.2 344 0.0 

Z8R3 367 Free zone 0.0 4343 40.9 
Temperature zone 6.3 939 6.7 
Preferred zone 0.4 323 0.1 

The results of the simulation are shown in Table 5.19. The first value 
of each policy gives the alternative starage percentage. The maximum 
relative keeping quality loss À as described in (5.5) is presented as the 
average over the year in the :\ column. The vialation percentage is pre
sented as 'Avm' in the last column. All three values are the average over 
five simulation runs of a whole year. 

The simulation results in Table 5.19 show for all problem instauces that 
the preferred zone policy has the best performance compared to the other 
two policies. The value of:\ is lower than the optima} value of the static 
slot plan in the preferred zone policy since notall quality change groups are 
present in the assortment at the same time. Ignoring the need for specific 
storage conditions in the free zone policy results in too much unnecessary 
keeping quality loss in the distribution center. The use of a slot plan 
compared to a simple quality oriented assignment rule in the temperature 
zone policy reduces the maximum keeping quality loss with 46 %. The 
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vialation percentage is sharply reduced. The temperature zone policy has 
the highest alternative starage percentage of all three starage policies. 

5. 7 Conclusions 

We proved by implementation of our concept of a slot plan for perishables 
that such a concept is feasible in practice. Computational studies showed 
that our salution strategy results in feasible and often optima! solutions. 

The number of zones that are needed in the distribution center depends 
mainly on the allowed level of relative keeping quality loss and the effect of 
temperature and ethylene on the quality change groups in the assortment. 
For most vegetables and fruits assortments, we recommend at least three 
zones, but we prefer four zones. When we can redesign the layout, the 
procedure TEMPFix finds slot plans with a cost lower than in the case 
of a fixed layout with predefined starage conditions. The exact starage 
capacities and starage conditions found with TEMPFix cannot always be 
implemented in practice. 

Applying a slot plan for the operational assignment of quality change 
groups to zones seems useful as part of a starage policy in a distribution 
center for perishables. The additional effort to make a slot plan and 
integrating it into the starage policy is relatively small compared with 
the potential benefits from reduced keeping quality loss and less use of 
alternative zones. We recommend therefore the proposed 'preferred zone 
policy' for use in distribution centers for perishables. The assignment 
rules used in the proposed 'preferred zone storage policy' are not enough 
to ensure suitable starage conditions for all the articles, since personnel 
must follow the guidelines for storage and retrieval to avoid that articles 
get lost and suffer from unnecessary keeping quality loss. A reai-time 
locator system is in theory able to reduce the number of additional searches 
in the distribution center associated with the use of alternative zones. In 
practice, the uniform artiele coding and barcodes needed for such a locator 
system are still difficult to implement for agricultural perishables. 
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6 
Forward-Reserve Allocation 

In this chapter we concentrate on salution strategies for allocating starage 
space for articles to the forward piek storage. We handle the knapsack 
version of the forward-reserve problem (FRP) with local search techniques. 
After explaining the proposed construction algorithm and neighborhood 
function of the solution strategy, we present computational studies of se
veral real world case examples. 

6.1 Introduetion 

In the previous chapter, we considered the assignment of quality change 
groups to zones. In this chapter we focus on the allocation of starage space 
for the articles between the forward piek starage and the reserve storage 
in each zone. In this way, we obey the assignment of the articles in a 
quality change group to the zones, which we discussed in Chapter 5. In 
Section 3.1.4, we reformulated the FRP as a knapsack problem denoted by 
knapsack forward-reserve problem (KFRP), which closely resembles the 
multiply-choice knapsack problem as reviewed by Martello & Toth [1991]. 
For the KFRP, we have to determine for each artiele a set of possible 
storage allocations in the forward piek storage or slot sizes with the eer
responding savings in handling time. The proposed salution strategy for 

127 
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the KFRP is able to select at most one slot size for each artiele or exactly 
one slot size when we inelude zero slot sizes with zero savings in each set . 

Slot sizes. The possible values for the slot sizes depend on the sizes 
of the packaging units and on the maximum size of a unit load volume. 
We assume for all articles the same type of standardized packaging units 
and therefore similar artiele sizes. Currently used packaging units such 
as returnable transport containers for vegetables are available with the 
following dimensions of the footprint: (0.6 m x 0.4 m), (0.4 m x 0.3 m, 
and (0.3 m x 0.2 m). These standardized modular packaging units are 
designed to fit on standard pallets with the dimensions (1.0 m x 1.2 m) or 
(0.8 m x 1.2 m) . The type ofstorage equipment determines the maximum 
size of a unit load. A pallet rack with a slot for a maximum pallet size 
can be divided by a shelf in two slots with the storage capacity of half 
a maximum pallet size. Based on these packaging characteristics and 
storage equipment properties, we propose the following two types of sets 
of possible slot sizes. 

- Linear slot sizes. All possible slots in the set have a si ze that is 
a multiple of a base size, usually the size of the smallest standard 
packaging unit. 

- Divisible slot sizes. All possible slots in the set have a size that fits 
in a sequence of distinct sizes s1 < s2 < .. . < sn , where all the sizes 
are such that silsi+l holds. 

We expect that the standardization of the articles sizes will make the 
stacking of the artieles on a unit load easier and possibly achieves a higher 
utilization of the forward piek storage. 

Average handling times. The implementation of the FRP in practice 
requires that we elaborate the handling models introd u eed in Section 3 .1.1 
in such a way that we are able to determine the average handling times 
from the chosen layout and the storage capacity of the forward piek stor
age. 

The savings in handling time mainly depend on the average travel time 
to the reserve storage, this relative to the average travel time for replen
ishment and forward picking. For the FRP, we made the assumption of a 
single location for the reserve slots and a single location for the forward 
piek slots. The distances from the i/o point to these locations correspond 
to the average travel distance from the i/ o point into these warehousing 
systems, assuming uniform demand over the warehousing system. The 
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travel distance for replenishment depends only on the perimeter of the 
warehouse. A replenishment operation moves between reserve starage and 
the forward piek storage, without necessarily visiting the i/o point. The 
other travel distauces depend on bath the chosen layout of the warehouse 
and the size of the forward piek starage with respect to the size of the total 
starage area. Moreover, when we also assume that all stock is located at 
the ground level, the length of the warehouse D E JN+, is directly related 
to the tot al starage capacity V E JN+. The size of the forward piek starage 
is related to the forward piek starage capacity Vr E JN+. 

Linear layout 

Square layout 

ilopoint~ 
forward piek area 

D/2 

forward piek area 

D 

reserve area 

reserve area 

Figure 6.1: Two schematic layouts for the storage area in a warehouse. The 
length D is a measure for the size of the warehouse. 

We considered the following two types of layout in our study of the FRP, 
which are illustrated in Figure 6.1. 

- Linear layout. The locations in this layout are arranged in a single 
one sicled aisle or along a fixed piek route. The length D is assumed 
to be equal to the total starage capacity V. 

- Square layout. In this layout, the lengthof the si des of the warehouse 
are equal. The length of a side is assumed to be equal to the square 

root of the total starage capacity, i.e., D /2 = JV. We assume in 
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this layout that the slots are loeated along aisles, whieh results in 
rectilinear travel distanees between the loeations. 

The assumptions about the two warehousing systems lead to the following 
definitions for the average travel distanees in the warehouse, based on the 
modelsof Christofides & Eilon [1969]. 

Definition 6.1 (Average travel distanee). The average travel distanee 
depends on the warehousing system where the slot is loeated, on the star
age eapaeity of the forward piek area Vr E JN+ relative to the total starage 
eapaeity of the warehouse V E JN+, and on the length of the warehouse 
D E JN+ aeeording to the following expressions. 

- The average travel distanee from the i/o pointtoa forward piek slot 
dr is given by 

Vr D 
dr =V . 2 . (6.1) 

- The average travel distanee from the i/o point toa reserve piek slot 
dr is given by 

(6 .2) 

- The average travel distanee between a slot in the reserve area and a 
slot in the forward piek area d8 is given by 

D 
ds = 2 . (6.3) 

0 

Reeall that for replenishment, the pieker does not visit the i/o point but 
shuttles between the reserve starage and the forward piek storage. There
fore, we obtain a travel distanee for replenishment that is shorter than the 
travel distanee for reserve pieking. 

To determine the handling time from the average travel distanee, we need 
to define the fixed time needed for eaeh piek eycle and the speed of the 
pieker, depending on the type of equipment. 

Definition 6.2 (Fixed eycle time) . The fixed eycle time fhx E JN+ 
is given by the handling times for stopping at the slot plus the load
ingjunloading for eaeh piek eycle. 0 

Definition 6.3 (Travel speed). The travel speed depends on the type of 
handling equipment , i.e., 
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- Mr E JN"+, the travel speed for a forward pieker, and 

- Mr E JN+, the travel speed for a reserve pieker. 

0 

In the case that all variables in the Definitions 6.1- 6.3 are known, we 
are able to calculate the average cycle times and the replenishment time 
according to 

Bcff 
2 · dr 

Bfix + Mr , (6.4) 

Bcfr 
2 · dr 

Bfix + Mr ' (6.5) 

Bcrr 
2 · dr 

Bfix + Mr , and (6.6) 

Brpl 
2 · ds 

Bfix + Mr ' (6.7) 

where Bcff E IR+ gives the average cycle time to a forward piek slot for a 
forward pieker, Bcrr E IR+ the average cycle time to a forward piek slot 
for a reserve pieker, Bcrr E IR+ the average cycle time to a reserve slot for 
a reserve pieker, and Brpl E IR+ the average replenishment time. Reeall 
that the replenishment time depends on the speed of the reserve picker's 
equipment. 

6.2 Problem generation 

In this study we used real world data of customer orders of four distribu
tion centers for perishables in the Netherlands. 

The first dataset of the distribution center of the wholesaler of vegetables 
and fruits, as described in Section 2.5, has important seasonal fluctua
tions. We have split this dataset for the KFRP in three datasets for each 
of the three seasons, denoted with W1, W2, and W3. Each dataset corre
sponds with a planning period in the distribution center with a different 
assortment for each planning period. We adopted the current policy of 
the wholesaler of a single forward piek starage in the main zone instead 
of separate forward piek starage areas or no forward piek starage in the 
different cold stores. Keeping quality loss was minimized by putting the 
stock back in the appropriate reserve starage at the end of each day, at 
least for the most vulnerable quality change groups. 
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The other three distribution centers belang to three different manufactur
ers of refrigerated food, such as cheese, sausage, snack salads and desserts. 
From these manufacturers we received datasets that represent all customer 
orders duringa selected week. Analysis of the turnover during the whole 
year revealed no significant seasonal fl.uctuations in the turnover compared 
to the turnover during the selected week. The average starage time for 
all four datasets was 3.5 days. This corresponds with a yearly turnover 
rate of 104. Data on the total starage capacity and the service level of the 
distribution center was not available. The articles in the various assort
ments did not have important product interactions and therefore could be 
stared in a single zone at a temperature which is a campromise between 
the different quality change groups. We designated the datasets of the 
three manufacturers with M1, M2 and M3. 

From these four original datasets, we constructed 72 problem instances by 
varying the type of slot sizes, the forward piek starage capacity Vr, and 
the layout of the warehouse. 

The slot sizes were based on the maximum pallet volume Wu = 8 and a 
minimum starage capacity of a slot equal to 1 = wu/8. This results in two 
basic sets of slot sizes given by 

{0,1,2,3,4,5,6, 7,8}, and 

{0,1,2,4,8}. 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

The size "0" in each set makes it possible to allocate zero starage space 
for an article. Note that the set Wtin is nearly twice as large as the set 

wdiv· 

We created problem instances with three levels of forward piek starage 
capacity: A, B, and C. The chosen forward piek starage capacity was 
always less than the the total starage capacity. The total starage capacity 
V E JN+ wasbasedon the total required starage capacity during planning 
period t and an average utilization of 80 %, i.e. 

' 1 '"""' V= 0.8 · ~ w(a, t) . 
aEA 

(6.10) 

The generated problem instances are based on a linear layout or on a 
square layout. The type of layout and the total starage capacity determine 
the dimensions of the warehouse. The two types of layout are denoted in 
the name of the instanee with 'L' in the case of a linear layout and 'S' in 
the case of a square layout. 
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We used the following estimates for the parameters in the handling model 
described in Section 3.1.1 and elaborated in ( 6.1) - ( 6. 7). The fixed cyele 
time Bfix = 60 s. The travel speed of the forward pieker Mr = 0.25 mjs, 
and the travel speed of the reserve pieker Mr = 1 m/s. The extract time 
for a unit laad of a reserve pieker Bgur = 3 s, the grab time for a artiele 
unit of a forward pieker Bgaf = 3 s, and the grab time for an artiele unit 
of a reserve pieker Bgar = 10 s. 

The name of the problem instanee contains information about the way the 
instanee was generated. For instance, M2BS denotes the problem instanee 
based on the dataset of manufacturer M2 with the forward piek starage 
capacity level B, and a square layout. The characteristics of the problem 
instances that are independent of the set of slot sizes are presented in 
Table 6.1 for the instances with a linear layout and Table 6.2 for the 
instances with a square layout . 

Table 6.1: Characteristics of the problem instances with a linear layout. 

Cyele times 
v Vr A Bcrr Bcrr Bctr Brpl 

W1AL 11039 464 1591 1857 133 350 1785 
W1BL 928 1590 1930 205 640 1785 
W1CL 1856 1547 2075 350 1220 1785 
W2AL 10606 472 1598 1791 134 355 1717 
W2BL 944 1598 1865 208 650 1717 
W2CL 1888 1549 2012 355 1240 1717 
W3AL 10122 456 1478 1713 131 345 1642 
W3BL 912 1478 1784 203 630 1642 
W3CL 1824 1441 1927 345 1200 1642 
M1AL 3875 104 260 682 76 125 665 
M1BL 208 260 698 93 190 665 
M1CL 416 256 730 125 320 665 
M2AL 5912 152 240 1007 84 155 984 
M2BL 304 240 1031 108 250 984 
M2CL 608 239 1079 155 440 984 
M3AL 4974 248 815 876 99 215 837 
M3BL 496 810 915 138 370 837 
M3CL 992 802 992 215 680 837 

It can be observed in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 that the cyele times increase with 
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Table 6.2: Charaderistics of the problem instances with a square layout. 

Cycle times 
v 1Îf A Ocrr Ocrr ecff Orpl 

W1AS 11039 464 986 147 63 74 143 
W1BS 928 952 150 67 88 143 
W1CS 1856 860 157 74 116 143 
W2AS 10606 472 902 145 64 74 141 
W2BS 944 868 149 67 89 141 
W2CS 1888 776 156 74 118 141 
W3AS 10122 456 906 143 64 74 140 
W3BS 912 866 147 67 89 140 
W3CS 1824 792 154 74 117 140 
M1AS 3875 104 187 111 61 65 109 
M1BS 208 184 112 63 71 109 
M1CS 416 167 114 65 81 109 
M2AS 5912 152 236 122 62 66 121 
M2BS 304 236 124 63 73 121 
M2CS 608 236 127 66 85 121 
M3AS 4974 248 673 119 63 71 116 
M3BS 496 646 121 66 82 116 
M3CS 992 597 127 71 104 116 

the size of the forward piek storage but that the replenishment time Brpl 

remains the same. The piek times do not increase as much with the size 
of the forward piek storage as in the case of a linear layout . The eycle 
times Ocrr, Ocrn and Ocff inerease only slightly with respect to the size of the 
forward piek storage in a square layout compared to a linear layout. The 
replenishment time is independent of the size of the forward piek storage. 
The ratio 

R = (3 · e cff + B rpl 

f3 · Bcrr 

ealculates the relation between the handling times needed for the 'reserve 
and forward piek storage' situation and the handling time for the 're
serve storage only' situation. The ratio is based on the assumption that 
eaeh handling request oeeurs with the same frequency and that we have 
to replenish after a number of forward piek requests equal to the unit 
load quantity (3. For a given unit load quantity, a ratio greater than one 
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promises savings when we allocate starage space for that artiele to the 
reserve and the forward piek starage compared to only allocating starage 
space to the reserve storage. 
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Figure 6.2: The dependenee of the ratio R with (3 = 2 on the size of the forward 
piek starage in a linear layout and in a square layout for the dataset M3. 

Figure 6.2 shows the ratio with f3 equal to 2 for increa.sing sizes of the 
forward piek starage in the two types of layout. The linear layout promises 
higher savings from a forward piek starage in a linear layout than in a 
square layout. The difference diminishes when we increase the forward 
piek starage eapacity relative to the total starage capacity. When the 
replenishment piekers have to visit the i/o point, then we have a large 
increa.se in replenishment time and a decrease in the ratio R. We still have 
a ratio greater than 1 for articles with greater unit laad quantities. 

Note that we assumed single-address forward picking in the handling 
model. We expeet that multi-address forward picking instead of single 
address forward picking has a large effect on savings since this reduces the 
cycle time for a forward pieker Bcff considerably. 
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6.3 Salution strategy for the KFRP 

Since we ineluded for each artiele possible slots with zero slot sizes in all 
problem instances described in Section 6.2, we can always find a fea.sible 
salution for the KFRP by a.ssigning these slots to the forward piek storage. 
We propose a greedy construction algorithm for the KFRP that results in 
reasanabie good solutions. We expect that the initial solutions constructed 
with this greedy algorithm can be improved by local search. 

6.3.1 Construction of initial solutions 

We propose the Greedy Elimination (GREL) algorithm for the construc
tion of initial solutions for the local search. Since the KFRP resembles the 
knapsack problem, we developed GREL as an extension of the popular 
greedy algorithm for the knapsack problem, described among others by 
Martello & Toth [1991]. Moreover, GREL is similar to the Greedy Knap
sack Reuristic proposed by Van den Berg [1996] for the knapsack version 
of the FRP. 

Greedy Elimination algorithm (GREL) 

1. Let A:= lAl, u EU= UaEA 9a,t, and N := lUl = L::aEA l9a,tl· Sort 
the slots u 1 , ... , UN, such that 

8save(a, t, U.p(l))/vr(u.p(l)) ~ · · · ~ 8save(a, t, U.p(N))/vr(u.p(N)) , 

with <P : lN --7 lN. Let V := Vr, and let for all u E U xu(u) := 0. 
Start with the slot with the highest saving per unit starage space by 
setting i := 1. 

2. If V- vr(u.p(i)) ~ 0, then a.ssign the slot to the forward piek storage: 

Xu(U.p(i)) := 1, and V:= V- vr(u.p(i))· 

3. Remave the other slots of the assigned artiele from the remainder of 
the slot list U: for all u .p(j) E 9a,t and j > i do 

U:= U\{u.p(j)} and N := N -1. 

4. Let i:= i+ 1. If i ~ N, then go to 2. Otherwise stop. 
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In Step 1, we sort the possible slots on the expected savings per unit of 
starage space. The highest savings relative to the associated storage space 
requirement get the highest priority for the assignment to the forward piek 
storage. Only possible slots that fit in the remaining starage capacity V 
are assigned. By removing the remaining slots of an artiele after an as
signment in Step 3, we should be able to find solutions for the KFRP with 
exactly one slot or starage allocation for each artiele. The time complexity 
of G REL is estimated by the following theorem. 

Theorem 6.1. GREL finds in O(N ·logN) time a salution for the 
KFRP. 

Proof. Step 1 of the above outlined G REL requires O(N) time for the de
termination of both the parameters 8save (a, t, u) and vr (u) and the initial
ization of the assignment xu(u). Sorting the variables takes O(N ·log N) 
time. Assigning a possible slot as described by Step 2 is performed at most 
A times. The assignment can be carried out in constant time, however 
the removing of the remaining possible slots of an artiele in Step 3 can 
take at most O(maxaEA l9a,tl) time. Since the number of possible slots 
N = EaEA l9a,tl is less than or equal to A· maxaEA l9a,tl, Steps 2 and 
3 require therefore O(N) time. Hence, the time complexity of GREL is 
O(N ·log N). D 

Hence, G REL has the same time complexity as the original greedy algo
rithm for the knapsack problem with N items. 

6.3.2 Neighborhood function 

The neighborhood function of a local search algorithm consists of a set 
of moves one exchange and swap that change the current salution into 
a set of neighbors or candidate solutions. We cannot guarantee feasible 
solutions for the KFRP when we assign for each artiele randomly a pos
sibie slot to the forward piek storage. A greedy algorithm such as GREL 
guarantees feasible solutions for the KFRP. Therefore, we developed a 
hybrid neighborhood function that uses a modification of GREL and the 
original moves in the neighborhood functions of the local search tech
niques tabu search and parallel descent, described in Section 4.2. Instead 
of directly assigning possible slots for each artiele to the forward piek 
storage, we assign a priority value to each possible slot. These priority 
values are applied for the sorting of the possible slots in Step 1 of G REL 
instead of the expected savings per unit of starage space. The moves in 
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the neighborhood function of the local search techniques change or swap 
priorities. Repeated application of the moves from tabu search or parallel 
descent makes it possible to visit all feasible solutions in the search space. 
Hence, in an indirect way, the assignment of the articles to the forward 
piek starage is carried out by using a construction algorithm. 

6.3.3 Upper bound for the KFRP 

We can derive a upper bound for the KFRP when we relax the integer 
assignments. The continuous relaxation of KFRP, denoted by C(KFRP), 
is defined as follows. 

Definition 6.4 (Continuous relaxation of KFRP). Given is an instanee 
of the continuous relaxation of the KFRP by a six-tuple K D = (A, T, 
Vr, Ç, v, 8save), as described in Definition 3.17. We define a knapsack 
assignment Xu, where 

Xu : Ç --7 [0, 1] C lR (6.11) 

assigns an artiele in a planning period to a forward piek slot. The problem 
is to find a knapsack assignment Xu that maximizes the total savings 
in (3.39) and satisfies (3.40)-(3.41). 0 

According to Martello & Toth [1991], the cost of C(KFRP) serves as an 
upper bound for instances of KFRP because we can satisfy the capacity 
constraint at equality. When we have for each artiele possible slots with 
zero staragespace and zero savings, then we can find the costof C(KFRP) 
by assigning a fractional value to the first variabie intheGREL for which 
the assignment would vialate the capacity constraint. 

6.3.4 Reduction of the problem size 

According to Sinha & Zoltners [1979], we can reduce the number of slots 
in a set for an artiele in the problem instanee of the KFRP , as described 
in Definition 3.17, by applying the following two dominanee criteria. 

Dominanee Criterion 6.1. Given is the set of possible forward piek 

slots 9a ,t C :F, the handZing time function 8 save(a, t, s) E IN and the slot 
size function v(s) E JN+ for each artiele a E A, planning period tE T, and 
slot s E 9a,t· For any possible set of forward piek slots 9a ,t, ij there exist 

two slots i, j E 9a,t such that v (i) 2:: v(j) and 8save (a, t, i) :S 8save (a, t, j), 
then there exists an optimal salution for KFRP in which xu(i) = 0, z.e., 
slot i is dominated. 0 
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A further reduction of the size of the problem instauces of C(KFRP) is 
achieved by applying the next criterion. 

Dominanee Criterion 6.2. Given is the set of possible forward piek 
slots Ça,t C F, the handZing time ju netion 8save {a, t, s) E 1N and the slot 
size function v(s) E JN+ for each artiele a E A, planning period t E 7, 
and slot s E Ça,t· For any Ça,t, ij there exist three slots h, i, j E Ça,t , such 
that v(h) < v(i) < v(j) and 

8save(a, t, i) - 8save(a, t, h) < 8save{a, t, j) - 8save(a, t, i) 
v(i)- v(h) - v(j)- v(i) ' 

then there exists an optima[ salution to C(KFRP} in which xu(i) = 0, i.e., 
slot i is dominated. 0 

Proofs of both criteria can be found in Sinha & Zoltners [1979]. We 
applied both criteria during the generation of the problem instauces by 
sorting first the slots of each artiele according to increasing sizes. 

6.4 Computational results of the KFRP 

We employ computational studies to examine the effects of the forward 
piek storage capacity relative to the total storage capacity, the type of 
layout and the type of slot sizes on the maximum savings in handling 
time in a warehouse. 

Algorithmic performance. Tables 6.3 - 6.6 present the test results for 
each set of problem instauces with tabu search and parallel descent. We 
used the implementation of tabu search and parallel descent described in 
Section 4.2. In the column 'set', with 'L' is denoted the application of the 
set of linear slot sizes and with 'D' is denoted the application of the set of 
divisible slot sizes. For each problem instance, 'N' denotes the number of 
possible slots and 'UBLP' the optima! cost of C(KFRP) for the problem 
instance, i.e., the upper bound. The value of UBLP was calculated with 
the simplex metbod in the solver Xpress-MP of Dash Associates. For 
each problem instanee we performed five runs using different seeds for the 
random number generator. Each run of a local search technique started 
with an initia! solution constructed by the G REL algorithm, as stated 
by the column 'init'. The column 'max' presents the maximal cost and 
'avg' presents the average cost of five runs. Solutions with a cost equal 
to the integer value of the upper bound are considered optima!. All cost 
are expressed by secouds per day. Each run took a computation time of 
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Table 6.3: Results of the KFRP with tabu search and parallel descent for problem 
instances of the wholesaler. In the 'set' column, 'L' indicates the use of the set of 
linear slot sizes and 'D' the set of divisible slot sizes. The column 'N' gives the 
total number of possible slots, the column 'UBLP' the optima! costof C(KFRP) 
and the 'init' column the initia! solution constructed with the GREL algorithm. 
The column 'max' gives the maximal cost and 'avg' the average cost over five 
runs. All cost are given in seconds per day. 

Tabu search Parallel descent 
set N UBLP init max avg max avg 

W1AL L 4087 14555.0 14010 14256 14224 14193 14159 
W1AL D 2633 14453.5 13928 14299 14291 14226 14203 
W1AS L 2227 1211.0 1136 1195 1189 1188 1183 
W1AS D 1863 1200.5 1083 1176 1170 1171 1165 
WlBL L 3933 17630.0 16092 16907 16872 16458 16423 
WlBL D 2532 17338.0 16015 17062 16995 16666 16619 
W1BS L 2133 1618.0 1478 1588 1585 1565 1555 
W1BS D 1783 1597.0 1459 1567 1562 1556 1549 
W1CL L 3360 16053.0 14228 15226 15198 14779 14678 
W1CL D 2161 15477.0 13703 15176 15142 14600 14531 
W1CS L 1864 1913.0 1571 1813 1795 1760 1748 
W1CS D 1507 1819.0 1385 1768 1755 1681 1666 
W2AL L 3726 12766.6 12180 12512 12472 12406 12382 
W2AL D 2514 12674.5 12155 12551 12521 12492 12464 
W2AS L 2041 1340.3 1180 1291 1287 1284 1278 
W2AS D 1676 1308.5 1126 1285 1279 1280 1269 
W2BL L 3570 15472.0 14301 14935 14850 14612 14548 
W2BL D 2411 15101.8 14094 14879 14834 14646 14577 
W2BS L 1941 1708.0 1534 1688 1676 1663 1656 
W2BS D 1583 1683.0 1492 1670 1666 1656 1646 
W2CL L 2964 13724.6 12445 13271 13218 12856 12772 
W2CL D 2045 13103.5 11912 12970 12922 12602 12569 
W2CS L 1666 1993.0 1600 1883 1857 1827 1813 
W2CS D 1334 1902.5 1484 1806 1790 1792 1776 
W3AL L 3803 12166.0 11769 11958 11939 11896 11878 
W3AL D 2465 12074.5 11696 12011 11971 11930 11891 
W3AS L 2030 1083.0 966 1037 1019 1035 1028 
W3AS D 1714 1056.0 943 1039 1030 1033 1028 
W3BL L 3623 14487.3 13257 13916 13872 13615 13562 
W3BL D 2338 14194.0 13093 13900 13864 13688 13640 
W3BS L 1914 1414.0 1320 1399 1391 1394 1387 
W3BS D 1596 1389.0 1275 1379 1378 1374 1367 
W3CL L 3016 12683.6 11352 12201 12128 11764 11708 
W3CL D 1975 12093.3 10833 11929 11885 11585 11543 
W3CS L 1644 1675.0 1351 1580 1563 1540 1527 
W3CS D 1353 1593.0 1207 1523 1515 1469 1464 
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Table 6.4: Results of the KFRP with tabu search and parallel descent for problem 
instauces of manufacturer Ml. The meaning of the columns is the same as in 
Table 6.3. 

Tabu search Parallel descent 
set N UBLP init max avg max avg 

M1AL L 642 1001.0 978 999 997 999 997 
M1AL D 399 983.5 946 983* 982 983* 982 
M1AS L 388 160.0 147 160* 160* 160* 160* 
M1AS D 282 155.0 145 155* 155* 155* 155* 
M1BL L 620 1444.5 1397 1441 1438 1443 1442 
M1BL D 385 1409.0 1352 1409* 1406 1409* 1407 
MlBS L 374 245.3 203 243 242 244 243 
M1BS D 270 234.8 203 234* 234* 234* 234* 
M1CL L 557 1737.4 1639 1735 1732 1734 1730 
M1CL D 355 1676.8 1626 1675 1674 1675 1674 
M1CS L 340 323.2 274 319 317 322 320 
M1CS D 245 309.5 242 309* 308 308 307 

Table 6.5: Results of the KFRP with tabu search and parallel descent for problem 
instauces of manufacturer M2. The meaning of the columns is the same as in 
Table 6.3. 

Tabu search Parallel descent 
set N UBLP init max avg max avg 

M2AL L 1101 8502.0 8090 8497 8479 8495 8479 
M2AL D 646 8414.0 7977 8412 8409 8413 8408 
M2AS L 985 1883.0 1554 1876 1866 1877 1862 
M2AS D 759 1873.0 1586 1870 1861 1866 1861 
M2BL L 1078 10458.0 8548 10363 10336 10245 10190 
M2BL D 628 10379.5 8393 10343 10310 10286 10264 
M2BS L 980 2320.0 1763 2297 2289 2283 2276 
M2BS D 754 2303.0 1739 2290 2280 2287 2270 
M2CL L 1014 10524.0 7989 10370 10307 10193 10105 
M2CL D 582 10269.0 7823 10237 10203 10237 10185 
M2CS L 973 2600.0 1914 2599 2595 2593 2584 
M2CS D 738 2584.0 1874 2578 2572 2578 2568 

1000 seconds on a 100 MHz Pentium processor running under MS-DOS. 
This running time corresponds to 600 seconds on a 200 MHz PentiumPro 
processor running under MS-DOS. 
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Table 6.6: Results of the KFRP with tabu search and parallel descent for problem 
instances of manufacturer M3. The meaning of the columns is the same as in 
Table 6.3. 

Tabu search Parallel descent 
set N UBLP init max avg max avg 

M3AL L 1650 33174.0 32365 33124 33096 33076 33046 
M3AL D 1317 33163.0 32365 33128 33098 33112 33068 
M3AS L 1268 3009.0 2867 3007 3001 3002 2996 
M3AS D 1158 3005.0 2867 2999 2996 2999 2997 
M3BL L 1620 31586.0 29329 31471 31445 31338 31274 
M3BL D 1296 31544.0 29192 31494 31414 31407 31227 
M3BS L 1237 3063.0 2684 3037 3031 3031 3020 
M3BS D 1121 3051.5 2688 3031 3026 3028 3020 
M3CL L 1544 20603.5 17128 20474 20451 20086 19904 
M3CL D 1237 20296.0 17013 20240 20205 19980 19860 
M3CS L 1137 2533.5 2033 2490 2474 2486 2456 
M3CS D 1030 2472.5 1957 2460 2450 2428 2405 

Discussion. Because the distribution centers already operate with for
ward piek storage, the savings in the cost in the Tables 6.3 - 6.6 present no 
direct indication of the potential savings in handling time for the current 
distribution centers. Larger forward piek starage result of course in larger 
savings, however the return per unit of storage capacity is decreasing. 

Tabu search fincis for the majority of the instances the best or optima! 
value for the KFRP. The number of slot sizes N determines if the problem 
instanee is difficult to solve. 

For each planning period of the wholesaler, tabu search could on average 
imprave the initia! salution by 9 %, according to Table 6.3. However, the 
maximum cost remained more than 2 % from the LP-bound. According 
to Table 6.4, the smaller problem instances of manufacturer M1 result 
in initial solutions that are optima! or close to the LP-bound. These 
solutions cannot be improved anymore with local search. Note that the 
problem instances are relatively small. It can be seen that the problem 
instances with divisible slot sizes result in all the cases, except one, in an 
optimal solution. From the problem instances derived with the datasets 
of the manufacturers M2 and M3, the initia! solutions derived with the 
GREL algorithm can be improved with as much as 46 %, according to 
Tables 6.5 - 6.6. The conesponding solutions found with tabu search are 
always within 1 %of the LP-bound UBLP· 
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We abserve large differences when the results obtained from the dataset of 
the wholesaler are compared with the results obtained from the datasets of 
the manufacturers M1, M2 and M3. We were not able to come up with a 
plausible explanation for the differences in results based on the differences 
between the problem instauces of the wholesaler and the manufacturers. 
From the obtained results we may conelude that the type of set of slot 
sizes and the type of layout have no significant effect on the performance 
of the salution strategy. 

The effect of the type of layout on the savings may be attributed com
pletely to the difference in cyele times between both layouts. The set of 
linear slot sizes seems to yield higher savings than the set with divisible 
slot sizes. This may perhaps be attributed to the larger number of possible 
slot sizes for each artiele and herree better opportunities for fine tuning 
the utilization of the forward piek storage. The application of the stock 
location assignment problem, which will be discussed in the next chapter, 
may prove whether the selected articles for the forward piek starage can 
actually be assigned to locations in the forward piek storage. 

The model for the FRP described by Van den Berg [1996] introduces a 
distinction between advance replenishments to fill the forward piek star
age and concurrent replenishments to refill forward piek slots during the 
collection of customer orders. This distinction is based on the assump
tion that advance replenishments can be performed during idle time. The 
warehouses in our case examples used the idle time for handling putaway 
requests and therefore cheap advance replenishments were not available. 
Van den Berg [1996] assumes that we always have to piek from the forward 
piek starage when the artiele has been assigned there. If we allow unit 
loads to be retrieved directly from the reserve storage, then we abserve 
less concurrent replenishments and higher savings than with the assumed 
restriet ion. 

Besides the proposed salution strategy for the FRP based on the knap
sack problem, there exist much simpler decision rules to allocate starage 
space to the forward piek storage. A few of these decision rules that are 
frequently used in practice are mentioned by Van den Berg [1996] . The 
equal space procedure (ESP) allocates an equal amount of starage space 
to each artiele in the forward piek storage, which usually equals a unit 
load. The equal time procedure (ETP) allocates the expected demand 
for each artiele for a certain period of time to the forward piek storage. 
From our experiences with distribution centers for perishables we have to 
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conclude that the assortments are relatively large and that there is sel
dom ample forward piek starage capacity available for both decision rules. 
Forward piek starage is usually created at floor level but floor space in an 
insulated and air-conditioned building is more expensive than floor space 
in a distribution center for non-perishables. 



7 
Stock Location Assignment 

In this chapter, we discuss models and algorithms for the stock location as
signment problem (SLAP) . After discussing the developed salution strate
gies, we dwell on the difference between a handling and a space oriented 
strategy. We present computational studies of randomly generated prob
lem instauces to illustrate the differences between both strategies with 
respect to the SLAP. 

7.1 Salution strategies for the SLAP 

All versionsof the SLAP introduced inSection 3.1.7 can he modelled as a 
generalized assignment problem (GAP). Ross & Soland [1975] describe the 
formulation of the GAP as a mathematica! programmingmodel and the 
salution of problem instauces of modest sizes by applying a branch and 
bound algorithm. Fischer, Jaikumar & Van Wassenhave [1986] proved 
that the GAP is NP-hard. Fischer, Jaikumar & Van Wassenhave [1986], 
Shmoys & Tardos [1993], and Cattrysse, Salomon & Van Wassenhave 
[1994] report among others computational studies with approximation al
gorithms for relatively large problem instauces of the GAP. Cattrysse & 
Van Wassenhave [1992] published a survey of models and algorithms for 
the GAP. In general, the studies of the GAP reported in the literature con-

145 
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centrate on a large number of articles compared to the number of storage 
locations. Solutions of real world problem instances of the SLAP assign 
only a small number of ar ticles to each location. Moreover, the locations 
have the same storage capacity due to the type of starage racks normally 
used in distribution centers for perishables. In this thesis we looked for 
models and algorithms that exploit these characteristics of the SLAP. 

Reeall that we can solve the SLAP separately for the forward piek starage 
and the reserve storage. We use in this chapter the SLAP for the forward 
piek starage as an example for both warehousing systems. We made the 
following assumptions about the problem instances of the SLAP for the 
forward piek storage. 

- The starage capacity V(l) of alocation l E C is always equal to the 
maximum unit load volume Wu E JN+ . 

- The allocation of starage space vr(a, t) E JN+ to an artiele a E A in 
a planning period t E T is less or equal to the maximum unit load 
volume Wu E JN+ . 

- The number of available locations ICI is equal to the number of 
articles lAl. 

The two last assumptions ensure feasible solutions for the SLAP since we 
can assign an artiele to at most one location in each planning period and 
an artiele always fits in a location with the assumptions above. 

We start now with the investigation of the handling oriented strategy of 
the SLAP. 

7 .1.1 Handling oriented strategy 

For a single planning period, the salution strategies for the SLAPIH are 
well known and extensively studied. In this case solutions of the SLAP lH 
can be found by applying the Cube-per-Order Index or COl rule, intro
duced by Heskett [1963]. Articles with the highest order frequency per 
unit of storage capacity are located close to the i/o point in this strat
egy to minimize the travel distances and therefore the expected handling 
time. Malette & Francis [1972] proved that ignoring the starage capac
ity constraints for each individuallocation in this procedure results in an 
optima! assignment of the articles to the locations. We expected that a 
construction algorithm for the SLAPIH based on the COl rule results in 
feasible solutions which can still be improved by local search. We used 
such a construction algorithm to generate initial solutions for the local 
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search. 

In the computational studies of the SLAPIH, we replaced the expected 
handling time with the travel time of the one way trip from the i/o point 
to the location of the slot. We omitted the return trip and other factors 
such as stop time, grab time and time for loading and unloading. These 
times could be ignored sirree they do not influence the assignment of a 
location to an artiele. In our simplified handling model the number of 
visits to a forward piek location of an artiele a E A in a planning period 
t E T is represented by the number of handling requests for artiele units 
TJa(a, t) instead of the order frequency for artiele units la(a, t). We need 
a definition of the travel distance to a location from the i/o point sirree 
this variabie determines the difference in handling times between the slot 
plans. 

Definition 7.1 (Thavel distance location). The travel distance d1(l) toa 
location l E C gives the distance along the piek route from the i/o point 
to the location l. D 

The expected handling time G(a, t, l) associated with the assignment of an 
artiele a E A in planning period t E T to location l E C can be calculated 
with 

dl (l) 
G(a, t, l) = TJa(a, t) · Mr , 

where Mr gives the walking speed of the forward pieker. 

(7.1) 

Initial solutions and lower bounds. We were not able to find suitable 
construction algorithms for the multi-period SLAP with fixed assignments 
in literature. Because of this, we present a greedy construction algorithm 
that is based on the COI rule. With fixed assignments thoughout the 
year, we have to sort the artieles with respect to the sum of the number 
of handling requests per unit of starage space over the planning periods. 
The starage space allocated to an artiele is equal to the allocated slot size, 
which we determined with the KFRP in Chapter 6. The modified greedy 
algorithm is called the Multi-period Cube-per-Order Index (MULTICOI) 
algorithm. 
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Multi-period Cube-per-Order Index algorithm (MULTICOI) 

1. Let A := I .Al and L := I .Cl. Sort the artieles a1, ... , a A, such that 

L 1Ja(a<P(1)• t)/vr(a<P(1) • t) 2 · · · 2 L 1Ja(a<P(A)• t)/vr(a<P(A)• t) , 
tET tET 

with cp: IN-t IN. Sort the locations l1, ... ,lL , such that 

d,(l<p(l)) ~ · · · ~ d1(l<p(L)) , 

with cp : IN -t IN. Let for alll E L: and t E T V(l, t) := Wu. Start 
with the artiele with the largest number of handling requests per 
unit of starage capacity or smallest COl by setting i := 1. 

2. Start with the first location by letting j := 1. While j < L and not 
for all tE T V(l<p(j)> t)- vr(aQ>(i)> t) 2 0 do j := j + 1. 

3. Assign the artiele to the location: ir(aQ>(i)) := l<p(j) and for all t E T 
V(l<t>U)• t) := V(l<t>U)• t)- vr(aQ>(i)• t). 

4. i := i + 1. If i ~ A , then go to 2. Otherwise stop. 

The sorting of the artieles in Step 1 of MULTICOI, determines the se
quence in which we try to fit the slot sizes of the artieles in the locations. 
The locations are sorted on the distance to the i/o point. An artiele fits 
in alocation l when there is enough remaining starage capacity V(l, t) for 
each planning period t. The assignment is finished when we reach the end 
of the artiele list. 

The following theorem gives the time complexity of MULTICOI. 

Theorem 7.1. MULTICOI is able to find a salution for the SLAPIH in 
O(T · A · L + A · log A + L · log L) time. 

Proof . Step 1 requires 0( A · T) time for calculating the sums of 
1Ja(a, t)/vr(a, t). O(A · log A) time is required for sorting the sums, 
O(L · log L) time is required for sorting the locations and O(L · T) time is 
required for initializing V(l, t). Finding a suitable location takes at most 
O(L · T) time. Assigning the artiele in Step 3 can be performed in O(T) 
time. Steps 2 and 3 are repeated A times. Hence, the time complexity of 
the MULTICOI algorithm is O(T ·A· L +A· log A+ L ·log L) . 0 
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The COI rule yields optimal solutions in the case of relaxation of the 
constraints on capacity for the individual bins and when we also allow 
variabie assignments throughout the year. The lower bound on handling 
LBh is equal to the sum of the results of the COI rule for the separate 
planning periods. 

LBh = L L e(a,t,xr(a,t)). (7.2) 
tETaEA 

We used LBh to check whether the found salution for a given problem 
instanee is close to an optima! salution since the lower bound is always 
less or equal than the optima! solution. 

Neighborhood function. As with the KFRP, we cannot guarantee fea
sible solutions for the SLAPIH when we assign each artiele randomly to 
a location. The procedure in MULTICOI guarantees feasible solutions for 
the SLAPjH. Therefore, we developed the same type of hybrid neighbor
hood function as described in Section 6.3.2. The neighborhood function 
uses a modification of MULTICOI and the original moves in the neigh
borhood functions of the local search techniques tabu search and parallel 
descent, described in Section 4.2. Instead of directly assigning articles to 
the locations, we assign a priority value to each article. These priority 
values are applied for the sorting of the articles in Step 1 of MULTICOI 
instead of the expected number of handling requests per unit of starage 
space. The moves in the neighborhood function of the local search tech
niques change or swap priorities. Repeated application of the moves from 
tabu search or parallel descent makes it possible to visit all feasible solu
tions in the search space. Hence, in an indirect way, the assignment of the 
articles to the locations is carried out by using a construction algorithm. 

7.1.2 Space oriented strategy 

When we focus only on starage capacity as in the SLAPjU, the problem 
changes into a multi-period variant of the bin packing problem. Each bin 
corresponds to a location with a fixed storage capacity. For each planning 
period, an assignment of articles to locations or bins may not exceed the 
starage capacity of the individual bins. In this way, the cost function 
of the SLAPIU is equal to the maximum number of bins needed over all 
the planning periods. The classic bin packing problem assumes that all 
bins have equal starage capacity. With different storage capacities of the 
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locations, we can still use the construction algorithms for bin packing, but 
the performance guarantees derived for these approximation algorithms no 
langer hold. 

For the bin packing problem, the First Fit Decreasing or FFD algorithm 
described by Garey & Johnson [1979] is one of the most effective and 
efficient polynomial algorithms known. The FFD algorithm first sorts 
the articles on the slot size in a non-increasing order. The articles are 
assigned in this sequence to the locations, in the same way as MULTICOI. 
For bin packing problems with divisible slot sizes and a single planning 
period, FFD finds the optimal solution. We investigated this special case 
further in our research, since this property of the slot sizes frequently 
occurs in practice using starage racks. The sorting of the articles with 
respect to the slot sizes in the FFD algorithm can be omitted when the 
starage capacity of the bin B fits in the sequence of divisible slot sizes in 
such a way that SmaxiB holds. According to Coffman, Garey & Johnson 
[1987], the First Fit algorithm also finds in this case an optimal salution 
for problem instances with a single planning period. 

Fixed assignments all the year round require more starage capacity be
cause of a lower ftexibility in starage and retrieval, and therefore a lower 
utilization of the starage capacity. We expect the same situation in solu
tions of the SLAPIH. The version of the SLAPIU with fixed assignments 
throughout the year for a single warehousing system resembles the vec
tor packing problem (VPP) described by Garey, Graham, Johnson & Yao 
[1976]. We define the VPP in the following way. 

Definition 7.2 (Vector packing). An instanee of vector packing is given 
by a four-tuple I= (U, d , s, B), where U is a fini te set of slots with a 
d-dimensional vector of slot sizes s(u) =< s1(u),s2(u), ... , sd(u) > with 
si(u) E JN+ for each u EU and B =< B1, B2, . . . , Bd >is a d-dimensional 
vector of positive integer bin capacities. The problem is to find a minimum 
number of bins, given that the contents of any bin, i.e., slots, must have 
vector sum of the slot sizes less than or equal to its capacity. D 

Note that s : U ---+ JNg. Coffman, Garey & Johnson [1987] proved that 
for the general case of the vector packing problem without the divisibility 
constraint, the asymptotic worst-case ratio of the First Fit algorithm is 
I Tl + 0. 7 and the asymptotic worst-case ratio of the First Fit Decreasing 
algorithm is ITI+1/3. For all dimensions ITI ofthe vector packing problem 
with the divisibility constraint, the asymptotic worst-case ratio of the First 
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Fit and the First Fit Decreasing algorithm is equal to ITI. Up to now, 
these weak bounds found by Garey, Graham, Johnson & Yao [1976) still 
hold. We may conclude that divisible slot sizes do not guarantee optimal 
solutions for the vector packing problem. The described asymptotic worst
case ratios indicate that the performance of the adapted FFD algorithm 
decreases quickly with respect to the number of planning periods. 

We developed a salution strategy based on local search for the VPP to 
investigate the effect of the starage capacity constraints in the SLAP lH. 
Initial solutions and lower bound. With fixed assignments thoughout 
the year, we have tosart the articles with respect to the maximum or the 
sum of the allocated stock levels per planning period. We have chosen 
for the sum of the slot sizes instead of the maximum, which alternative 
approach is described by Garey, Graham, Johnson & Yao [1976] for the 
vector packing problem. The reason for this is that we expected that 
the application of this sum results in less tie breaks in the sorted list of 
articles. 

The following construction algorithm for the VPP is called Multi-period 
First Fit Decreasing (MULTIFFD), and differs only in Step 1 from the 
MuLTICOI algorithm. The MuLTIFFD algorithm sorts the articles on 
size instead of the value of the COL With equal numbers of handling 
requests for all articles the ranking is the reverse of that from the ranking 
in the COI algorithm with all other steps kept the same, as is shown in 
the following algorithm description. 

Multi-period First Fit Decreasing algorithm (MuLTIFFD) 

1. Let A:= lAl and L := 1.q. Sart the articles a1, ... , aA, such that 

L vr(al/>(1), t) ~ .. · ~ L vr(a!f>(A)' t) , 
tET tET 

wi th cp : lN -+ lN. Sart the locations l1, ... , l L , such that 

d1(lcp(l)) :::; · · ·:::; d1(lcp(L)) , 

with cp : lN -+ lN. Let for alll E L and t E T V(l, t) := Wu. Start 
with the artiele with the largest size by setting i := 1. 

2. Start with the first location by letting j := 1. While j < L and not 
for all tE T V(lcp(j)l t)- vr(a!j>(i)l t) ~ 0 do j := j + 1. 
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3. Assign the artiele to the location: :î:r(acf>(i) ) := lcp(j) and for all tE T 

V(lcp(j)' t) := V(lcp(j)> t)- vr(acf>(i)' t). 
4. i :=i+ 1. If i s A, then go to 2. Otherwise stop. 

The time complexity of the MULTIFFD is equal to the MULTICOI algo
rithm. 

Theorem 7.2. MULTIFFD does not guarantee optima[ solutions for the 
VP P with divisible slot sizes. 

Prooj by contradiction Consider the problem instanee of the VPP with 
dirneusion d equal to 2 and a bin capacity B equal to 4 with the following 
set of slots U = {u1, ... , u5} with divisible slot sizes: s(u) = { < 1, 1 >, 
< 1, 1 >, < 1,1 >, < 2, 2 >, < 2,1 >, < 1, 2 > }. Sorting this set on the 
sum of the sizes per planning period gives the sequence u4 -< us -< u6 -< 
u1 -< u2 -< u3 and results in the filling of three bins: 

{[u4, us], [u6, u1, u2], [u3]} = 

{[< 2, 2 >,< 2,1 >],[< 1,2 >, < 1, 1 >,< 1, 1 >],[< 1, 1 >]} . 

The sequence u4 -< u1 -< u2 -< u3 -< us -< u6 with the s(u3) 'l. s(u5) would 
have resulted in only two occupied bins: 

{[u4,u1,u2],[u3,us,u6]} = 

{[< 2,2 >,< 1,1 >,< 1,1 >], [< 1,2 >,< 2, 1 >, < 1,1 >]}' 

which proves that the MuLTIFFD algorithm does nat guarantee optimal 
solutions. 0 

The same result holds for the MULTIFFD algorithm when we substitute 
the sum of the slot sizes with the maximum of the slot sizes, as is proposed 
by Garey, Graham, Johnson & Yao [1976] . Unpublished experiments that 
we did for our research, where we compared the proposed MULTIFFD 
with an MULTIFFD based on the maximum of the slot sizes, show no 
significant differences between both the approaches. 

To check whether a salution with minimal cost is close to optimal, we used 
a lower bound on capacity LBc which is similar to the lower bound of the 
conesponding bin packing problem. With respect to this lower bound 
the constraints on the individual bin capacities are relaxed. Hereby we 
assume that all bins minus the last one are filled completely. For more 
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than one planning period we take the maximum required starage capacity 
of all planning periods. 

LB _ fEaEA vr(a, t)l c-max B , 
tE/ 

(7.3) 

where B is the capacity of the bins and I x l gives the first integer that is 
greater or equal than x. In the case of bins with different capacities, B is 
the capacity of the bin with the smallest capacity. 

Neighborhood function. We can apply the sametype of neighborhood 
function for the VPP as for the SLAPIH. The neighborhood function uses 
a modification of MULTIFFD and the original moves in the neighborhood 
functions of the local search techniques tabu search and parallel descent, 
described in Section 4.2. 

7.2 Computational results of the handling oriented SLAP 

We compared the results of the salution strategy fortheSLAP lH with the 
results of the salution strategy for the VPP using the sameset of problem 
instances. We investigated whether the solutions of the two problems 
differ much in starage capacity utilization with respect to subsequently 
the number of planning periods, the number of articles and the type of 
sizes of the slots. 

7.2.1 Problem generation 

We evaluated the salution strategies forSLAP lH and VPP using randomly 
generated problem instances. We have chosen for generated instauces since 
these make it easier to analyse the difference between the two strategies. 
Moreover, the available real world instauces resulting after the salution of 
the KFRP in Chapter 6 were too small to be of interest from a computa
tional point of view. The datasets of the manufacturers had only a single 
planning period. 

In the generated problem instauces we estimate the walking speed of a 
forward pieker by Mr = 1 km/h. The facing of an unit load is taken equal 
to 1 m. Moreover, we assumed that all the locations in the forward piek 
starage are equal and have a facing of 1 m and a capacity of 1 maxi
mum unit load volume or Wu = 8. The assumption of a single piek route 
along the locations leads to a straightforward calculation of the distauces 
between the i/ o point and the starage locations, i.e. d1 ( l) = l. 
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The number of handling requests for artiele units TJa( a, t) for each artiele 
a E A in planning period t E T was randomly selected from a discrete 
uniform distribution on the interval (1, 1000] . The slot sizes vr(a, t) E lNÓ 
for each artiele a in planning period t were randomly selected from two 
sets of slot sizes, introduced in Section 6.1. Dependent of the problem 
instanee we used the set 

Wtin = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} 

with linear slot sizes and 

wdiv = {0, 1, 2, 4, 8} 

with divisible slot sizes. With a bin capacity B equal to 8, the addi
tional constraint on the problem instanee SmaxiB also holds. We gener
ated with the above mentioned parameters 50 problem instances, being all 
the combinations of two sets of slot sizes, five numbers of articles equal to 
A = 100, 250, 500, 1000 or 1500 and five numbers of planning periods equal 
toT= 1, 2, 3, 4 or 6. 

7.2.2 Algorithmic performance 

The results of the test with tabu search and parallel descent are given in 
the Tables 7.1 and 7.2. We used the implementations of tabu search and 
parallel descent described in Section 4.2. Table 7.1 represents the result 
with respect to problem instauces with linear slot sizes and Table 7.2 
represents the problem instauces with divisible slot sizes. The results 
with the VPP are only presented as a reference for the results with the 
SLAP lH. For each problem instance, A denotes the number of articles and 
T the number of planning periods. The LBh column gives the optima! cast 
of COl for the problem instance, which is the lower bound for handling in 
the SLAPIH. Each run of alocal search technique started with an initia! 
salution constructed with MULTIFFD , given in column 'init' . The column 
'min' gives the minimal cast and 'acap ' the average used starage capacity 
of five runs. The last two columns are concerned with the salution for 
the VPP of the same instance, with LBc the lower bound on capacity and 
'mcap' the minimal cast for starage capacity. Handling cast are expressed 
in hours per day and are the averages over the planning periods. The 
storage capacities are given in the number of bins or locations. Each 
run took a computation time of 600 seconds on a 200 MHz PentiumPro 
processor running under MS-DOS. 
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Table 7.1: Results of the SLAPIH with tabu search and parallel descent for 
problem instances with linear slot sizes. For each problem instance, A denotes 
the number of articles and T the number of planning periods. The LBh column 
gives the lower bound for handling in SLAPIH and the 'init' column gives the 
value of the initia! solution constructed with the MULTIFFD algorithm. The 
column 'min' gives the minimal cost and 'acap' the average used storage capacity 
of five runs. The last two columns are concerned with the solution of the VPP 
for the same instance, with LBc the lower bound on capacity and 'mcap' the 
minimal cost for storage capacity. 

SLAP lH VPP 
Tabu search Parallel descent 

A T LBh init min acap mm acap LBc mcap 
100 1 63 69 65 55.0 66 55.8 51 52 
100 2 67 102 88 54.6 89 55.0 49 51 
100 3 67 120 102 59.0 102 58.6 49 57 
100 4 67 146 123 68.4 124 68.8 52 68 
100 6 67 177 152 79.0 152 79.0 52 79 
250 1 468 496 482 135.2 484 135.2 127 127* 
250 2 448 664 588 139.0 597 138.8 121 128 
250 3 449 792 683 150.6 690 151.4 124 142 
250 4 429 906 752 168.4 771 169.2 131 163 
250 6 456 1112 968 198.4 981 198.8 132 198 
500 1 2020 2137 2078 281.0 2092 280.0 259 260 
500 2 1762 2632 2353 292.0 2446 295.0 253 269 
500 3 1812 3211 2817 309.8 2920 312.2 261 289 
500 4 1765 3523 3064 333.0 3228 339.6 257 320 
500 6 1765 4249 3703 394.0 3920 397.6 263 391 

1000 1 7909 8334 8170 569.0 8228 573.0 526 530 
1000 2 7243 10489 9810 588.0 10145 599.2 503 535 
1000 3 7137 12398 11284 633.0 11898 648.6 520 581 
1000 4 7018 13599 12264 670.2 13093 691.4 516 632 
1000 6 6943 16202 14622 763.8 15679 780.4 509 750 
1500 1 18192 19038 18845 861.0 18939 864.2 794 800 
1500 2 15852 23771 22400 901.4 23224 925.4 768 822 
1500 3 15384 26885 25089 935.4 26119 960.0 759 835 
1500 4 15610 29389 27616 995.2 28879 1027.0 768 914 
1500 6 15594 35826 33315 1117.0 35040 1143.6 758 1080 

7.2.3 Discussion 

When we consider the results of the SLAPIH, it can be observed from 
Tables 7.1 - 7.2 that the tabu search seems to be superior compared to 
the parallel descent search technique. This is consistent with the results 
from the APPLIF and the KFRP in the previous chapters. Surprisingly, 
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Table 7.2: Results of the SLAPIH with tabu search and parallel descent for 
problem instauces with divisible slot sizes. The meaning of the columns is the 
same as in Table 7 .1. 

SLAP lH VPP 
Tabu search Parallel descent 

A T LBh init min acap min acap LBc mcap 
100 1 36 38 38 34.0* 38 34.0* 34 34* 
100 2 30 52 42 35.0 42 35.0 30 34 
100 3 30 65 53 43.0 53 43.0 33 42 
100 4 32 82 66 48.0 66 48.0 33 47 
100 6 33 104 91 59.0 91 59.0 35 59 
250 1 261 266 266 89.0* 266 89.0* 89 89* 
250 2 209 352 296 99.2 300 99.0 80 98 
250 3 203 422 353 110.2 360 110.6 82 109 
250 4 199 459 399 120.4 404 120.8 86 118 
250 6 200 596 511 142.2 514 141.2 84 140 
500 1 1104 1113 1113 185.0* 1113 185.0* 185 185* 
500 2 805 1283 1096 204.6 1133 205.2 163 203 
500 3 823 1555 1355 219.0 1407 220.2 162 218 
500 4 821 1849 1593 234.2 1673 234.6 171 232 
500 6 816 2263 1962 276.0 2058 276.6 169 272 

1000 1 4487 4504 4504 380.0* 4504 380.0* 380 380* 
1000 2 3333 5375 4686 412.4 5086 414.2 325 411 
1000 3 3152 6128 5508 439.4 5886 441.6 334 438 
1000 4 3139 7072 6362 466.0 6788 468.4 336 465 
1000 6 3136 8369 7561 535.0 8064 538.6 330 530 
1500 1 10569 10594 10594 574.0* 10594 574.0* 574 574* 
1500 2 7525 12343 10994 631.8 11956 636.4 503 632 
1500 3 7112 13989 12748 660.4 13677 663.6 490 660 
1500 4 7029 15989 14787 712.2 15741 715.2 498 711 
1500 6 7217 19662 18339 802.6 19324 808.4 497 794 

the problem size as expressed in the number of articles A has hardly effect 
on the performance of the construction and local search algorithms. It 
seems that problem sizes up to 1500 articles are still relatively easy from 
a computational point of view. 

On average, the initial salution found by using the MULTICOI algo
rithm can be improved by 10 %. Note that the solutions found with 
the MULTICOI algorithm for the problem instauces with a single plan
ning period and divisible slot sizes were already optima!. Overviewing all 
the problem instances, we abserve that the ratio of the minimal cost and 
the lower bound on handling LBh increases linearly with respect to the 
number of planning periods. In this performance ratio we substituted the 
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Figure 7.1: The dependenee of the performance ratio of the minimal cost and 
the lower bound LBc on the number of planning periods for problem sizes of 
1500 articles. The figure shows that both the problem instances with linear and 
divisible slot sizes stay well below the asymptotic worst case ratio. 

unknown optima! cost with the known lower bound. We also found a lin
ear relation between the number of planning periods and the ratio of the 
minimal capacity and the lower bound on capacity LBc derived with VPP, 
which is plotted in Figure 7.1. According to this figure, the performance 
ratio stays for all instances well below the asymptotic worst-case ratio. 
The problem instances with linear slot sizes seem to result in better solu
tions than the problem instances with divisible slot sizes when compared 
to the lower bound LBc. 

If we campare the capacity results of the SLAP lH with the corresponding 
VPP results, it can be observed that the used capacity differs 10 % or 
less in the case of linear slot sizes and around 2 % in the case of divisible 
slot sizes. Changing the original sequence of the articles, which was based 
on handling only, seems to decrease the expected handling time and the 
required capacity at the same time. We conclude from these results that 
we may apply the SLAPIH for the space oriented strategy too. 
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As we mentioned in Section 7.1.2, the First Fit algorithm yields optima! 
solutions for problem instances with a single planning period and divisible 
slot sizes, when the bin capacity is divisible by the maximum slot size, i.e. 
SmaxiB. In these cases we may construct optima! solutions starting from 
artiele lists sorted on properties such as stackability and family grouping. 
However, further research has to be performed in order to investigate in 
howfar the First Fit algorithm preserves these initia! sorting. 

The proposed construction algorithms for the SLAP do not check on the 
total available starage capacity. These construction algorithms for the 
standard case of the SLAP optimize the handling whereby it is tried to 
utilize the capacity as good as possible. On the other hand, the algorithms 
for the SLAPIU are completely focussed on capacity utilization. In the 
case that the construction algorithms or the subsequently following local 
search are not able to find a salution that uses less starage capacity, we 
have to adapt the slot plan. This can be derived by reallocating starage 
capacity between the forward piek starage and the reserve storage, by 
resizing the warehouse or by lowering the required minimum starage space 
for the articles. With all three possibilities we have to find a new salution 
for the SLAP based on a different problem instance. We may apply the 
models for the FRP to find a new allocation of starage space for the 
articles. 

At the decision level 'operations management', we do not know yet if the 
derived slot plans have added value for the day-to-day operations. In the 
absence of a slot plan at the operational level, we need a starage and 
retrieval policy that yields both high utilization of starage capacity and 
low amounts of handling. The 'random slot' policy results according to 
Roll & Rosenblatt [1983] in the highest capacity utilization. Class-based 
starage which uses the 'closest available slot' policy is most widely applied 
since it reduces the expected handling time while maintaining a high uti
lization level in the warehouse. To evaluate both policies, we may apply 
the dynamic bin packing model which introduces arrival and departmes 
of items in the bin packing problem. Coffman, Garey & Johnson [1987] 
showed that for dynamic bin packing with divisible sizes, the First Fit 
algorithm can be viewed as the best possible on-line algorithm. We have 
to verify this result with simulation experiments, particularly when we 
want to adapt the First Fit algorithm to a 'closest available slot' policy. 



8 
Conclusions and recommendations 

We tried in this research to integrate the specific properties of perishables 
in the models and algorithms that deal with the slot planning problem of 
distribution centers and its links with the decisions concerning the layout 
and equipment on one hand and the decisions dealing with the operations 
management on the other hand. The formulation and the solution strat
egy of the slot planning problem focused on the seasonal production and 
demand of perishables, and the need for special storage conditions during 
the distribution process, described in the applied quality change models. 

We presented a hierarchical decomposition of the slot planning problem 
for perishables into three subproblems: assignment of perishables to zones, 
forward-reserve allocation, and stock location assignment. We showed 
by implementation of this hierarchical planning approach in the decision 
support system ADEPT that the approach can be applied in practice. With 
computational studies we could show that we are able to solve the problem 
of determining the slot plan of a distribution center for perishables. 

Assignment of perishables to zones. The local search techniques tabu 
search and parallel descent are able to find feasible and often optima! 
solutions for the assignment problem for perishables, despite the many 
constraints on starage capacity and maximum allowed relative keeping 
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quality loss. The number of zones that are needed in the distribution 
center depends mainly on the allowed level of relative keeping quality loss 
and the effect of temperature on the articles in the assortment. Adequate 
starage capacities of the different zones and the use of an effective slot plan 
can keep the ethylene concentration below the critica! level of 1.5 ppm. 
For most vegetables and fruits assortments, we recommend at least three 
zones. A larger number of zones depends on the importance of keeping 
quality to the management of a distribution center for perishables. 

When we can redesign the layout, we can use a simpler procedure to 
find slot plans with a cast lower than in the case of a fixed layout with 
predefined starage conditions. The exact starage capacities and starage 
conditions found with this procedure cannot always be implemented in 
practice. 

A slot plan at the level of quality change groups can be used for the starage 
policy in a distribution center for perishables. The additional effort to 
make such a slot plan and integrating it into the new starage policy is 
relatively small compared with the benefits from reduced keeping quality 
loss and less use of alternative zones. The potential of the starage policy to 
reduce the expected keeping quality loss in practice has still to be proven, 
since introduetion of advanced operating polides and reai-time locator 
systems alone in the distribution center are nat enough if the guidelines 
are nat foliowed by the personnel. 

Forward-reserve allocation. The proposed salution strategy for the 
forward-reserve allocation finds solutions close to the optimum. Tbe 
beuristic for the construction of initia! solutions could sometimes be im
proved with 46 % by tbe local searcb tecbnique tabu search. Simpier 
decision rules aften encountered in practice cannot be used when the as
sortment is relatively larger and wben there is nat enough starage space at 
floor level for tbe forward piek storage. This situation is camman for per
isbahles due to the high cast of starage space at ftoor level in an insulated 
air-conditioned building. 

Stock location assignment. For the case with fixed starage locations 
of equal starage capacity, we observed in Chapter 7 tbat the handling 
oriented approach results in solutions with a high starage capacity uti
lization at the same time. This effect is getting even stronger when tbe 
slot sizes and the starage rack capacity belang to a set of divisible item 
sizes. This observation should be an interesting guideline for the design 
of a distribution center, especially for seasonal products. Remark that a 
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lot of perishables are also seasonal. 

Wholesaler case. The application of the decision support system pro
totype in the case example of the wholesaler should give the user already 
better insight in the current problems with respect to quality loss. It 
appears that the effect of high ethylene concentrations and wrong star
age temperatures are being underestimated in practice. Moreover, it was 
observed that the solutions presented by the system did nat result in a 
higher utilization of the starage capacity compared to the current situa
tion. This can be attributed partly to the inaccurate historica! data on 
the stock levels that exaggerated the utilization in the past years. 

Further research. We hope that the models and algorithms developed 
for our decision support system prototype are incorporated in the near 
future in a warehouse management system for distribution centers for 
perishables. 

The expert knowledge contained in the quality change models plays an 
important role in the acceptance of the presented solutions. The devel
opment and validation of the quality change rnadeis should therefore con
tinue, as well as the integration of the improved models in the models and 
algorithms of the decision support system. The combination of perish
ables with non-perishables such as dry groceries in a distribution center 
requires only an extension of the quality change models, especially the 
interactions of the products by means of odors. 

At the tactical level, we used statie, deterministic models for a stochastic 
real world problem. We still have to investigate if the results of the deter
ministic models are meaningful for distribution centers with an increasing 
or a decreasing turnover. We assumed no congestion in the distribution 
center but this assumption becomes invalid when the required through
put increases. The same is true for changes in the assortment of the 
distribution center. We need to know which quality change groups in the 
assortment determine the number and the starage conditions in the zones. 

At the operational level, the effect of an assignment plan on starage ca
pacity utilization with dynamic starage and retrieval of seasonal products 
has to be investigated yet. 

Alternative applications. The models and algorithms described in 
Chapters 6 and 7 can also be used in production facilities with seasonal 
demand. Annevelink & Broekmeulen [1993) describe the space allocation 
problem in pot plant uurseries which is characterized by seasonal demand 
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and varying production areas during the production due to the growth of 
the plants. 

For retailers, the space allocation and artiele assignment are important 
from a marketing point of view. The opportunities forspace management 
at the retailers are described by Van der Kind [1994]. The developed 
models by Lusch [1986] and Corstjens & Doyle [1981] resembie the slot 
planning problem on the grocery store level. A major difference is the 
replacement of the expected handling time in the cost function in these 
models with respect to the difference between price elasticity and direct 
product profitability (DPP) of an article. 
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List of symbols 

A set of articles 
F set of forward piek slots 
Ç set of combined reserve and forward locations 
.L set of locations 
Q set of quality change groups 
R set of reserve slots 
S set of all sets of slots to which an artiele can be assigned 
T set of planning periods 
Z set of zones 

ls location of a slot 
qa quality change group of an artiele 
z1 zone of a location 
Zs zone of a slot 

Wu maximum unit load volume 
p average mass per unit volume 
{3 number of artiele units on a unit load of an artiele 

1 number of artiele units that are ordered of an artiele in a 
planning period 

/a number of artiele units that are picked as artiele units for an 
artiele in a planning period 

/u number of unit loads that are picked as unit loads for an 
artiele in a planning period 

r; total number of handling requests for an artiele in a planning 
period 

TJa total number of handling requests that piek artiele units for an 
artiele in a planning period 

'T/u total number of handling requests that piek unit loads for an 
artiele in a planning period 
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w minimum required total starage space for an artiele in a 
planning period 

wr minimum required forward piek starage space for an artiele 
in a planning period 

wq group starage space requirement for a quality change group 
in a planning period 

wq amount of a quality change group that is stared overnight in a 
zone 

V 

e 

8save 

starage capacity of a slot 
starage capacity of a set of slots 
total forward piek starage space allocated to an artiele in a 
planning period 
total reserve starage space allocated to an artiele in a 
planning period 
total starage capacity of a location 
forward piek starage capacity of a location 
total starage capacity of a zone 
total starage capacity of the warehouse 
total starage capacity of the forward piek area in the 
warehouse 
remairring starage capacity of a location or a zone 

handling time for an artiele in a set of slots in a planning 
period 
handling time for an artiele with only forward piek slots in 
a planning period 
handling time for an artiele with only reserve piek slots in 
a planning period 
handling time for an artiele with both reserve and forward 
piek slots in a planning period 
potentially saved handling time for an artiele in a planning 
period 
total time for forward picking of an artiele in a set of slots 
in a planning period 
total time for putaway of an artiele in a set of slots in a 
planning period 
total time for reserve picking of an artiele in a set of slots in a 
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Bgaf 

Bgar 

Bgur 

efix 

8cff 

ecfr 

Bcrr 
Brpl 

D 
ds 
dr 
dr 
dj 
Mr 
Mr 

kh 
kref 

eea, {!eb 

{lep 

{!h 

{!ta, {!tb 

(!Ja, (!Jb 

A 

planning period 
total time for replenishment of an artiele in a set of slots in a 
planning period 
grab time for an artiele unit of a forward pieker 
grab time for an artiele unit of a reserve pieker 
placejextract time for a unit laad of a reserve pieker 
fixed cycle time 
piek cycle time to a forward piek slot of a forward pieker 
piek cycle time to a forward piek slot of a reserve pieker 
piek cycle time to a reserve slot of a reserve pieker 
time for a single replenishment 
the length of the warehouse 
travel distance to a slot 
travel distance to a forward piek slot 
travel distance to a reserve slot 
travel distance to a location 
travel speed for a forward pieker 
travel speed for a reserve pieker 

static remairring keeping quality of a quality change group 
effect of ethylene on a quality change group in a zone for a 
specific ethylene concentration 
effect of handling on a quality change group in a zone 
reference keeping quality of a quality change group in a zone 
ethylene sensitivity of a quality change group 
ethylene production of a quality change group 
maximum handling sensitivity of a quality change group 
the first quality change process of a quality change group 
the second quality change process of a quality change group 
relative keeping quality loss of a quality change group in a 
zone with a specific ethylene concentration 
maximum allowed relative keeping quality loss of a quality 
change group 
maximum relative keeping quality loss for all artieles that 
stay overnight in the warehouse 
average of }. over the year 
maximum of }. over the year 
ethylene production of a quality change group in a zone 
ethylene concentration in a zone 
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List of symbols 

temperature in a zone 
threshold temperature of a quality change group above which 
the first quality change process takes place 
total volume of a zone 
number of times per day a zone is completely refreshed 
through ventilation 
accessibility of a zone 

weightfactor for handling 
weightfactor for storage capacity utilization 
weightfactor for keeping quality 
penalty for exceeding the starage capacity 
penalty for exceeding the maximum allowed keeping quality 
loss 

assignment of an artiele in a planning period to a set of slots 
assignment of an artiele in a planning period to a forward piek 
slot location 
assignment of an artiele in a planning period to a reserve slot 
location 
fixed assignment of an artiele to a forward piek slot location 
throughout the year 
fixed assignment of an artiele to a reserve slot location 
throughout the year 
assignment of starage space of an artiele in a planning period 
to the forward piek area 
utilization of a location in a planning period 
assignment of a quality change group in a planning period to a 
zone 
year round assignment of a quality change group to a zone 
assignment of a zone to a temperature 
allocation of storage capacity to a zone 
allocation of total volume to a zone 

lower bound on storage capacity for SLAPIU 
lower bound on handling for SLAPIH 
lower bound on the keeping quality loss in APP 
upper bound for KFRP 
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accessible, 15, 21 
accumulation, 21, 38 
aisle, 23 
APP,71 
article, 3 

complimentary, 32 
assortment, 3 

commodity, 14 
congestion, 27, 161 
consignment, 2, 21 
cross docking, 21, 40 

decision support system, 6, 161 
decoupling point, 18 
demand dependency, 25 
direct delivery, 21, 40 
distribution 

center, 2 
chain, 2, 19 

integrated, 18 
function, 2 

equipment 
handling, 2, 24, 38, 130 
storage, 2, 23, 128 

ethylene, 15, 64 
concentration, 65 

FIFO, 26, 122 
FRP, 48 

GAP, 145 
groupage, 2, 21 

handling, 2 
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effect on keeping quality, 15, 
66 

request, 22, 23, 41 
time, 38 

i/o point, 23 

keeping quality, 14 
initial, 15, 68 
loss, 3 
reference, 62, 63 
relative, 66 
statie, 14, 62 

KFRP, 52 

layout, 3, 22, 129 
location, 2, 53 

forward piek, 21 
reserve, 21 

locator, 24 

odor, 15, 64 
order 

customer, 2, 21, 40 
frequency, 41 

penalty method, 86 
piek 

cycle, 23 
list, 24 

pickers, 21 
picking 

batch, 28 
forward, 21 
multi-address, 28 
of orders, 21 
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reserve, 21 
single-address, 28, 38 

planning period, 3 
policy 

operating, 3 
retrieval, 2 
storage, 2, 26, 38 

product, 14 
putaway, 21 

QAP, 83 
quality change 

group, 17, 61, 89 
models, 17, 61 

rack, 23, 146 
replenishment, 22 

shelf life, see keeping quality 
shipment, 2 
SLAP, 49 
slot, 2 

data, 36 
forward piek, 21 
plan, 6, 36 
reserve, 21 
size, 51 , 128 

sorting, 29, 158 
stock level, 25, 61, 91 
storage 

accommodation, 2, 22 
capacity, 36 
conditions, 4, 14, 22, 62 
forward piek, 21 
policy, 122 
reserve, 21 
room, 4 
service level, 25 
space, 2, 36 
time in, 15, 20, 25, 68 

supplier, 21 

temperature, 15, 63 
throughput, 24, 161 
turnover, 161 

rate, 25 

uniform artiele coding, 20 
unit load , 21, 40 
utilization 
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effect on keeping quality, 15 

value added logistics, 3 
ventilation, 15 

warehouse, 2 
warehousing 

function, 2 
system, 3, 20 

wholesaler, 18, 29 
WMS, 7, 24 
WS3P, 69 
WSPP, 47 

zone, 22, 60 , 90 



Samenvatting 

In het proefschrift wordt een aanpak gepresenteerd, gebaseerd op een 
hiërachische beslissingsstructuur die de efficiëntie en de effectiviteit van 
de primaire processen van een distributiecentrum voor bederfelijke pro
ducten verbetert. De primaire processen worden in het geval van be
derfelijke producten zoals groenten en fruit bemoeilijkt door de sterke 
seizoensfluctuaties in productie en vraag en door de behoefte aan speci
fieke opslagcondities voor de verschillende producten. 

De specifieke eigenschappen van de distributie van bederfelijke producten 
worden beschreven in Hoofdstuk 2. In het geval van agrarische producten 
speelt een distributiecentrum een bijzondere rol als ontkoppelpunt tussen 
de vaak kleinschalige, grond- en klimaatgebonden productie enerzijds en 
de van dag tot dag wisselende vraag van consumenten anderzijds. In tegen
stelling tot niet-bederfelijke producten kan een distributiecentrum voor 
bederfelijke producten slechts in beperkte mate optreden als een buffer 
tussen vraag en aanbod door de relatief snel afnemende productkwaliteit. 
De verblijfstijd van de producten in het distributiecentrum is daarom re
latief kort. Door het creëren van verschillende koelcellen of zones in het 
distributiecentrum met specifieke opslagcondities zoals temperatuur kan 
het verlies van houdbaarheid van een groot aantal producten tijdens de 
korte opslag worden gereduceerd. Door het grote aantal verschillende pro
ducttypen waarin de bederfelijke producten zijn te onderscheiden is het in 
de praktijk niet mogelijk om elk producttype een eigen zone toe te wijzen. 
Aan een zone worden daarom verschillende producttypen toegewezen en 
de inhoud van een zone wisselt met de seizoenen door fluctuaties in vraag 
en aanbod. De opslagcondities in een zone zijn een compromis tussen de 
gewenste opslagcondities van de verschillende producttypen. Daarnaast 
moet bij het toewijzen rekening worden gehouden met de interacties tussen 
de producten. Geuren en plantenhormonen zoals ethyleen zijn voorbeelden 
van stoffen die door het ene product worden geproduceerd en die bij een 
ander product tot verminderde houdbaarheid of productkwaliteit kunnen 
leiden. 
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De beslissingen aangaande de inrichting en besturing die het management 
van een distributiecentrum voor bederfelijke producten moet nemen zijn 
te onderscheiden in: 

- Lange termijn beslissingen over het ontwerp van het distributiecen
trum en over de te gebruiken hulpmiddelen zoals opslagsystemen en 
vorkheftrucks. 

- Een locatieplan voor de middellange termijn dat voor elk product 
in het assortiment bepaalt waar, wanneer en hoeveel ruimte wordt 
gereserveerd in het distributiecentrum. 

- Besturingsregels voor de korte termijn die onder andere adviseren 
waar een product kan worden ingeslagen en welk product kan worden 
uitgeslagen. 

Het onderzoek richtte zich voornamelijk op het opstellen van een tactisch 
locatieplan, gebaseerd op historische data. In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt het 
probleem van het bepalen van een locatieplan opgesplitst in een aantal 
deelproblemen die afzonderlijk beter zijn te modelleren en aan te pakken. 

We gebruiken verschillende lokale-zoekmethoden om de deelproblemen op 
te lossen en dus het uiteindelijke inrichtings- en locatieplan op te stellen. 
Deze methoden worden geintroduceerd in Hoofdstuk 4. 

In Hoofdstuk 5 wordt onder meer onderzocht hoe een locatieplan op het 
niveau van producttypen afhangt van het aantal zones en de opslagcon
dities in die zones. Het effect van een gekozen inrichting en een bij
behorend locatieplan op diverse inslagstrategiën is bestudeerd met een 
simulatiemodel van de primaire processen in een distributiecentrum. Een 
inslagstrategie die rekening houdt met het verwachtte verlies van houd
baarheid blijkt bij een goede benutting van de opslagcapaciteit ook het 
houdbaarheidsverlies te beperken. 

Het deelprobleem van de verdeling van de beschikbare opslagruimte voor 
een product tussen de bulk- en de grijpvoorraad is bekeken in Hoofdstuk 6. 
Grijpvoorraad op vloerniveau wordt gebruikt om kleine bestellingen ef
ficiënt te verzamelen en bulkvoorraad dient om de grijpvoorraad aan te 
vullen en om grote eenheden te verzamelen. De ontwikkelde methode 
vindt bijna-optimale oplossingen die de schaarse ruimte voor grijpvoor
raad zodanig benutten dat de hoeveelheid arbeid wordt geminimaliseerd. 

Het deelprobleem van het bepalen van de positie van de bulk- en de grijp
voorraad van een product is onderzocht in Hoofdstuk 7. Het blijkt dat de 
strategie die streeft naar een minimale rijtijd voor in- en uitslag tegelij-
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kertijd ook de opslagcapaciteit goed benut. Indien het locatieplan vastligt 
voor een heel jaar, dan neemt de benutting van de opslagcapaciteit af 
door de slechte afstemming van het locatieplan met de wisselende voor
raadhoogten. 

De gepresenteerde aanpak is onder andere toegepast op een distributie
centrum voor groenten en fruit in Nederland om aan te tonen dat de 
ontwikkelde technieken en oplossingsstrategiën werken in de praktijk. Het 
geheel is geïmplementeerd in de vorm van een beslissingsondersteunend 
software systeem dat kan worden uitgevoerd op een standaard PC. 
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I 

De opslag van een assortiment verse groenten en fruit bestaande uit minimaal de 
tien meest verkochte soorten in Nederland vereist minimaal drie temperatuurzones 
in de vers-distributiecentra. 

Dit proefschrift 

11 

Het uitblijven van een tijd-temperatuur indicator op consumentenverpakkingen van 
bederfelijke producten komt omdat het grootwinkelbedrijf de condities in de aan
voerketen niet kan garanderen. 

TAOUKIS, P .S . , EN T .P. LABUZA [1989], Applicability of time-temperature in
dicators as shelf life monitors of food products, Journal of Food Science 54, 
783-788. 

lil 

De verbeterde bewaarfaciliteiten voor hardfruit resulteren in speculatie bij de telers 
in plaats van een langere houdbaarheid van het product voor de consument. 

VERMEULEN, M. [1998], Speculerende telers laten zelf appels en peren bederven, 
Volkskrant 16 april, pag. 2. 

IV 

De reactie van klanten tegen het einde van de markt op het afprijzen van bederfelijke 
producten maakt de individuele verschillen in gevoeligheid voor prijs en resterende 
houdbaarheid bij deze 'ramphandel' goed zichtbaar. 



V 

Het hoge percentage uitval van verse producten bij de consument wordt veroorzaakt 
door onvoldoende kennis over de gewenste bewaarcondities en door overschatting 
van de relatie tussen uiterlijke kenmerken en de houdbaarheid van het product. 

KANTOR, L.S., K. LIPTON, A. MANCHESTER EN V. ÜLIVEIRA [1997], Estimating 
and addressing America's food losses, FoodReview 20, 3 ··11. 

VI 

De bedrijven met kantoren zonder vaste werkplekken voor de werknemers bew
eren dat niet het verhogen van de bezettingsgraad van de werkplekken maar het 
bevorderen van de informatieuitwisseling de belangrijkste reden is voor deze ex
perimentele kantoren. Indien deze communicatie-experimenten met afwisselende 
contacten op het werk slagen dan pleit dit ook voor frequenter kantinebezoek in 
traditionele kantoren. 

VAN LOON, M. [1997), Doorzichtige consultants, Volkskrant 22 oktober. pag. 19. 

PENNEKAMP,E. [1997), Meer, beter en sneller met minder, Arbeidsomstandigheden 
Concreet 6, Februari, 28-30. 

VII 

Langdurig werklozen vergroten hun kans op een baan als de potentiële werkgever 
weet waarom ze zolang geen werk konden krijgen. 

DEAVERS, K.L. EN A.U. HATTIANGADI[1998), Welfaretowork: buildingabetter 
path to private employment opportunities, Journat of Labor Research , 19, 205-
228. 

MANZONNI, J.-F. EN J.-L. BARSOUX [1998), The set-up-to-fail syndrome, Harvard 
Business Review , March-A pril, 101-113. 

VIII 

Bestudering van de niet-coderende gedeelten van het humaan DNA laat zien dat 
de evolutie net zo ongestructureerd programmeert als de mensen die deze evolutie 
heeft voortgebracht. 



IX 

Slimme logistieke concepten verlagen pas de milieubelasting van het transport als 
ze domme gewoonten in voldoende mate kunnen verdringen. 

VAN LAARHOVEN , P .J .M. [1997], Distributielogistiek,: kunst en vliegwerk, In
treerede , Technische Universiteit Eindhoven. 

x 

Men mag zich pas verplaatsen met een eigen auto als men aantoonbaar niet beschikt 
over het benodigde organisatietalent voor het gebruik van het openbaar vervoer. 


